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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 

In July 2017, the Galena Jo-Daviess County Historical Society purchased the Nelson Stillman 

House and property (2.4 acres, within the National Register of Historic Places listed Galena National 

Historic District), and adjacent residential house and property (1.2 acres, outside of the Galena 

National Historic District), with the intent of relocating its museum and operations to the new 

combined site. The Stillman property includes two buildings. The first building is the historic 1858 

Italianate style Nelson Stillman House. The second building, colloquially referred to as the 

“Wedding Chapel” is largely non-historic but also incorporates an undocumented earlier 

outbuilding which can be identified in photographic documentation dating to the period of 

significance. In the fall of 2017, the Galena Jo-Daviess County Historical Society applied for and 

received a matching grant from the Jeffris Family Foundation to fund an Historic Structure Report 

(HSR) to assist in planning for rehabilitation of the Nelson Stillman House and property and its 

long-term maintenance.  In May of 2018, MSR with support from PVN and independent historian 

Daryl Watson, were retained to complete the HSR.  

The purpose of this Historic Structure Report is to provide guidance for future decision making 

with regard to the rehabilitation, use, and maintenance of the Nelson Stillman House and property. 

The National Park Service states that a HSR is a preservation planning tool intended to provide 

documentary, graphic, and physical information about a property’s historic and existing condition; 

additionally the report addresses owner goals for use or reuse of the property, provides an 

argument for selecting the most appropriate treatment approach, and outlines a prioritized scope 

of work.1       

The report is divided into sections as prescribed by the National Park Service: 1.0: Introduction 

and Executive Summary; 2.0 Project Data; 3.0: Developmental History; 4.0: Physical Description 

and Conditions Assessment; 5.0: Treatment and Work Recommendations; and 6.0 Bibliography and 

Appendices. The Executive Summary covers key findings of the report. Project Data includes 

general information about the property. Developmental History includes a history of the building 

and property and its historical context, a chronology of development and use, and an evaluation of 

the building and property’s significance. Physical Description and Conditions Assessment includes a 

feature by feature description and condition assessment of all physical elements of the site and 

building.  Treatment and Work Recommendations includes historic preservation objectives, 

requirements for work, feature by feature work recommendations and prioritization for the 

building and property, and a phasing plan.  

Project Team  

MSR 

Susan Morgan, AIA, LEED AP BD+C, Historical Architect, Project Manager   

Susan meets the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Qualification Standards for 

Architecture and Historic Architecture.  

Patrick Lynch, Designer   

Emilie Kopp, Designer  

                                                                    
1 Deborah Slayton. Preservation Brief 43: The Preparation and Use of Historic Structure Reports. https://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-
preserve/briefs/43-historic-structure-reports.htm#preparations 
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PVN 

Laurel Fritz, Architectural Historian  

Laurel meets the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Qualification Standards for 

Architectural History.  

Casie Radford, AIA, Historical Architect   

Casie meets the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Qualification Standards for 

Architecture and Historic Architecture. 

Independent Historian 

Daryl Watson, PhD, Historian  

Daryl meets the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Qualification Standards for History.   

Methodology 

This report was developed based on the guidance and requirements of Preservation Brief 43: 

The Preparation and Use of Historic Structure Reports, written by Deborah Slaton and provided by 
the Technical Preservation Services department of the U.S. Department of the Interior’s National 

Park Service.  

Prior to the production of this report, very little, if any, scholarly research had been conducted 

into the history of the Nelson Stillman House and its occupants. A robust, if not always documented 

or verifiable, oral history of the property was commonly shared by the citizens of Galena over time. 

In an effort to separate narratives and assumptions regarding the property from documented fact, 

the following archives and city records were researched for primary source material: 

 Galena City Hall Building and Zoning Offices 

 Galena-Jo Daviess County Historical Society Museum and Collections 

 Galena Public Library Historical Collections Room 

 Galena State Historic Sites Office Collections 

 Historical Newspapers published in Galena – The Daily Courier, Galena Daily Advertiser, 
Galena Daily Gazette, Galena Weekly Gazette, Northwest Gazette and Advertiser. 

 Jo Daviess County Circuit Clerk’s Office 

 Jo Daviess County Recorder’s Office 

 Jo Daviess County Treasurer’s Office 

 Paul and Tim Doser Photograph Collection 

 Personal Interview –Juanita Cox, former resident of the property 

 Wisconsin Historical Society Library and Archives 

Archival research in Galena was conducted by Daryl Watson, Historian.  Some secondary source 

research was conducted by Laurel Fritz, Architectural Historian.  

Evaluation of the condition of the Nelson Stillman House and property was completed by the 

project team including, Susan Morgan, Historical Architect; Casie Radford, Historical Architect; 

Patrick Lynch, Designer; Laurel Fritz, Architectural Historian, and Daryl Watson, Historian, during a 

site visit on June 6, 2018 through June 8, 2018. An April 5, 2017 Building Inspection Report was 

referenced for existing utilities conditions. Research and development of the Developmental 
History portion of the report were largely completed before the Condition Assessment was 
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undertaken. The project team’s understanding of the physical history and use of the house assisted 
them in accurately observing and assessing the current condition of the property and dating 

individual features to within or outside the property’s period of significance. It should be noted that 

the project team was unable to locate any documentation of the interior of the house during the 

period of significance. 

Documentation of the Nelson Stillman House in order to prepare measured drawings for 

inclusion in this report was completed by Susan Morgan, Historical Architect and Patrick Lynch, 

Designer during the same site visit on June 6, 2018 through June 8, 2018. Emilie Kopp, Designer, 

assisted with digital drawing production.  
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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

The following is summary of findings itemized in this report; the report comprises archival 

research and on-site observations of existing conditions gathered by Casie Radford, AIA (Historical 

Architect) and Laurel Fritz (Architectural Historian) of PVN and Susan Morgan, AIA (Historical 

Architect) and Patrick Lynch (Designer) of MSR, and Daryl Watson (independent Historian) in June 

and July of 2018. 

Findings: Developmental History 

Significance and Period of Significance 

The Galena Historic District (“the District”) is considered significant as “a microcosm of the 

American experience between the years 1820-1930.”1 When viewed, interpreted, and understood 

together, the properties within the Galena Historic District convey the history of Galena during the 

height of its state and national influence, as well as the town’s architectural merit as a largely intact 

19th century river town. The District, and all contributing structures, including the Nelson Stillman 

House, are significant at the statewide level as an exemplary holistic representation of 19th century 

commercial and residential development.2 The Nelson Stillman House is significant as a 

contributing structure to the Galena Historic District. The period of significance for the Galena 

Historic District is 1820-1930. The period of significance for the Nelson Stillman House aligns with 

that of the Galena Historic District, however since the Nelson Stillman House was not constructed 

until 1858, its period of significance is 1858-1930.  This period of significance encompasses all 

major property development during the Nelson Stillman House’s use as a private residence, and all 

but three years of the building’s overall use as a private residence. The final family owner sold the 

property in 1933.  

A more detailed discussion of significance, integrity is provided in the Evaluation of 

Significance portion of this report, beginning on page 3.42. 

Use and Alterations 

The Stillman House is an Italianate style home originally constructed in 1858/1859. The 

Stillman House functioned as a single family home from 1858/1859-1933; as a nursing home from 

c. 1940-1967; and as a guest house and restaurant from 1975-2017. Major alterations include3: 

 The two-story addition at the southeast façade, completed prior to 1866, including a 

basement, and in the same style, materiality, and exterior detailing as the original structure. 

 Conversion of the entire structure from single family home to nursing home c. 1940. 

Exterior alterations completed around this time include enclosure of the porches, removal 

of the cupola, alterations to the chimneys, addition of concrete stairs at primary entry, and 

addition of exterior building-mounted fire escapes. The scope of interior alterations 

                                                                    
1 National Register #13000854 Section 8, page 49. 
2 The City of Galena is in the preliminary stages of investigating whether the Galena Historic District is eligible for National 
Historic Landmark status. No substantive outcome of this investigation is expected within the next 3-5 years.  
3 The City of Galena did not issue building permits until the 1980s. Dates for significant changes to the property have been 
developed from alternative primary source materials including newspapers, photographs, and limited oral history interviews.  
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completed at this time is undocumented but assumed to be substantial based on the change 

in use. 

 The single-story, low-slope roofed dining hall addition c. 1946-1947, including a basement. 

Date based on historic images, and property tax assessment records. 

 Conversion from nursing home to guest house/restaurant, 1975-1976. Exterior alterations 

completed at this time include reconstruction of the chimneys, porches, and cupola, with 

partial attention to historic accuracy. Construction of the attic level dormer at the southwest 

façade. The full scope of interior renovations completed at this time is undocumented but 

assumed to be substantial based on the change in use and revisions to assessed property 

value. A local newspaper article suggests that interior alterations included reconstruction of 

8 fireplace mantels that were missing at the time of the 1975 property sale.4 

 Construction of the single-story Wedding Chapel (also known as the “Medieval Banquets 

hall”) – complete footprint for building reached by 1979. Structure built around earlier one-

story brick outbuilding with stone basement (undocumented, but visible in c. 1910 

photograph, and referenced in etching from 1866). 

 Site alterations including construction of limestone retaining walls, southwest and 

southeast brick patios at various levels, as well as various follies and fountains c. 1981 

 Pair of single story mansard-roof additions to basement level at southwest façade 

constructed by 1981. 

Findings: Physical Description and Condition Assessment 

 As of June 2018, the overall property appears to be in fair condition. 

o The Main House appears to be in fair condition at both the interior and the exterior. 

Specifically, it should be noted that the building has undergone significant alterations 

over time. At the exterior, the existing cupola is a conjectural reconstruction based on 

photographs. The porches have been enclosed, re-opened, and in the case of the 

southwest porch, expanded, with current ornamentation on both is conjectural 

approximations. Non-historic additions at the southwest partially obscure the 

historic exterior basement walls of the house. At the interior, finish materials and 

details have been removed and replaced throughout the house, and the historic 

subdivision of spaces has been altered to varying degrees at all levels, most notably 

at the rear (pre-1866 addition) of the house at all levels, and at the attic level of the 

original building.  

o The Wedding Chapel appears to be in poor condition. At the interior, masonry 

walls are bowing, and finishes are generally deteriorated or missing. Notably, two of 

the three extant walls of the historic stone outbuilding have been integrated into the 

non-historic Wedding Chapel.  The structural integrity of the extant walls, 

independent of the adjacent supporting non-historic elements, cannot be evaluated 

                                                                    
4 The Galena Gazette, 1 July 1976. 
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at this time. Bowing of the brick and missing mortar in both the brick and limestone 

walls can be observed.   

o The landscape at the property appears to be in fair to poor condition. Specifically, 

the character of the landscape was dramatically altered outside the period of 

significance for the property with the introduction of new site grading, retaining 

walls, brick patios, and follies, which at the time of this survey are in a deteriorated 

condition and non-compliant with accessibility and building codes. Additionally, the 

construction of the Wedding Chapel introduced a new, large-footprint structure to 

the property, and at the time of its construction, a large asphalt drive-through 

parking lot was installed to the northeast of the building, concealing the building’s 

foundation at that side. 

 The Main House is currently used as office space by the Galena-Jo Daviess County Historical 

Society. The Wedding Chapel is not in-use.  

Findings: Treatment and Work Recommendations  

The Phasing Plan was developed to provide a framework for implementation that 

acknowledges the impact of budget and coordination with proposed re-programming, while also 

establishing priorities and recommendations to ensure thoughtful rehabilitation of the property to 

its period of significance with timely remediation of infrastructure concerns. It is understood that 

priorities may shift depending on the future use, goals, and plans. The estimates of probable cost 

correspond to the Phasing Plan and can be used for project and fundraising planning.  

 Main House Phase 1 includes addressing critical and serious deficiencies identified by the 

conditions assessment, and removal of interior non-historic trim, finishes, and built-in 

fixtures and furniture from the first level of the Main House, in order to eliminate the 

potential for these items to communicate a false sense of history. Updates to the Main House 

catering kitchen should be coordinated with program requirements and are understood to 

be required by the new use, with minimal change to the defining character of the building. If 

the first level will be open to the public, Phase 1 will also need to include code-required 

upgrades for compliance with building, life safety and accessibility codes.  

 Main House Phase 2 includes addressing non-compatible alterations to the exterior of the 

Main House including: removal of the dormer window at the southwest façade, 

reconstruction of the cupola, replacement of non-historic elements of the porches and 

railings, and removal of the circa 1985 single-story additions at the southwest façade. 

Reconstruction of the chimneys could be incorporated into Phase 2 exterior work, or shifted 

to Phase 3 as this would enhance this historic character of the building but does not 

substantively affect the overall structure’s historic integrity.  

 Main House Phase 3 includes replacement of period appropriate interior trim and finishes 

at the first level of the Main House, removal of non-historic trim and finishes and 

replacement with period appropriate or contemporary and compatible trim and finishes at 

the upper levels and basement of the Main House, and addressing minor deficiencies 

identified by the conditions assessment. 
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 Landscape and Site Alterations should be completed in compliance with the Secretary of 

the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation and may be incorporated into any of the other 

phases at the discretion of the owner. It should be noted that demolition of portions of the 

Wedding Chapel, including removal of all elements and assemblies dating after the period of 

significance, will be executed as part of the Galena-Jo Daviess County Historical Society’s 

new construction project, and will follow the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards. 

 

Rehabilitation of the Nelson Stillman House to its period of significance will reinforce its 

significance as a contributing structure within the Galena Historic District and enhance the house’s 

architectural and historic integrity after decades of alternate uses and wide-ranging alterations and 

additions. Thoughtful implementation of the recommendations of this report, and attention to the 

detailed research and documentation informing this work, will clarify the distinction between local 

nostalgia for the building and site, and a more appropriate approach to the historic character and 

features of the property in alignment with its original use as a private residence within its period of 

significance.   
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2.0 PROJECT DATA 
 

Location 

513 Bouthillier Street, Galena, IL 61036 

Property has now been combined with adjacent 517 Bouthillier Street, which is outside of the Galena 

Historic District, into single ownership by the Galena-Jo Daviess County Historical Society. 

Ownership 

Galena-Jo Daviess County Historical Society 

Proposed Treatment 

Rehabilitation—the act or process of making possible a compatible use for a property through 

repair, alterations, and additions while preserving those portions or features which convey its 

historical, cultural, or architectural values.1  For further discussion see: 5.2 

Cultural Resource Information 

National Register of Historic Places, Galena Historic District, Jo Daviess, Illinois, NRHP #13000854. 

Criteria of Significance: A (Commerce, Industry, Transportation) and C (Architecture). For further 

discussion see: 3.41 

Level of Significance: Statewide. For further discussion see:  3.41 

Period of Significance (District): 1820-1930. For further discussion see:  3.41 

Period of Significance (Nelson Stillman House and grounds): 1858-1930.2 For further discussion 

see:  For further discussion see:  3.41 

  

                                                                    
1 National Park Service. The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation: 
http://www.cr.nps.gov/hps/tps/standguide/rehab/rehab_standards.html  
2 The period of significance for the Nelson Stillman House aligns with that of the Galena Historic District, however the period of 
significance for the House begins with its construction.  
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Maps 

  

N 

 

Nelson Stillman House Parcel outlined in red (parcel included in current Galena Historic District 
boundary).  

Adjacent parcel (517 Bouthillier St) outlined in light orange also owned by Galena-Jo Daviess County 
Historical Society (parcel located outside of the current Galena Historic District Boundary). 

Regions shown in orange outside the property boundaries are adjacent state-owned parking lots. 
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Location of the 

Nelson Stillman 

House in context 

of the Galena 

Historic District 

boundary (2013 

revised boundary 

indicated by the 

dashed line). 

 Image taken 

from the 2013 

Galena Historic 

District National 

Register of 

Historic Places 

Additional 

Documentation 

and Boundary 

Modification. 
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3.0 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT    

  

 

1700s – 1830s 

Early Development of Galena as a Mining and Shipping Town 2 

The development of the community now known as Galena, Illinois began centuries ago, when 

indigenous groups lived in the region and mined its natural lead deposits. By the 1700s, the French 

were also operating mines in the area and trading with indigenous communities for the valuable 

mineral. In 1804, the United States government asserted ownership of the region by means of a 

treaty with the Sauk and Meskwaki tribes. The federal government issued the first mining leases to 

U.S. citizens in 1822, sparking a “lead rush” and significant Euro-American settlement along the 

Fever River (later renamed the Galena River). In 1826, eight years after Illinois achieved statehood, 

the burgeoning settlement was named Galena, which is the Latin word for “lead sulfide.”3   

Galena’s economic and demographic growth was driven not only by the lead mining industry, 

but also by the steamboat trade that developed concurrently. Beginning in 1823, residents 

leveraged their location at the head of navigation of the Fever River (renamed the Galena River in 

1854) and at the access point for the region’s mines and smelters to profit from the steamboat 

                                                           
1 Full citations along with larger versions of all images included in this Historical Background and Context are available in 

Appendix A: Historic Images of this document.  Additional ancillary visual material that is not directly referenced in the text is 
also provided in Appendix A.  
2 A comprehensive historical context for the development of the broader City of Galena is presented in the 2013 update to the 
National Register of Historic Places nomination for the Galena Historic District (National Register of Historic Places, “Boundary 
Modification and Additional Documentation for the Galena Historic District,” Galena, Jo Daviess County, Illinois, National 
Register #13000854, listed October 23, 2013 - hereafter cited as “National Register #13000854”). 
3 Federal Writers’ Project (Illinois), Works Progress Administration, Galena Guide (N.p.: 1937), 17 – 19, 25; National Register 
#13000854 Section 8, pages 49 – 52. 

 

Image A7: East Galena as seen from Prospect Street, Nelson Stillman House and outbuilding visible in the upper left 

corner of the image. 1910. Image courtesy of the Alfred W. Mueller Collection, Illinois State Historic Sites Office.1   
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traffic connecting the Fever River to the Mississippi River trade (roads in the area were virtually 

nonexistent). Because it was difficult to transport such heavy freight overland to other port cities — 

including St. Louis, New Orleans, Cincinnati and New York — Galena’s leaders quickly realized that 

to fully benefit from the rich lead deposits, they needed reliable transportation; soon they 

controlled one of the largest fleets of steamboats on the Upper Mississippi River. During 1828, 

nearly 100 boats docked at Galena, bringing supplies for distribution to the surrounding mining 

camps and receiving lead for shipment out of the region.4 It wasn't long before the town grew to 

become a major hub for river commerce, serving the entire region northward to St. Paul, with the 

largest steamboat hub north of St. Louis.5  

Among the earliest Euro-American settlers of Galena were residents of southern states, 

including Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia, and Maryland. Beginning in 1830, tin and lead miners from 

England immigrated to the area. Residents from New England, the British Isles, and Germany were 

attracted to Galena following the introduction of a stage coach line between Chicago and Galena in 

18396 

Conflicts with Native Americans and surplus amounts of lead in the late 1820s and early 1830s 

temporarily dampened Galena’s economic growth.7 When the “Panic of 1837,” a depression that 

impacted the United States, hit, Illinois was significantly impacted. Businesses failed, and the State 

of Illinois had a huge list of internal improvements that fell by the wayside as it struggled to avoid 

bankruptcy.  Even the wild growth of Chicago, which was rampant with inflation and speculation, 

ground to a standstill.   

With its lead-based economy, Galena weathered the Panic of 1837 in surprisingly good shape. 

Lead was occasionally used as a substitute for gold and silver and lead production in the region 

increased at a rapid rate, reaching a height of 54.5 million pounds in 1845.This amount represented 

over 85 percent of all lead produced in the United States, which held the foremost position in world 

lead production.8 In addition, farming emerged as a significant local occupation; by 1840, there 

were 876 farmers and 641 miners in Jo Daviess County.9  

 

 

                                                           
4 National Register #13000854, Section 8, pages 50 – 52; Federal Writers’ Project, Galena Guide, 22, 28 – 29; Carl H. Johnson, 
Jr., The Building of Galena: An Architectural Legacy (Stevens Point, WI: Worzalla Publishing Company, 1977), 22. 
5 For an overview, see Kenneth Owens, Galena, Grant and the Fortunes of War  (DeKalb: Northern Illinois University Press, 
1963) and Carl H. Johnson, Jr., The Building of Galena: An Architectural Legacy (Stevens Point, WI: Worzalla Publishing 
Company, 1977). 
6 National Register #13000854, Section 8, page 54; Federal Writers’ Project, Galena Guide, 34. 
7 History of Jo Daviess County, Illinois, 1878, (Chicago: H. F. Kett, 1878), p. 502.  
8 National Register #13000854, Section 8, pages 52 -53; Federal Writers’ Project, Galena Guide, 30 – 32, 35; Johnson, The 
Building of Galena, 10, 20. 
9 National Register #13000854, Section 8, page 54; Federal Writers’ Project, Galena Guide, 34. 
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Nelson Stillman Arrives in Galena 

Nelson Stillman moved from the East Coast to Galena in 1837.10 Stillman was born in Colbrook, 

Litchfield County, Connecticut on May 17, 1815, to a family that traced its North American roots 

back to the 1680s when they emigrated from England to New England.11 Stillman’s future wife, 

Louisa Child, was born in Johnstown, upstate New York and the couple was married in New York 

City in 1839. Nelson Stillman learned the mercantile trade in New York City. Like so many others, 

the relentless westward migration and business opportunities possible in the West were too 

appealing for the Stillmans to pass up.  Nelson and Louisa Stillman went west, first to St. Louis, and 

then north up the river to Galena. Ultimately, a number of relatives, including one of Nelson 

Stillman’s sisters, would follow them. 

An astute and cautious businessman, Nelson Stillman’s first announcement that he was open for 

business in Galena appeared in the local paper in November of 1837: 

The subscriber has taken the store on Main St. next door to Dr. Newhall's Drug Store and 

taken out licenses for the purpose of transacting General Auction & Commission Business.  

Having been brought up in that business, he hopes to conduct it with a manner that will give 

general satisfaction.  He has made arrangements to receive regular supplies of Dry goods 

from New York and St. Louis, Groceries from New Orleans and Furniture from one of the 

best manufacturers in Pittsburg.12 

While Galena was expanding in the 1830s and 1840s, so was Nelson Stillman’s mercantile 

operation. A chronology of Stillman's wholesaling and retailing advertisements in the local papers 

tells the story of someone who is adapting to the rapid growth of Galena and to changes in supply 

and demand:13 

 Stillman, N. general auction and commission business, also real estate store on Main Street 

next door to Dr. Newhall's Drug Store (Northwest Gazette and Advertiser, (6 January 1838). 

 Stillman, N. (Nelson) groceries, blasting powder, furniture, clothing, dry goods (Northwest 

Gazette and Advertiser, (5 June 1840). 

 Stillman, Nelson Powder, dry goods, groceries, shingles, lumber (Northwest Gazette and 

Advertiser, 2 July 1842). 

 Stillman, N. Blasting and rifle powder, sugar, molasses, brass clocks, dry goods (Northwest 

Gazette and Advertiser, 6 January 1843).14 

                                                           
10 Kenneth Owens, Galena, Grant and, the Fortunes of War. 
11 The Stillman Family by Francis Duane Stillman, Jr., 1989, preface. 
12 Northwest Gazette and Advertiser, 4 November 1837.  There followed his announcement a list of five individuals who could 
vouch for Mr. Stillman's good character and business dealings--all from St. Louis. 
13 Note: Most of the notices of Stillman's business enterprises were collected in a document (filing cabinet with individual files 
on numerous early families in Galena), housed in the Galena-Jo Daviess County Historical Society Museum and compiled by 
former director Tacie Campbell in the 1980s. 
14 [Announcement of a co-partnership with James Rood appears in the 6 January, 1843 Northwest Gazette and Advertiser.  This 

is a partnership that would last for many years.] 
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 Announcement of a co-partnership with James Rood appears in the 6 January, 1843 

Northwest Gazette and Advertiser.  This is a partnership that would last for many years. 

 N. Stillman and Co. grocer and Dry goods (Northwest Gazette and Advertiser, 7 July 1843). 

Stillman’s endeavors were also captured in the Galena city directories:15 

 Stillman and Rood, forwarding and commission 29 Main Street (Directory for 1847-1848 

and for 1848-1849) 

 Stillman, N., commission merchant, Levee, house corner of second and Decatur (Directory 

for 1854)16  

Stillman lost two properties in the 1856 downtown Galena fire, but had insurance and 

immediately began rebuilding.  Andrew Dodds had the contract to erect two replacement buildings 

- each three stories tall and 60 feet deep, for $5,000.17  The mason for the project was N. Strott, the 

same man who would complete the masonry work on Stillman's East Side mansion in 1858-59.   

The next city directory entry for Stillman's business is from 1858-59: 

 Stillman, Nelson, agent for Belcher's sugar, 28 Levee, house corner of Second and Decatur 

(Directory for 1858-1859)18   

1840s-1865 

Galena through the Civil War 

During the late 1840s and early 1850s, Galena reached the height of its prosperity.19 Though 

lead production began decreasing after 1845, the decline was offset by the town’s development as a 

major trading center.20 During the 1840s and 50s, Galena steamboat owners virtually controlled the 

steamboat trade on the Mississippi River north of St. Louis. According to the National Register of 

Historic Places nomination for the Galena Historic District, “as much as lead, it was this 

transportation advantage that catapulted Galena into a nationally significant player in the 

development of the Upper Mississippi and ensured [sic] its place in American history.”21  

The years preceding the Civil War also saw a building boom in Galena.  The wealth generated by 

wholesaling and retailing establishments generated huge profits for many merchants, including 

                                                           
15 Galena's first directory was compiled for the years 1847-48.  The above entries are for each set of years available; copies are 
in the Galena Public Library, Historical Collections Room. 
16 Second Street (the Second Street east of the river) is now Park Avenue and Decatur is now U.S. Rt. 20. Partner James Rood is 
now listed as "late Stillman and Rood," "Commission and Forwarding Merchant and Wholesale Dealer in Fine Teas, Tobaccos, 
Sugars, Coffee, Nails and Groceries, suited to Western Trade..." 
17 Ibid. 15 April 1856. 
18 This is the same address as that for James Rood; there appears to be a close association continuing between the two. 
19 Federal Writers’ Project, Galena Guide, 9; Johnson, The Building of Galena, 72. 
20 Federal Writers’ Project, Galena Guide, 40. 
21 National Register #13000854, Section 8, page 53; Federal Writers’ Project, Galena Guide, 75; Johnson, The Building of Galena, 
22. 
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Nelson Stillman.  This wealth was reflected in the size, style and location of the merchant’s 

residences.  While the first substantial homes in Galena were located close to the commercial 

district, over time residential construction moved to the top of the surrounding hills.  Prospect 

Street, overlooking the downtown commercial district, became known as "Quality Hill."  Later, 

newly constructed homes were prominent on the East Side, including the homes of Nelson Stillman, 

Elihu Washburne and other influential Galenians.  Despite periodic fires downtown (the worst in 

1856, when thirty-two buildings were destroyed along Commerce, Main and Bench Streets) and the 

subsequent frenzied efforts to rebuild, residential building also continued unabated during this 

period.22  

By the 1850s, Galena's meteoric rise to economic prosperity was in danger, even as most of the 

city fathers remained confident of the future. A perceptive English visitor to the home of a 

prominent Galena businessman made the following observation, "A great secret of the success of 

the merchants here lies in their fewness; they have a regular monopoly, and they make very 

determined opposition to anyone who attempts to invade it."23  It was a case of the "old guard", 

most of whom had arrived in the late 1830s or early 40s, wanting to keep things the same as they 

remembered.  Nelson Stillman was part of this group. 

Galena's population would peak at roughly 12,000 in 1858 –a fluid number because so many 

people were moving north and west with the frontier, staying in Galena for only a short time.24  

Meanwhile, Chicago's population was exploding, along with the number of new businesses - 

railroads included – which were locating there. 

The first railroad to reach Galena was the Illinois Central, which entered the town in 1854, but 

not on the railroad's terms. The Illinois Central had wanted to build their tracks on the west side of 

the Galena River, but this would have destroyed the city of Galena's levee and steamboat trade.  The 

railroad had to settle for the East Side, extending their tracks the next year to the Mississippi River 

opposite Dubuque, Iowa.25  

The railroads, such as the Illinois Central, that were constructed in northern Illinois and 

southern Wisconsin in the 1850s initially worked in tandem with Galena’s steamboats.  The boats 

would ferry passengers and freight across the river or upstream to newly established towns in 

Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota. By the start of the Civil War, however, the railroads had reoriented 

Galena’s previously lucrative north-south trade route along the Mississippi to align with the 

railroads’ east-west connections to Chicago and New York. This shift in transportation patterns was 

                                                           
22 Weekly Northwestern Gazette, 8 April 1856. 
23 As quoted in Kenneth N. Owens, Galena, Grant and the Fortunes of War, DeKalb, IL Northern Illinois University Research 
Series, 1963. 
24 Ibid., p. 7. 
25 Ibid., pp. 13-16. 
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solidified with the blockade of the Mississippi River during the Civil War and the continued infill of 

the Galena River due to ongoing natural siltation.26  

Attempts at dredging the river were largely ineffective. The national depression of 1857, which 

didn't hit Galena hard until 1858, hurt the steamboat trade. But the old-timers believed they could 

weather the business downturn as they had during the Panic of 1837.27 In addition, increasing 

competition from other steamboat lines up and down the Mississippi were taking their toll. Profits 

plummeted as rate wars broke out. Ironically, Galena's excellent geographical location in earlier 

years proved a severe obstacle in later years as the city became secondary to newer river and rail 

routes.   

While the seeds of Galena's demise had been sown years earlier, the decline was rapid and 

mostly continuous once it actually began.  The city was beset by troubles both social and economic: 

with the Civil War looming, Galena suffered from intense political infighting which gripped the 

city.28  Moreover, the lower Mississippi was blockaded by Confederates and business as usual was 

totally disrupted.  The city's debts grew as many left for the war and businesses felt the pinch.  Like 

a number of other Galena businessmen, Nelson Stillman spent this period actively tending to 

business in Galena while also increasingly expanding his business opportunities in Chicago.   

The Stillman Family’s Social Life 

Noted for being conservative and cautious, Nelson Stillman quickly became part of Galena's 

business establishment, both professionally and socially.  The Stillmans socialized with the Felts, 

Corwiths, Esteys, Washburnes and McClellans--all prominent Galenians with similar New England 

backgrounds.   

Perhaps Stillman's closest association was with the Presbyterian Church.  A tribute printed 

shortly after Stillman’s death remembered that in 1844 "...during the time of an extensive revival of 

religion here, Mr. Stillman connected himself with the First Presbyterian Church of this city..."29 In 

the 1854 and 1855-56 city directories he is listed as a trustee of the Second Presbyterian Church.  In 

1859 there was a notice in the paper that "Rev. William C. Child of Boston, Mass., will preach in the 

Second Presbyterian Church tomorrow."30  It seems likely that Child was a relative of Mrs. Stillman, 

whose mother, also a Child, was living with the Stillman's in Galena at the time, and who originally 

came from Boston.  Later that year it was reported that Nelson Stillman entertained several 

                                                           
26 See Carl Johnson, Building of Galena, pp. 97,103; 48; 43,44; 99,100 respectively. 
27 See Robert C. Toole, "Competition and Consolidation: The Galena Packet Co., 1847-63," Journal of the Illinois State Historical 
Society, Volume LVII, Number 3 (Autumn, 1964), pp. 229-248. 
28 Owens, pp. 23-33. 
29 Galena Daily Advertiser, 1 September, 1871. 
30 The Daily Courier, 1 July 1859. 
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ministers from the Rock River, IL Annual Conference of the M. E. Church.  "Over a hundred 

ministers came to Galena and sermons were scheduled every evening during the week."31 

Stillman was a Whig in politics and when that party floundered he joined the new Republican 

Party, where he ultimately became a strong supporter of Ulysses S. Grant.32 When a number of 

counties in northern Illinois sought to break away from the state and join what would eventually 

become the new state of Wisconsin, Nelson Stillman served as one of Galena’s delegates to the 

convention.33  

Stillman, had grown up in a region noted for its reform movements, and it was not surprising 

that he joined Galena’s new temperance society in 1838, soon after arriving in town.  It was 

reported that "The Galena Temperance Society was organized....on the total abstinence platform."34 

Stillman was appointed to the Executive Committee.   

Stillman’s interest in civic affairs also extended to education.  An educational meeting of 

trustees of the Galena Classical Institute, along with directors of city schools and five citizens, met in 

June of 1859.  A list of members reads like a who's who of Galena's most active and enterprising 

citizens, including both Nelson Stillman and U. S. Congressman Elihu Washburne.  It was Nelson 

Stillman who made a motion "that the city council should raise funds for a Public High School which 

would incorporate an Advanced Classical Department."35  The motion was accepted. 

Mrs. Louisa Child Stillman was equally active in Galena's social circles.  In 1854 she was listed as 

the Vice President of the local Dorcas Society, which raised money for the city’s poor.  Her sister-in-

law, Mrs. Dr. E. Jones (one of Nelson's sisters), was president.36   

 

                                                           
31 Galena Daily Advertiser, 5 October 1859; in 1850, the Stillman’s household consisted of Nelson (age 36), Louisa (age 32), 
Mary (daughter, age 5), Louisa Child (Louisa Child Stillman’s mother, age 67) Carline Eisle (from Germany, age 20, likely a 
servant), and Louisa Peck (from Michigan, age 8). 
32 During the war years, Stillman became more familiar with Ulysses S. Grant and his military career. Perhaps Grant's biggest 
supporter was Congressman Elihu Washburne, another early Galena attorney, Whig (and then Republican), former New 
Englander, East Side resident, and friend of Nelson Stillman. At the close of the war, Washburn rallied a group of thirteen 
wealthy Galena Republicans – including Nelson Stillman – to purchase the A. J. Jackson home, as a gift to U. S. Grant upon his 
return to Galena.  
By the close of the Civil War, the Stillman family appear to have developed a personal friendship with the Grants.  On January 
11, 1869 Mrs. Grant sent the following telegram to Stillman's only daughter, Mary: "To Miss Mary Stillman, Richmond House, 
Chicago. Come on with Miss Felt if you can, if not then come as early as convenient." Later, Mrs. Grant writes to Katherine Felt 
about Mary and her father: "You know, of course that Mame Stillman is to be married soon also--to Col. Pride--Mr. Stillman was 
down here to enquire about him--You know I think him extremely handsome[referring to Col. Pride]--besides he is very 
clever..." [Correspondence available: The Papers of Ulysses S. Grant, ed. by John Y. Simon, vol. 20, November 1, 1869--October 
31, 1870 (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1995), pp. 330-331.] 
33 Ibid., pp. 481-482.   
34 History of Jo Daviess County, Illinois, pp. 477-478. 
35 Ibid., 1 July 1859. 
36 Galena Directory for 1854. 
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The Nelson Stillman House – Construction 

In 1855, Stillman acquired multiple parcels of land totaling almost 5 acres adjacent to 

Bouthillier St. and opposite (south of) the Catholic Cemetery; the tract was only a few blocks from 

his previous residence at the corner of Second and Decatur.  The cost of the parcels was $2500.37   

Stillman began construction of a new and elegant mansion in the popular Italianate style in 

1858. The work proceeded rapidly, with a July 24th article in the Galena Daily Advertiser noting that 

"Thursday the foundations were commenced of a first class private dwelling by N. Stillman on his 

lot near the Catholic Cemetery.  Nicholas Strott has the contract for the stone-work."38 That 

September, the paper reported that "Mr. Nelson Stillman is about putting up one of the finest 

residences in the city on the east side of the river, near the Catholic Cemetery."39 By May, 1859, "Mr. 

N. Stillman has moved into his beautiful new dwelling house on the east side of the river.  It makes a 

fine appearance."40 The authors of this report were unable to locate any further written description 

or visual representation of the house at the time of construction. 

The federal census for 1860 shows the Stillman family safely sheltered in their new home.  

There were eight residents listed: Nelson (husband, age 45), Louisa (wife, age 40), Mary (daughter, 

age 14), Charles (son, age 8), Louisa Child (Louisa's mother, age 78), and three others, all from 

Ireland: Mary Cairns (age 23 and listed as a house servant), Bridget Cuningham (age 21), and Daniel 

Dailey (age 20 and listed as a porter).41   

1866-1930 

Galena after the Civil War  

Following the Civil War, the decline of Galena continued but at a much slower pace.42 The 

coming of the railroad, the silting in of the Galena River, the Panic of 1857, political infighting, and 

the movement of the frontier westward all conspired to pass the town by. By 1868, Galena was 

carrying a debt load that totaled almost $200,000. Real estate assessments were only one-sixth of 

what they had been in 1857.43 Real estate values fell precipitously, business became more local and 

agriculturally oriented, and the former "great men" of the town largely moved their families and 

businesses to larger cities. A local newspaper editor tried to put a positive spin on the situation by 

noting: "That a  great number of buildings will in [the] future be erected in this city, in any one year, 

is not expected, nor is it desirable."44  He suggested that slow, healthy growth was more desirable.  

                                                           
37 Book of Deeds X, pp. 101-102, Jo Daviess County Recorders Office.  
38 Galena Daily Advertiser, 24 July 1858. 
39 Ibid., 8 September 1858. 
40 Ibid., 13 May 1859. 
41 Federal Census for 1860, 1st Ward, Galena. 
42 National Register #13000854, Section 8, pages 50, 59. 
43 Ibid., p. 21. 
44 Galena Gazette, 29 September 1868. 
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Elihu Washburne was more blunt.  He moved to Chicago because he found Galena after the war to 

be "terribly dead and dull," such that it "did not seem like home anymore."45 

The Stillman Family after the Civil War 

The 1870 census listed the following occupants of the Galena home:46  Nelson, age 56, retired 

merchant, value of real estate--$7,500; wife Louisa, age 51, "keeping h"; son Charles, age 18; 

mother-in-law Louisa (spelled here Lois) Childs, age 87; domestic servant Mary Geary[sp?], age 18, 

place of birth--Ireland; and Susi Geary (sp?), age 18, place of birth—Ireland. 

In 1871, a curious notice titled “Going to Chicago” appeared in the Galena Daily Gazette: 

Our citizens will regret to learn that Mr. Nelson Stillman, one of the oldest residents of Galena, 

has determined to dispose of all his property in this city, and move to Chicago....Mr. Stillman 

finds it inconvenient to reside in Galena, and attend to his interests in Chicago; hence his 

decision to move to the latter place.47 

The notice also announced a large auction to take place two months hence in which Stillman was 

going to sell everything: 

GREAT SALE OF REAL ESTATE AT AUCTION!... All his Real Estate, &c. in Galena, consisting of his 

LARGE and ELELGANT RESIDENCE, WITH FIVE ACRES OF LAND On Bouthillier 

Street....TWENTY ACRES GOOD FARMING AND MINERAL LAND...TWO BRICK STORES, Nos. 149 

and 151 Main street....his interest in the DESOTO HOUSE PROPERTY....several CITY LOTS.  He 

will also...sell a large portion of the Furniture in his residence--One Elegant Piano, Oil Paintings, 

Pictures, &c.  Also, one family Carriage, one Rockaway, one Brewster Top Buggy, Harness, &c., 

&c.  Also, one thorough-bred family Horse: one Cow, stacks of Hay...48 

Before the sale could take place, however, Stillman suffered a severe heart attack.  He was attending 

church when stricken and was immediately taken to the nearby home of his brother-in-law, Dr. E. 

Jones.  The doctor determined that he was suffering from "Congestive Chill" and the condition was 

serious.49  After a few days, Stillman seemed to be on the mend, only to have two more attacks, the 

last resulting in his death on August 31, 1871 at the age of 56. 

The funeral was held September 3 at the family home and "Not one-fourth of the congregation 

was able to be accommodated in the house, and the larger number gathered under the shade of the 

trees in the yard."50 Many of the pallbearers were old and trusted friends, representing in many 

                                                           
45 Tacie N. Campbell, "The Elihu Washburne House," Historic Illinois, Illinois Department of Conservation, Division of Historic 
Sites, Vol. 6, No. 1 (June, 1983).  Washburne wrote this in 1872, only a year after Nelson Stillman determined to sell out and 
move to Chicago, only to die of a heart attack before he could sell off his properties in Galena.  
46 Federal Census for 1870, City of Galena, IL. 
47 Galena Daily Gazette, 7 August 1871. 
48 Ibid., p. 2. 
49 Galena Daily Advertiser, 31 August, 1871. 
50 Galena Gazette, 4 September 1871. 
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ways, the Galena that had been. Stillman's obituary referred to him as "a modest gentleman, an 

upright citizen and a humble Christian."51  Shortly before his death he had told a good friend that he 

could have expanded his business dealings, but "I have now enough, and why should I perplex my 

mind and perhaps shorten my life to get more."52 

Perhaps Augustus Chetlain, one of Galena's Union generals, summed up Stillman best when he 

wrote that Stillman "was a quiet and unassuming man of great force of character, far-sighted, of 

excellent judgment...and successful.  He was a sincere, active and consistent Christian and one of the 

most loveable men I ever knew."53 

Nelson Stillman appointed as his executors three men: Robert H. McClellan, Augustus Estey, and 

Benjamin F. Felt.  All were old Galena friends who had come during the early days of Galena's 

prosperity and had become part of a close personal and professional network.  McClellan and Estey 

(along with Felt's brother, Lucius) had all helped buy Grant's new Galena home along with Nelson 

Stillman and others.   

Nelson Stillman's original last will and testament was dated January 27, 1859 but had two 

minor changes when it was proved on September 18, 1871: he changed the amount going to 

benevolent societies from 10 percent of the residue to $500 each. Those receiving money were the 

American Board of Commissioners for foreign missions, located in Boston, The American Tract 

Society in New York, and the American Home Missionary Society, also in New York.54  Otherwise, he 

left most to his wife (providing she remain unmarried), and to his daughter and son (the latter upon 

reaching age 30).  He also left a share to each of his four living sisters, including some "Rail Road 

mortgage bonds." Years later, when relatives were still fighting over the remainder of his estate, it 

was reported that at the time of his death, Stillman's net worth was $300,000.55 

After Nelson Stillman’s death, the remaining family did not remain in Galena much longer. 

Louisa Child Stillman moved to Chicago (there were a number of Stillman relatives in Chicago at the 

time).  She married Thomas P. Kellett in 1879 and moved to Zumbrota, Minnesota – a town about 

twenty miles north of Rochester that Kellett had helped found.  Louisa died in St. Paul, Minnesota in 

1893, one year after her second husband, at the age of 73.56  She was returned to Galena for burial. 

At the time of Nelson Stillman’s death, daughter Mary, was already living with her husband, George 

Pride, in New York City.  The marriage ended in divorce and Mary moved to Chicago, where she 

passed away in 1888 at the age of 43.  The Stillman’s son Charles also left Galena, married while 

                                                           
51 Ibid., 1 September, 1871. 
52 Ibid. 
53 Augustus L. Chetlain, Recollections of Seventy Years (Galena: The Gazette Publishing Company, 1899), p. 286. 
54 Will Book B, Box 12 (1863-1875), Jo Daviess County Circuit Clerks Office.   
55 The Inter Ocean (Chicago, IL), 5 February 1891, p. 11. 
56 St. Paul Globe (St. Paul, Minnesota) 15 February 1893, page 9; https://wc.rootsweb.ancestry.com/cgi-
bin/igm.cgi?op=GET&db=tyrilla&id=I24181.  Retrieved 22 June 2018. 
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living in Chicago but was soon divorced. He then remarried only to die in 1883 at the age of 30 from 

"apoplexy".57   

The Nelson Stillman House - Stillman Family Occupancy 

Following the Civil War, the May 1866 issue of Harper’s New Monthly Magazine included an 

article titled “Galena and Its Lead Mines.” The article describes the residential architecture of 

Galena as follows “There are many elegant private residences, and many gentlemen of large wealth 

reside in [Galena]. By way of illustrating the prevalent styles of architecture, we have given views of 

a few of these private residences.” Illustrations include the homes of Nelson Stillman, Ulysses S. 

Grant, Henry Corwith, and Congressman Elihu Washburne.  

                                                           
57 The family plot is in Galena's Greenwood Cemetery.  The records for individual lots, etc. are held at Galena's Vincent's 
Monument Works.  See also 
https://books.google.com/books?id=LOnFAAAAIAAJ&pg=PA301&lpg=PA301&dq=Louisa+Stillman+Kellett&source=bl&ots=Z51b
MYjsi5&sig=XI7n5GcA5zZ6d3aaqMzQrM1l5qg&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjUnq7KzufbAhXm24MKHYQ1AEMQ6AEIMTAC#v=on
epage&q=Louisa%20Stillman%20Kellett&f=false (retrieved 22 June 2018) which details a court case brought by heirs to Nelson 
Stillman's estate and which went all the way to the Illinois Supreme Court. 

Image A2: Drawing of the Nelson Stillman House from Harper’s New Monthly Magazine, May 1866.   
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The Nelson Stillman House, as depicted in the magazine image, is a two-story brick Italianate 

structure. Character defining features include:  

 Location on sloped site, with walkout basement level at southwest façade 

 Octagonal central cupola  

 Three story central tower above primary entrance 

 Brick chimneys with decorative brick cap and recessed decorative brick detailing 

 Gabled roof with overhanging bracketed eaves  

 Four-over-four double-hung wood windows with stone sills at first and second levels 

 Metal hoods above first and second level windows at primary (northwest) façade  

 Round and arched windows at attic level 

 Wood porches with Doric columns at first level and balconies at second level at northwest 

and southwest façades   

 Masonry  

 The two-story wing addition at the southeast façade is visible in this image. Whether that 

wing is part of the original construction of the house, or an addition completed prior to 

1866 is unknown.  

Two outbuildings are also visible in the rear of the image. The outbuilding at right has features that 

correspond to photographs c. 1910 and c. 1930 of the outbuilding later incorporated into the 

Wedding Chapel construction.  

Richard Martin Family Occupancy 

Following the death of Nelson Stillman, Richard Martin, a local lumber dealer became the next 

owner of the property at 513 Bouthillier Street.58 In May of 1873, the Gazette announced the 

purchase of the "elegant mansion" and indicated that the Martin family would move in "in a short 

time."59 The Gazette further noted that the home had "spacious grounds" and was one of the most 

"conveniently constructed houses in Galena." Martin paid $4,000 for the house and four acres.60    

Martin also bought some additional acreage to bring his total holdings to 7.9 acres.61 

Martin was born in Cornwall, England and in the early 1840s, at age 20, he came to Mineral 

Point, Wisconsin to work as a miner.62  When the California Gold Rush began, Martin went west and 

reportedly did quite well.  In 1855, he relocated to Galena, where he remained for the rest of his life.   

                                                           
58Martin was listed in the 1867-1868 Galena City Directory as: "Martin and Habich (Richard Martin and Augustus Habich), 
lumber dealers, cor Washington and Water."58  An invoice heading for 1871 elaborated: "Dealers in Lumber, Lath, Pickets, 
Shingles, Doors, Sash, Blinds, Dressed Flooring.  Siding & Pickets constantly on hand."58 (Galena-Jo Daviess County Historical 
Society Archives.) 
59 Galena Gazette, 10 May 1873. 
60 Book 39 of Deeds, pp. 312-313.  Jo Daviess County Circuit Clerks Office. 
61 East Galena Land and Town Lots Listed for Taxation, 1874.  Housed in the Historical Collections Room of the Galena Public 
Library. 
62 Obituary in Galena Daily Gazette, 11 December 1903. 
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Two years after coming to Galena, Richard Martin married Caroline Edwards of nearby Hazel 

Green, Wisconsin.  Together they had nine children.63 In 1873, the same year that he purchased the 

Stillman property, a fire swept the Galena levee, and the paper reported that "Mr. Martin, the 

lumber man, lost 70,000 feet of lumber, and his office.  Loss about $25,000.”64  Fortunately, Martin 

was insured and able to rebuild. Around 1878, Martin retired from the lumber business and slipped 

quietly into retirement.  His name rarely appears in the papers and the only glimpse into his 

character was in his obituary which reported that "in all his dealings, he was an honorable and 

upright man" and then added "and rendered to others that which was their due."65 

It's uncertain if Martin made many changes to the Stillman home. The assessed value of the 

home the last full year the Stillman's owned it (1872) was $1,300. The value in 1874 (with the 

additional acreage) was listed as $3,000.  However, this is misleading because in 1873 another--and 

very severe--depression hit the nation. The State of Illinois determined that local assessments were 

far below what they should have been. The result was a substantial increase in everyone's assessed 

value. Two years later, however, Martin's assessed value for real estate had dropped to $1,500.66  A 

search of the newspapers at this time found no notice of Martin making any improvements to the 

property. The only other jump in assessed value came in 1879, when the assessed value rose from 

$1,000 the previous year to $2,000, but then dropped in 1880 to $1,500.67   

Throughout this entire period Martin's personal property is assessed roughly at $400, although 

it declines in later years. "Taxable" personal property for 1899 includes one "Carriage or Wagon," 

four "Watches and Clocks," one "Piano Fortes," and "Household and Office and Furniture" valued at 

$200.68  This was not a large sum for the period. The 1900 city directory has the following listing: 

"Martin, Richard, retired, Frank, Lyda, Benj, Mabel, 513 Bouthillier st."69  A directory for 1902-1903 

lists Caroline as the widow of Richard, Frank (as a farmer, but same residence), and "Miss Lydia."70 

Martin was an invalid the last few years of life, and was cared for by his wife and three daughters, 

most notably Percie, who had been trained as a nurse and never married.71  When Richard died, 

everything was left to his wife Caroline.72 When Caroline died in 1914, having been taken care of by 

the same daughter, Percie, the estate was left to her.73 Percie, in turn, sold the property in 1915 for 

$5,500 to William and Mary Ehrler.74 

  

                                                           
63 Ibid. 
64 Galena Gazette, 25 June 1873. 
65 Ibid. 
66 East Galena Land and Town Lots Listed for Taxation, 1874-1876. 
67 Ibid., 1878-1880. 
68 Ibid., 1899. 
69 Galena City Directory for 1900, p. 31. 
70 Business Directory of Dubuque...including Galena for 1902&1903, p. 149. 
71 Obituary in Galena Daily Gazette, 11 December 1903. 
72 Book of Deeds #71, p. 409.  Jo Daviess County Recorders Office. 
73 Estate Index for Caroline Martin, File #175, Jo Daviess County Circuit Clerk's Office. 
74 Book of Deeds #99, p. 298.  Jo Daviess County Recorders Office. 
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William and Mary Ehrler Occupancy 

In his obituary, William Ehrler is described as a man who treasured many things, but especially 

his family, his hometown (Galena), his politics (Republican), and better roads ("to pull Galena out of 

the mud").75  He was heavily involved with civic improvements and "took exceeding pride in the 

Grant Memorial Home, being largely instrumental in securing State aid for this historic place."76  

Ehrler was born on a farm in East Galena Township. As an adult, he became the Superintendent of 

the County Infirmary (Poor Farm) and also served a number of years as the Circuit Clerk.77  With a 

large family (seven sons and daughters) he needed an equally large house.  When the Stillman 

property came on the market in 1915, Ehrler purchased it and promptly moved in.  

A  photo of the house was taken 

around the time that the Ehrler 

family moved in. A number of 

character defining features that had 

been visible in the 1866 Harper’s 

image are still present in this photo:  

 Location on sloped site, with 

walkout basement level at 

southwest façade 

 Octagonal central cupola  

 Three story central stair 

tower above primary 

entrance 

 Brick chimneys with 

decorative brick cap and 

recessed decorative brick 

detailing 

 Gabled roof with overhanging 

bracketed eaves  

 Four-over-four double-hung 

wood windows with stone 

sills at first and second levels 

 Metal hoods above first and 

second level windows at 

primary (northwest) façade  

                                                           
75 Obituary, Galena Daily Gazette, 15 December 1927. 
76 Ibid. 
77 Ibid. 

Image A10: The William and Mary Ehrler family outside the Nelson 

Stillman House c. 1915.  Image courtesy Galena Gazette.  
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 Round and arched windows at attic level 

 Wood porches with  

Doric columns at first level and balconies at second level at northwest and southwest 

façades   

 Masonry  

The Erhlers also made improvements to the property. The local paper reported that "a number 

of new sheds have been built, and the entire field that he purchased a year or so ago that is an ideal 

alfalfa pasture has been fenced with hog-tight fence....Mr. Ehrler has turned his drove of 

thoroughbred little pigs into this field."78  The next notice in the paper is of a fire alarm turned in at 

ten o'clock at night: "calling the firemen and a crowd of at least a thousand people to the 

residence....A burning hay barn was the cause of the blaze that was evidently started by a tramp 

with matches or cigarettes....the large barns nearby were saved, for it would have easily spread 

owing to the dry grass and weeds in the vicinity."79 

William Ehrler died of a massive heart attack in December of 1927 at 63 years of age.  His will 

left all real estate and personal property (the latter valued at $500) to his wife, Mary, for her life 

use, income and profit.  After her death, the estate was to be equally divided between their seven 

children.80  Six months later in a confusing twist of inheritance and ownership, the heirs--Mary and 

her children--granted all of the estate back to Mary for $8,800. In addition, the grantee (Mary) 

agreed to assume and pay "mortgages aggregating $7,300, together with interest thereon from May 

A.D. 1928, which are held by Galena National Bank and First State & Savings Bank, Galena, 

Illinois."81 

This proved to be an unwise decision because the stock market crashed the following year, 

ushering in the Great Depression.  The property was heavily mortgaged and the Galena National 

Bank was in financial distress.  On March 4, 1933 the Bank was closed by the federal government 

and declared insolvent.  A Federal Receiver was appointed to liquidate all assets, which included 

the Stillman estate.  Mary Ehrler died a year later on April 12, 1934, further complicating the 

disposition of the property.82  Mary Ehrler’s personal estate was valued at $3,000.  It is uncertain 

who, if anyone, was living in the Stillman home at the time of Mary’s death – she died at her son’s 

home son in Guilford Township, just east of Galena.  While the tax records remained in the Ehrler 

name, the taxes were going unpaid.83  The property remained in limbo until 1936.   

                                                           
78Galena Daily Gazette, 12 May 1922. 
79 Galena Daily Gazette, 7 October 1929. 
80 Wills, File Box #34, Jo Daviess County Circuit Clerk's Office. 
81 Book of Deeds #116, pp. 538-539.  Jo Daviess County Recorders Office.  Perhaps the children needed money for farmland, 
debts, or whatever and the mother was trying to help them out. 
82 Mary Ehrler Estate File #243.  Jo Daviess County Circuit Clerk's Office.  Surprisingly, her personal estate was valued at $3,000. 
83 For example, the East Galena's Tax Collectors Book for the year 1935 simply has the notation, "Taxes not paid." 
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In 1930, U.S. Route 20 (originally called Route 5) had been constructed through Galena. The 

highway is located just south of the Nelson Stillman House. Photographs taken during construction 

provide images of the Nelson Stillman House during that time period.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following character defining features are present in these images:  

 Location on sloped site, with walkout basement level at southwest façade 

 Octagonal central cupola  

 Brick chimneys with decorative brick cap and recessed decorative brick detailing   

Images A13 & A14: 

Views of the Nelson 

Stillman House and  

outbuildings from 

the Route 20 road 

cut.  1930. Images 

courtesy Paul and 

Tim Doser Photo 

Collection.  
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 Gabled roof with overhanging bracketed eaves  

 Four-over-four double-hung wood windows with stone sills and lintels at first and second 

levels 

 Wood porch with Doric columns at basement and first level of southwest façade  

 Masonry 

 Multiple out buildings are visible, including outbuilding (first image, far right). At the 

outbuilding the following character defining features are visible:  

o Masonry  

o Four narrow, vertical window openings and a lower level entry way at the 

southwest façade 

o Two rectangular window openings flanking a central entry way at the northwest 

façade 

o Single gabled roof 

1942-1968 – The Nursing Home Years 

In the tax collector’s records for 1936, the Ehrler name is written over and “O. E. Courtade” is 

written in.84 At this time, Ollie Courtade, a resident of nearby East Dubuque, was purchasing a 

number of parcels in Galena and surrounding towns. Courtade acquired the Ehrler estate for 

$1,500, but ownership was remained unclear for another few years.85  No personal property was 

listed, perhaps indicating that no one was living in the home, or that it was being rented. In 1938, 

the 2nd installment of taxes was not paid and in 1939, $2,783 in back taxes were forfeited.86 

Meanwhile, the assessed value of the property dropped from $1,350 in 1936 to $700 in 1939.  The 

assessed value would remain at that level until 1947, when it jumped to $1,300. 

Starting in 1942, the taxes on the Ehrler estate were paid by Mrs. Leila Brownell, who had been 

running a small nursing home in nearby Platteville, Wisconsin.  Tax records from the same year 

show that Brownell had personal property in the amount of $300.87 A small notice in the announced 

that "Mrs. William Brownell...will move to Galena March 1, bringing with her five men and five 

women who have been under her care for several years."88 

Meanwhile, Ollie Courtade retained ownership of the home (with its three acres) until formally 

selling it to Leila M. Brownell in 1944.89 The Brownell nursing home quickly revealed the need for 

such a facility in Galena. However, the elderly clientele were housed on all floors and fire and 

evacuation were very real concerns for the operation, as evidenced by a fire in the spring of 1944: 

                                                           
84 Ibid., 1936. 
85 Book of Deeds #116, p. 583. 
86 East Galena Tax Collectors Books for the years 1936-1952. 
87 Ibid.  
88 Galena Daily Gazette, 9 February 1942.  Mrs. Brownell had actually begun her relationship with Galena in 1940 when she and 
her husband made preparations for a home at another location in town.  Galena Daily Gazette, 10 October 1946.  The Freeport 
Journal-Standard (Freeport, IL) reported on the passing of one resident in their temporary Galena home 19 June 1941. 
89 Book of Deeds #126, p. 354.  It's uncertain how much she paid for the property; she had been paying the taxes since 1942. 
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LIGHTNING STRIKES BROWNELL NURSING HOME CAUSING FIRE: 90 The Brownell Nursing 

Home housing thirty guests was struck by lightning...and if it had not been for the promptness 

of the alarm which Mrs. Brownell turned in the fire caused by the lightning striking the north 

end of the building might have been a very disastrous one. 

The fire, confined entirely to the third floor and roof, was kept under control, and aside from a 

light water damage to the second floor, the entire building was saved....All four of the patients 

who were on the fourth floor were cared for and placed on the lower floors. 

Despite the fire, by the end of 1945, the facility had 33 patients and listed each one in the paper 

so that people might address a Christmas card to one or more of them.91 In October of 1946, the 

local paper announced that the home had sold, but a final sale did not take place until two years 

later. The article also mentioned general improvements made by the Brownells: 

The present site of the home for the aged is one of the old, stately buildings that have attracted 

many spectators to Galena, and under the Brownells the physical appearance of the home has 

been rejuvenated and the grounds beautified to where it contributes to the peace and 

contentment of those entering under its protective shelter.92 

The dining room on the east side was likely added in 1946 or 1947.  An aerial image of Galena 

from 1946 is too indistinct to confirm an addition, however the equalized assessment jumps from 

$700 in 1946 to $1300 for 1947, suggesting a significant improvement to the property.93 The 

assumed date for the addition is further supported by the fact that when the property finally sold in 

November 1948, Beryl and Harry Cox paid $16,500.94   

Beryl Cox was one of three sisters who each operated a nursing home in Jo Daviess County: one 

sister in Galena, one in Stockton, and one in Warren.95  After purchasing the Stillman property, the 

Cox family relocated to Galena from Stockton, and the Nelson Stillman House, lately the Brownell 

Nursing Home, was renamed Sunny Hill Nursing Home. 

Juanita Cox is the only surviving daughter of Beryl Cox. In a phone conversation with report 

author Daryl Watson, Juanita described some features of the property during her residence there: 

On the grounds were a two-stall garage, a Quonset hut, a "junky one-room house" and a "regular 

brick barn with an upstairs" (likely the outbuilding).96  Mrs. Cox noted that her family lived on the 

grounds in the Quonset hut (likely erected directly after WWII), and that the family enclosed the 

                                                           
90 Galena Weekly Gazette, 29 June 1944. 
91 Galena Advertiser, 6 December 1945. 
92 Galena Daily Gazette, 10 October 1946. 
93 East Galena Tax Collectors Books for the years 1946-1948. 
94 Book of Deeds #132, p. 104.  A conversation with Juanita Cox, daughter of the new owners, moved onto the property in 1948 
when she was a young girl; she recalls that the dining area had already been added. Personal phone interview with Daryl 
Watson, 22 May 2018. 
95 Galena Advertiser, 16 December 1948. 
96 Juanita Cox, Personal phone interview, 22 May 2018. 
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porch at the northwest façade (main entry), using that space as the office.  Patients and visitors 

entered the nursing home through the "back door" at the northeast façade, which opened into the 

kitchen. By the 1960s, fire was of particular concern, with the Galena Fire Department planning and 

training for such an eventuality.97   

Improvements to the house were made, but the authors of this report were unable to locate any 

detailed records of those changes. The assessed value of the property remained at $1,300 when the 

home was purchased by the Coxes, but took a sharp jump in 1951, when it was listed at $4,000.98  

Personal property increased at the same time – from $550 to $1400 in 1951 and to $2,070 in 1952.   

There was never a shortage of clients for the nursing home, but expenses attributed to the 

maintenance of the old mansion, and to the increasingly restrictive government regulations of elder 

care facilities caused conditions at the property to decline. In 1967, a picture and caption in the 

Gazette bore news of the nursing home’s closing: 

SUNNY HILL WILL CLOSE SOON--Sunny Hill Nursing Home has received an execution notice 

from the State of Illinois.  The home must close September 8, 1967; or as soon as possible 

thereafter.  It seems extremely unfortunate and cruel when people work so unselfishly hard to 

do something good and worthwhile that they must be stomped upon by an unfeeling 

government.99 

This would be the end of the Stillman House’s tenure as a nursing home. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
97 The Galena Gazette, 3 December 1959, announced "Nursing Home Holds Fire Service Classes" in which the fire department, 
employees of the nursing home, and University of Illinois Extension personnel participated. 
98 East Galena Tax Collectors Books for the years 1948-1952. 
99 Galena Gazette, 7 September 1967. 
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Photographs from the mid-1960s show that in order to accommodate the nursing home use, 

significant alterations had taken place at the exterior of the building:  

 The cupola has been demolished 

 The chimneys have been 

reconstructed – chimneys in the 1964 

images are shorter and do not include 

the decorative cap detail or recessed 

detailing 

 At the first level, both porches have 

been enclosed 

 At the second level, porch railings 

have been removed and replaced and 

a window at the central tower has 

been converted into a door 

 A concrete stair with railings has 

been added at the main entry, 

reorienting the direction of entry 

 Fire escapes have been installed at 

multiple locations 

 The earliest images showing the 

single-story “dining-addition”  

Original features that are still extant in 

these images include: 

 Gabled roof with overhanging 

bracketed eaves 

 Three story central stair tower above 

primary entrance 

 Four-over-four double-hung wood 

windows with stone sills at the first 

and second levels 

 Metal hoods above first and second 

level windows of the primary facade 

 Round and arched windows at attic 

level 

 Masonry 

 Two-story addition at the southeast 

façade  

 

Images A17, A18, & A19: Views of the Nelson Stillman House 

during the nursing home period. 1964. Images courtesy Illinois 

State Historic Sites Office.   
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1970s-2010s - The Tourism Years 

Tourism has long been a part of the history and fabric of Galena. Daniel Smith Harris advertised 

the city’s first "excursion" boat in 1845, running from Galena to St. Paul. Business was brisk. 

Following the Civil War, Ulysses S. Grant added a new dimension to the city's identity and 

attractions.  According to the National Register Nomination for the Galena Historic District, 

following the end of World War II, there was “a rebirth of interest in [Galena’s] history and 

architecture as historic preservation became a marketable commodity.”100 Within the state of 

Illinois, Galena led the way in historic preservation, becoming one of the first two communities 

within the state to pass a local preservation ordinance in 1965.101 In 1969, the Galena Historic 

District was nominated for the National Register of Historic Places, placing over 85% of the existing 

town within a historic district.102 The district’s boundaries were revised in 2013 to include a total of 

581 acres and 893 contributing resources, including the Nelson Stillman House.103 

While artists and a few local residents were engaged in the early years of Galena’s historic 

preservation efforts, a major push developed in the 70s and 80s.  One of the leaders of the 

invigorated historic preservation movement was four term mayor Frank Einsweiler, who saw 

historic preservation as a tool for economic revival. Along with their work in downtown Galena, 

Einsweiler and one of the council members, Ralph Benson, took a keen interest in the Stillman 

House, whose owners had once again found themselves floundering after the State closed the Sunny 

Hill Nursing Home. 

State safety standards precluded opening another nursing home at the property, but the 

historic ambiance, modern kitchen and ample dining spaces of the Stillman House provided the 

opportunity for a unique restaurant experience. Ralph Benson, a very successful realtor as well as 

city councilman, immediately saw these possibilities. Circa 1970, two women from the Chicago area 

were the first to open a restaurant in the old mansion.104  There is no record of the pair having 

purchased the property; it was probably rented or leased and the endeavor didn't last.  

In 1974, a detailed street map complete with the names of every resident was published. On the 

map, the Stillman House was labeled as the Stevens Manor Restaurant.105  By 1975, the property 

was back on the market.  A trust had been set up, managed by a local bank, with Ralph Benson as 

trustee.  Benson helped facilitate the transfer to new owners, Marilyn and Erik Jensen, who 

acquired the property in April of 1975.106  

                                                           
100 National Register #13000854, Section 8, page 51.   
101 It should also be noted that in the 1960s while urban renewal projects were decimating 19th century construction in 

downtowns throughout the United States, Galena lacked the funds to support that scale of redevelopment. The city’s economic 
circumstances positioned it as a prime candidate for preservation.  
102 National Register #13000854, Section 7, pages 5 and 13.   
103 National Register #13000854, Section 7, pages 6 -7. 
104 Ibid., 21 September 2011. 
105 Robert La Rue Map, 1974. Copy in City Hall Zoning Office and Galena-Jo Daviess County Historical Society Museum.  La Rue 
was a retired CIA agent who took it upon himself to create the map. 
106 Book of Deeds #200, pp. 54 and 917-918. 
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Marilyn and Erik Jensen 

A major period of alterations came with the Jensens. They intended to open a “fine guest house 

with restaurant and bar.”107  During the Jensen’s first two years of ownership, significant 

maintenance and repair was completed, including the rebuilding of the cupola.  The renovated 

house, branded as Stillman Manor, was opened to the public for view in 1976.  There was even a gift 

shop, "managed by Mrs. Nancy Crow [daughter of Beryl Cox], at the rear of the manor."108 

According the newspaper article announcing the opening, "Mantels for four of the mansion's 12 

fireplaces were in the house when the Jensens bought it...the others have been rebuilt.  Five of the 

chimneys, each carrying three stacks, were reconstructed.109 

The Jensens did not stop with repairs to the main house.  Erik Jensen, an industrial engineer 

from Chicago, had additional plans for the property.  He had traveled widely in Europe and was 

enamored with medieval antiquities.  He began enlarging and modifying the old “carriage barn”, 

turning it to the facility that would be known as the “Medieval Banquets Hall”.   

It was also at this time that the City of Galena was beginning to implement a viable set of 

building and zoning codes.  An electrical inspector had been hired and the fire department looked at 

fire and related safety issues, but plans and inspections were mostly carried out by the mayor, 

Frank Einsweiler.110  It quickly became apparent that Erik Jensen had his own unique vision for the 

Stillman property and city hall was too often an encumbrance to Jensen’s endeavors. Soon, 

complaints from members of the public were coming into city hall: 

Please note the date of my first letter to you...which...clearly states my concern about the 

building activity at the STILLMAN MANOR site. This assemblage of buildings were allowed to 

remain and continue to be added to as Mr. Jensen's fancy dictates. These buildings should be 

removed as not being acceptable design within the Galena Historical District....Who approved 

this work?111   

In fact, no one had approved the majority of Jensen's work.  He did, however, get permission 

from the mayor to construct several stone retaining walls around the property.112  Jensen also 

sought approval from Illinois Department of Transportation for access directly onto Rt. 20, but was 

refused for safety reasons.   

                                                           
107 The Galena Gazette, 1 July 1976. 
108 Ibid. 
109 Ibid. 
110 Personal knowledge of Daryl Watson, who served as the mayor's administrative assistant from 1978-1984. 
111 Letter from Stanley Mitruk, architectural design consultant, dated 22 April 1981 and addressed to Daryl Watson, 
Administrative Assistant, , City of Galena Building File, Building History, 513 Bouthillier St. Mitruk had previously been asked by 
Jensen to design a 40 unit motel to be built next to the mansion but stepped aside when he found Jensen would listen to 
nothing he said.  In the same letter he accused Jensen of philodoxy (love of one's own opinion or letting opinion define reality). 
112 Application for Building Permit, dated 23 March 1981. City of Galena Building File, Stillman Manor, 513 Bouthillier St.  
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Thomas (Pete) Campbell, Site 

Superintendent for the U. S. Grant 

Home, took note in another letter to 

city hall: "It now seems as if they 

[Stillman Manor] are planning more 

construction besides the 'walled 

medieval city' they are now building....I 

would like the City to find some 

answers to what is going on there."113 

In 1981, when Jensen began 

pouring concrete footings for a new 

motel next to the Stillman House — a 

project that had failed to get through 

the zoning process, much less the 

building permit process — the mayor 

threatened to stop issuing permits, 

including the rescinding Stillman 

Manor's liquor license.  Jensen 

responded: "Should you and/or any of 

the City Fathers rescind the Manor's 

liquor license, it would then bring 

about the closing of the Manor, a most unfortunate circumstance, for the sword of Damocles [sic] 

should never hang over the Manor's head for whatever – the contents of your letter should 

imply."114 

Ultimately, the property was back on the market in 1985.  Due to the friction between Jensen 

and the City, combined with a lack of permits and drawings, it is difficult to tell which changes were 

made to the main house and to the adjacent "Medieval Banquets" complex during this time.  A plat 

survey completed in 1979 shows the Medieval Banquets complex as having largely the same 

footprint as it is today.115   

Photos taken by the City of Galena following the 1981 motel footings incident show the 

following significant alterations to the site and exterior of the building:   

 The site has been regraded and large scale retaining walls installed 

 A “folly” installed to the south of the main house 

 The cupola has been reconstructed 

                                                           
113 Letter from Thomas A. Campbell, Site Superintendent, Galena State Historic Sites, to Daryl Watson, City Administrator, dated 
17 March 1981. City of Galena Building File, Building History, 513 Bouthillier St. 
114Letter from Erik Jensen to The Right Honorable Frank L. Einsweiler, Mayor, dated 26 March 1981. City of Galena Building File. 
115 Survey made by Gregory J. Chlebicki, dated 2 July 1979. City of Galena Building File  

Image A27: View of the Nelson Stillman House and property while under 

construction by the Jensens 1981. Image courtesy Galena Building Files.  
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 The porches have been 

reconstructed (front porch no 

longer enclosed; side porch 

screened. Decorative brackets 

added.)  

 Attic level dormer addition at 

the southwest façade is visible 

(construction date unknown) 

 The chimneys have been 

reconstructed – shorter with 

“S” chimney ties 

 Nursing home era concrete 

stair at the main entry has 

been demolished 

 Nursing home era fire escapes 

have been removed 

 The Medieval Banquets hall 

has been constructed around 

the existing outbuilding116 

Extant, unaltered character defining 

features include: 

 Overhanging bracketed eaves 

 Four-over-four double-hung  

wood windows with stone 

sills (painted) at first and 

second levels 

 Metal hoods above first and 

second level windows 

 Round and arched windows at 

attic level 

 Two-story addition at the 

southeast façade is extant 

 At the historic carriage house, 

the red brick masonry, single-

gabled roof, four vertical 

windows at the southwest façade are visible.  

                                                           
116 A 1965 aerial photograph appears to indicate that the outbuilding was intact prior to construction of the Wedding Chapel. 
There is no documentation identifying when the northeast wall and portions of the northwest wall were demolished, however 
this work appears to coincide with interior layout of the Wedding Chapel. 

Images A32 & A33: Views of the Nelson Stillman House and property while 

under construction by the Jensens 1981. Image courtesy Galena Building 

Files.  
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Interior photos published 

when the property was offered 

for sale in 1985 provide some 

insights as to the condition of 

the main house at that time. 

Character defining features 

visible in the images include:  

 Millwork at windows 

and doors 

 Pocket doors in the first 

level living room 

Images A34 & A35: Interior images of 

the Nelson Stillman House featured as 

part of a real estate listing published in 

the Galena Gazette, 1985. Image 

courtesy Galena Gazette. 
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William and Pamela Louzeau, First Ownership Period 

In 1985, the 

property was purchased 

by William and Pamela 

Lozeau, who had a new 

survey done by Paul 

Brashaw, dated October 

7, 1985.117   Difficulties 

with the property 

continued, as the new 

owners faced many of 

the same issues that had 

plagued the previous 

owners.   

Under the Louzeaus, 

the Medieval Banquets 

Hall became the 

"Saloon."  The proposal 

for a new  motel building 

on the property was 

revisited. In 1988, the 

Louzeaus took out a 

mortgage on the 

property for $176,000, 

to be paid back in one 

year.  Improvements 

were made to guest 

rooms in the mansion 

and to the "Saloon."   

  

                                                           
117 See City Building Files, Permit application from William and Pamela Lozeau. 

Image A37: Detail of property survey completed for William and Pamela Louzeau, courtesy 

City of Galena Building Files.  
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Exterior images from c. 1988 show the following exterior alterations at the property: 

 Alterations to the 
landscaping at the 

northwest façade – 

round planting bed, 

fountain, and circle 
drive all visible 

  Porch at the 
northwest façade is 

screened in 

 The metal hoods have 
been painted 

 Fascia below the 

eaves have been 

painted red; 

documentation prior 

to this shows a 

single-color for all 

roof eaves, brackets, 

and fascia (white?). 

 Chimneys further 
altered - shorter 

Extant, unaltered 

character defining 

features include: 

 Gable roof with 

overhanging 

bracketed eaves 

 Three story stair 

tower above primary 

entry 

 Four-over-four 

double-hung wood 

windows with stone sills at first and second levels 

 Round and arched windows at attic level of the primary façade  

 Masonry 

  

Image A41: View of the brick patio at the northwest façade of the Nelson Stillman House. 

1987. Image courtesy City of Galena Building Files. 

Image A42: Northeast façade of the Nelson Stillman House, including circle drive. 1988. 

Image courtesy City of Galena Building Files. 
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Bob Gallagher and Jeanette Mueller 

In 1992 the Lozeaus sold the property to Bob Gallagher and Jeanette Mueller on contract.  The 

relationship between the new owners and the city hall rapidly deteriorated. Signage was a 

particular point of contention. The zoning administrator summed up his frustration in a letter to the 

owners in 1993: "It is not without a great deal of hesitancy that I have approved your sign 

application....I am concerned...that your new signs do not fit the spirit and intent of the sign 

regulations" (image below).118 

When a request for a new detached 12-unit complex went nowhere, Gallagher applied for a 

permit to upgrade the Stillman's existing guest rooms and washrooms for an estimated cost of 

$10,000, in addition to more work on the Saloon.119 When the city tried to carry out the inspections 

process for the work, the owners complained bitterly: 

"We have spent over $50,000 improving the Saloon over the past 4 years....It seems extremely 

unusual that since we filed our lawsuit against Mr. Lozeau [for fraud and non-disclosure of 

building conditions prior to purchase]...that all of a sudden we have one inspector after 

another show up."120 

It soon became apparent 

that Gallagher and Mueller 

were in financial distress. 

Within a year the property 

reverted to previous owners 

William and Pamela Lozeau: 

"Subject to covenants and 

restrictions of record: 1st 

mortgage to Galena State 

Bank & Trust Co.; 2nd 

mortgage to William and 

Pamela Lozeau; 3rd 

mortgage to Holland 

Plumbing, Inc.; and real 

estate taxes for 1995 and 

subsequent years."121 

 

                                                           
118 Letter to Bob Gallagher and Jeanette Mueller from Russ Farnum, Zoning Administrator, 28 October 1993, City of Galena 
Building File, 513 Bouthillier St. 
119 Building Permit Application, 9 May 1995, City of Galena Building File. 
120 Letter dated 9 September 1996 to City Building Inspector Dave Weide, City of Galena Building File. 
121 Warranty Deed #255918, 20 December, 1997. 

Image A48: Signage at “Stillman’s Mansion and Silver Dollar Saloon” in 1993. Image 

courtesy City of Galena Building Files. 
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William and Pamela Louzeau, Second Ownership Period 

The Lozeaus were again subject to many notices and inspections.  A failure to comply notice 

was sent to them April 3, 1998, which listed thirteen violations, one of them specifically relating to a 

cistern in the basement of the main house: "Opening in basement floor (cistern?) shall have a fire 

proof cover installed at floor level."122 

No significant exterior alterations appear to have occurred between the 1985 photo of the 

property and one taken in 1994. Extant unaltered character defining features visible in this photo 

include:  

 Gable roof with overhanging bracketed eaves 

 Three story stair tower above primary entry 

 Four-over-four double-hung wood windows with stone sills at first and second levels 

 Round and arched windows at attic level of primary façade  

 Masonry 

                                                           
122 "Failure to Comply Notice" dated 3 April 1998 from City of Galena Building Inspector Dave Weide. 

Image A49: Nelson Stillman House image via a local calendar courtesy Illinois State Historic Sites Office. Calendar printed in 

1994. 
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Bernadine and David Anderson 

In 2000, the property was sold to Bernadine and David Anderson who spent the next seventeen 

years operating the mansion as a guest house and restaurant.  It wasn't long before the old "Saloon" 

underwent a transformation and became a venue for weddings, receptions and private parties.123  A 

permit application in 2000 called for "1) Re-frame flat roof into pitched roof, 2) Tear off some of flat 

roof and add framed skylight, 3) Lower Ceiling Medieval Dining Room area.124 A more ambitious 

modification came the next year when, for an estimated cost of $50,000, a catering kitchen was 

added, along with a Gift Shop "build out."  An excited comment added to the application noted that 

the work would "create a tea Room as if a Phoenix Raising from the Ashes!!"125   

Bowing and collapsing 

stone walls put up by Erik 

Jensen were periodically 

causing the Andersons grief.  A 

picture of a collapsed wall after 

a heavy rainstorm in 2007 

carries the notation from city 

hall that it was "OK given to 

remove rock, add fill to slope 

area rather than have a 

retaining wall."126   

A 2011 image shows the 

following exterior work 

completed at the property: 

 The west porch has been 

rebuilt as an open porch 

 This is the first known 

image showing window hoods painted white.  

Extant unaltered character defining features visible in this photo include:  

 Gable roof with overhanging bracketed eaves 

 Three story stair tower above primary entry 

 Four-over-four double-hung wood windows with stone sills at first and second levels 

 Round and arched windows at attic level 

 Masonry 

                                                           
123 Warranty Deed in Trust, 12 May 2000. 
124 Permit Application dated 22 June 2000. City of Galena Building File. 
125 Ibid., 18 April 2001.  Two drawings were attached to the application. 
126 Picture with approval to eliminate collapsed stone wall, dated 3 April 2007.  City of Galena Building File. 

Image A54: Nelson Stillman House image courtesy Historic Resource Survey of 

Galena, Illinois, Spring, 2011, Center for Historic Preservation, Ball State 

University, Muncie, IN.  via Illinois State Historic Sites Office. 
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Over the next fifteen years, the guest rooms in the house (renamed as Bernadine's Stillman Inn) 

were remodeled and upgraded; the Andersons’ work was partially conjectural based on readily-

available resources, but not ultimately historically accurate.  Many original features and details of 

the property had disappeared long before.  One change altering the exterior of the main house 

occurred when the two small guest rooms in the "attic" were combined into one suite.  Fire and 

safety codes called for a proper-sized exit, the only solution being to change the small round 

window in the gable to an "egress window" with exterior railing and small deck.127  

After seventeen years the Andersons chose to sell the mansion and grounds, thus ending over 

forty years of the property functioning as a guest house and restaurant.  Happily, the Nelson 

Stillman House got another lease on life, this time through the efforts of the Galena-Jo Daviess 

County Historical Society.  Infrastructure and conservation issues at the existing location drove the 

need for a new location, and with the Stillman property and adjacent Crow property, the Historical 

Society has gained a civic-scale artifact for its collections the Nelson Stillman House and property), 

has space for a new museum and interpretive landscape, and helps to create a museum district with 

the nearby U.S. Grant Home, Illinois State historic structures, and St. Michael’s Cemetery.  

The Italianate Architectural Style 

The Nelson Stillman House is constructed in the Italianate architectural style. In the United 

States, the style was first used for residential architecture in the late 1830s.128 Popularized by the 

pattern books of architect Andrew Jackson Downing published in the 1840s and 50s, the Italianate 

style achieved prominence by the mid-nineteenth century.129 It was the leading architectural style 

for American houses constructed between 1850 and 1880, surpassing Gothic Revival by the 

1860s.130 In Galena, the style was prominent from the 1850s into the 1890s.131 The style was a 

product of the Romantic and Picturesque movements, movements initiated as reactions to the rules 

                                                           
127 Ibid., 4 September 2014.  Local architect Adam Johnson provided the drawings; city hall felt the final product was a good 
example of how to update a space and meet modern codes without significantly altering the appearance of the exterior 
features. 
128 Virginia McAlester, A Field Guide to American Houses (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1992), 214. 
129 While the influence and use of pattern books was widespread at this time, the authors of this report were unable to 
attribute the Nelson Stillman House’s design to a specific pattern book. Pattern books provided visual (building plans and 
garden layouts, examples of architectural ornament and trim details) and written guidance (a narrative discussion of the 
connotations of the style and why one might choose to build in it) for Americans looking to build or renovate their homes to 
reflect the popular styles of the day. Some pattern books provided general advice on a style or group of styles, while other 
pattern books provided detailed construction drawings that could guide the owner through construction of their home. A 
search of the extensive pattern book collection at the Northwest Architectural Archives at the University of Minnesota revealed 
no pattern books addressing Italianate Style homes. Archives staff noted that in the Midwest, Italianate style pattern books 
were rare, with home owners who adopted the style often altering plans and details from Greek Revival patterns into the 
Italiante. 
130 “Italianate Villa/Italianate Style 1840 – 1885,” Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission, revised August 26, 2015, 
http://www.phmc.state.pa.us/portal/communities/architecture/styles/italianate.html; McAlester, A Field Guide to American 
Houses, 212-3; Harris, American Architecture, 184. 
131 National Register of Historic Places, “Boundary Modification and Additional Documentation for the Galena Historic District,” 
Galena, Jo Daviess County, Illinois, National Register #13000854, listed October 23, 2013, Section 8, page 63. 
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and ideals of classical architecture.132 According to the Pennsylvania Architectural Field Guide, the 

Romantic Movement “expressed a desire for greater freedom of architectural expression and for 

more organic, complicated forms that were intended to complement their natural setting.”133 The 

Italianate style, based on the irregular-shaped, medieval Italian farmhouses of northern Italy, was 

an ideal means to convey these ideas.134 

In the United States, the Italianate style evolved substantially from its Italian prototypes into a 

genuinely American form.135 According to architectural historian Virginia McAlester, it was 

“particularly common in expanding towns and cities of the Midwest as well as in many older but 

still growing cities of the northeastern seaboard.”136 American Italianate houses were primarily 

influenced by the rural Italian villa, but also by the more formal Italian Renaissance townhouse, 

“austere square or rectangular boxes with little decorative detailing.” Relatively few American 

townhomes based on these townhouses were constructed, however, and fusions of the Renaissance 

townhome with the Italianate vernacular style were more common.137 

Italianate houses are usually two or three stories tall with low-pitched roofs and wide eaves 

with decorative brackets (either single or paired brackets). Tall, narrow windows with arched or 

curved tops are characteristic; elaborated window crowns (most commonly in the shape of an 

inverted “U”) are often present. Windows may be rectangular as well as arched or curved; paired or 

triple windows are common. In addition, square cupolas or towers are often present.138 According 

to McAlester, “porches, although almost universally present, are relatively restrained in elaboration 

and are of single-story height. Small entry porches are most common; full-width porches are also 

frequent, although many of those seen today are later expansions or additions.”139 The Italianate 

style was the first to popularize doors with large-pane glazing, and door enframements are similar 

to those at windows.140  

 

 

                                                           
132 McAlester, A Field Guide to American Houses, 212; “Italianate Villa/Italianate Style 1840 – 1885,” Pennsylvania Historical and 
Museum Commission, revised August 26, 2015, 
http://www.phmc.state.pa.us/portal/communities/architecture/styles/italianate.html.  
133 “Italianate Villa/Italianate Style 1840 – 1885,” Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission, revised August 26, 2015, 
http://www.phmc.state.pa.us/portal/communities/architecture/styles/italianate.html.  
134 “Italianate Villa/Italianate Style 1840 – 1885,” Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission, revised August 26, 2015, 
http://www.phmc.state.pa.us/portal/communities/architecture/styles/italianate.html; McAlester, A Field Guide to American 
Houses, 212; Cyril M. Harris, American Architecture: An Illustrated Encyclopedia (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1998), 
184. 
135 McAlester, A Field Guide to American Houses, 212. 
136 McAlester, A Field Guide to American Houses, 212 – 213. 
137 McAlester, A Field Guide to American Houses, 213. 
138 McAlester, A Field Guide to American Houses, 211 – 212. 
139 McAlester, A Field Guide to American Houses, 212. 
140 McAlester, A Field Guide to American Houses, 212. 
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Residential Construction and the Italianate in Galena 

In total, 35 Italianate style homes contribute to the Galena Historic District.141 These properties 

range from high style masonry construction examples such as the Nelson Stillman House, to smaller 

wood clad homes with simple Italianate detailing. The Nelson Stillman House and comparable 

properties are discussed below.  

The Italianate came into vogue in Galena beginning in the 1850s. The earliest example of the 

Italianate style on the East Side was built by Orrin Smith in 1852.  The editor of the Galena Gazette 

called it a "Fine Dwelling House" to be constructed "after the Italianate bracketed style." He 

continued: "The dwelling will be constructed with all the later improvements and moderate 

elegancies of modern dwellings....The whole cost of the structure will exceed $6,000."142 Smith was 

involved with steamboats, a large wholesaling grocery firm, and city government.  The $6,000 price 

tag is substantial when one considers a good working class cottage could be built for $500 at this 

time. 

The Orrin Smith House exhibits the 

following common characteristics of the 

Italianate style: 

 Low pitched roof with overhanging 

bracketed eaves 

 Tall, narrow windows 

 Elaborated window crowns and door 

enframements 

 A square central tower 

 Substantial, though not full-width, 

porches 

 The Orrin Smith House is of the 

simple-hipped roof subtype143 

  

                                                           
141 National Register #13000854, Section 7, pages 14-46. 
142 Galena Daily Gazette, 15 April 1852.  A local firm prepared the plans and constructed the house. The Smith House is located 
at 600 Park Avenue. 
143 McAlester, A Field Guide to American Houses, 210. 

Image A55: Orrin Smith House, image courtesy Historic 

Resource Survey of Galena, Illinois, Spring, 2011, Center for 

Historic Preservation, Ball State University, Muncie, IN. via 
https://www.ruskinarc.com/galena/all 
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J. Russell Jones was also part of the neighborhood.  He built his opulent Italianate mansion in 

1857.144  He chose a Chicago architectural firm and spared no expense, from a conservatory to 

central heating and running water.145  Jones was part owner in one of the largest wholesale firms in 

Galena, secretary of the Galena and Minnesota Packet Company, member of the Illinois General 

Assembly, and then later U. S. Marshall of the Northern District of Illinois, and finally, U. S. minister 

to Belgium during the Grant administration.146  Jones was a friend of Washburne, Stillman, and later 

U. S Grant.  

The J. Russell Jones House exhibits the 

following common characteristics of the 

Italianate style: 

 Low pitched roof with overhanging 

bracketed eaves 

 Tall, narrow windows 

 Elaborated window crowns and door 

enframements 

 A central square tower with square 

cupola 

 Substantial, though not full-width, 

porches 

 The J. Russell Jones House is an 

example of the towered subtype 

  

                                                           
144 1008 Park Avenue. Today, the property is commonly known as the Belvedere Mansion. 
145 Galena Daily Gazette, 25 December 1857. 
146 Johnson, p. 97. 

Image A56: J. Russell Jones House (Belvedere Mansion) image 

courtesy Historic Resource Survey of Galena, Illinois, Spring, 

2011, Center for Historic Preservation, Ball State University, 

Muncie, IN.  via https://www.ruskinarc.com/galena/all 
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Nelson Stillman, also an East Side resident and merchant, was very much a part of this group of 

insiders.  But unlike Jones and Washburne, he preferred to work in the background and had no 

political ambitions.  He was, however, conscious of his social standing and the need to live 

accordingly.  He was noted for being cautious and careful in his business dealings, and in 1855 

purchased five acres where his home was to be built – construction would not start until 1858.  

Stillman also owned two major commercial buildings along Main Street and – like most of Galena's 

wealthy – had money invested in a number of enterprises, including land and railroads. 

The Nelson Stillman House exhibits the 

following common characteristics of the 

Italianate style: 

 Low pitched roof with overhanging 

bracketed eaves 

 Arched windows with elaborated 

curved crowns 

 A central tower capped by a cupola 

(cupola reconstructed) 

 Entry porch 

 Full width porches at northwest and 

southwest façades (reconstructed) 

 The Nelson Stillman House is an 

example of the towered subtype147 

  

                                                           
147 McAlester, A Field Guide to American Houses, 210. 

Image A54: Nelson Stillman House image courtesy Historic 

Resource Survey of Galena, Illinois, Spring, 2011, Center for 

Historic Preservation, Ball State University, Muncie, IN.  via Illinois 

State Historic Sites Office. 
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One other important Italianate house was built on the East Side at the same time as Stillman's.  

It was a more modest structure, also on Bouthillier Street, and less than a block from the Stillman 

house.  A. J. Jackson was a lumber merchant, but not one with the deep pockets of some of his 

neighbors.  His home was designed by local architect William Dennison.148  Unfortunately, Jackson 

suffered financial difficulties and the home was soon on the market.  It was purchased by a small 

group of wealthy Republicans, including Stillman, as a gift for U. S. Grant.   

The U.S. Grant House exhibits the 

following common characteristics of the 

Italianate style; 

 Low pitched roof with overhanging 

bracketed eaves 

 Tall, narrow windows with elaborated 

crowns 

 Entry porch 

 The U.S. Grant House is an example of 

the asymmetrical subtype149 

  

                                                           
148Johnson., p. 99. 
149 McAlester, A Field Guide to American Houses, 210. 

Image A57: U.S. Grant House, image courtesy Historic 

Resource Survey of Galena, Illinois, Spring, 2011, Center for 

Historic Preservation, Ball State University, Muncie, IN. via 
https://www.ruskinarc.com/galena/all 
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Nelson Stillman and Subsequent Property Owners/Lessees   

Year Owner Use 

1859-1871 Nelson Stillman Family Single Family 

1873-1914 Richard Martin Family Single Family 

1915-c. 1933 William and Mary Ehrler Single Family 

1933-1936 Vacant Vacant 

1936-1944 Ollie E. Coutrade Nursing Home (after 1942) 

1942-1948 Leila and William Brownell Nursing Home 

1948-c. 1968 Harry and Beryl Cox Nursing Home 

c.1970-1975 Bank Trust (Ralph Benson, trustee) Vacant/Restaurant 

1975-1985 Erik and Marilyn Jensen 
Guest house, restaurant(s) – 
Medieval Banquets 

1985-1992 William and Pamela Lozeau 
Guest house, restaurant(s) – the 
Saloon 

1992-1997 Bob Gallagher and Jeanette Mueller 
Guest house, restaurant – the 
Saloon 

1997-2000 William and Pamela Lozeau 
Guest house, restaurant – the 
Saloon 

2000-2017 Bernadine and David Anderson 
Guest house, restaurant, event 
space 

2017-present Galena Jo-Daviess County Historical Society 
Administrative offices and meeting 
room (future uses to be 
determined) 
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Chronology of Development and Use 

    Date  Building Use and Alterations 

1855 
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8
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3
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) Nelson Stillman purchases several parcels totaling almost 5 acres 

adjacent to Bouthillier Street and opposite (south of) the Catholic 

Cemetery 

July 1858 Construction of the Stillman House begins   

May 1859 –1871 The Stillman family occupies the home 

1866 First known image of the Nelson Stillman House. Character defining 

features of the house visible at this time include:  

 Location on sloped site, with walkout basement level at 

southwest façade 

 Octagonal central cupola  

 Three story central tower above primary entrance 

 Brick chimneys with decorative brick cap and recessed 

decorative brick detailing 

 Gabled roof with overhanging bracketed eaves  

 Four-over-four double-hung wood windows with stone sills at 

first and second levels 

 Metal hoods above first and second level windows at primary 

façade  

 Round and arched windows at attic level 

 Wood porches with Doric columns at first level and balconies 

at second level at northwest and southwest façades   

 Masonry  

 The two-story wing addition at the southeast façade is visible 

in this image. Whether that addition is part of the original 

construction of the house, or an addition completed prior to 

1866 is unknown.  

1887-1914 Richard Martin Family occupies the house 

1910 First known photo documentation of the brick outbuilding that will 

eventually be incorporated into the Wedding Chapel construction. It is 

presumed that the actual construction of the brick outbuilding is pre 

1910. 
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1915- c. 1933 William and Mary Ehrler family occupies the house. Documentation 

from 1930-1933 is unclear as to whether or not the property is 

occupied by Mary Ehrler or vacant during that time period. 

c. 1933-1936   Property vacant 

1936  Property purchased by Ollie E. Courtade 

1942 - 1948  Brownell Nursing Home Operates 

1944  Property purchased by Leila Brownell 

1946-1947  Presumed date of Dining Room addition  

1948  Property purchased by Beryl Cox 

1948 - 1967   Sunny Hill Nursing Home Operates (Beryl Cox) 

Alterations completed during the Sunny Hill Nursing Home period: 

 Northwest and southwest porches enclosed 

 Northwest porch utilized as nursing home office 

 Porch blaconies removed 

 Door at southeast corner of northeast façade used as primary 

entry 

 Concrete stair added at primary entry 

 Cupola removed 

 Chimneys reconstructed 

 Fire escapes added 

Significant undocumented interior alterations assumed accompanying 

change in use 

1967  Sunny Hill Nursing Home closed by State of Illinois 

1970  Beryl Cox sells property 

1970-1975  Property held in trust by a local bank, restaurant use attempted 
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1975-1985 
 

Erik and Marilyn Jensen purchase property and begin use conversion 

to guest house and restaurant use. 

According to a 1976 newspaper article the following work was 

performed during that year: 

 8 missing fireplace mantels replaced 

 5 chimneys rebuilt 

Additional undated alterations completed during this time period: 

 Site regrading and construction of retaining walls (c. 1981) 

 Concrete foundations for motel installed and covered over (c. 

1981) 

 A “folly” installed to the south of the main house 

 Reconstruction of the cupola 

 Reconstruction of the porches (no longer enclosed) 

 Construction of the attic level dormer (assumed) 

 Construction of the lower level walkout additions with 

mansard roofs (assumed, first visible in 1981 photographs) 

 Concrete stair at primary entry demolished 

 Fire escapes removed 

 The porches have been reconstructed (no longer enclosed) 

 Medieval Banquets building – later known as the “Wedding 

Chapel” constructed (appears to have reached present day 

footprint by 1979) 

Significant undocumented interior alterations assumed accompanying 

change in use. 

1985-1992 
 

William and Pamela Louzeau purchase property. The Medieval 

Banquets hall is rebranded as “The Saloon.”  

Undocumented “improvements” completed at interior and exterior of 

property. 

1992-1997 
 

Bob Gallagher and Jeanette Mueller purchase property. 

1997-2000 
 

Property reverts back to William and Pamela Louzeau. 
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2000-2017 
 

David and Bernadine Anderson purchase property.  The Saloon is 

rebranded as a wedding and events space. 

Alterations completed to the Saloon in 2000 include: 

 Re-frame flat roof into pitched roof  

 Tear off some of flat roof and add framed skylight 

 Lower Ceiling Medieval Dining Room area 

Alterations to the Saloon completed in 2001 include: 

 Construction of a catering kitchen 

 Constructino of a gift shop 

In 2014, the two small guest rooms in the "attic" were combined into 

one suite.  Fire and safety codes necessitate a new egress window and 

the small round window in the gable is altered to an egress window 

with exterior railing.  Local architect Adam Johnson provided the 

drawings. 

2013  The National Register of Historic Places nomination for the Galena 

Historic District is updated. The update includes alterations to the 

District boundaries. The Nelson Stillman House is now included within 

the District boundary. 

2017-present  Galena Jo-Daviess County Historical Society purchases Nelson Stillman 

House property and neighboring Crow property. 

2017-2018  In preparation for an adaptive reuse of the main house and new 

construction elsewhere on the now combined properties, Galena Jo-

Daviess County Historical Society applies for and is awarded a grant 

from the Jefferis Family Foundation to complete an Historic Structure 

Report for the Nelson Stillman House and Property. The Galena Jo-

Daviess County Historical Society contracts with MSR and 

subconsultants PVN and Daryl Watson to prepare the report. 
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The significance of the Nelson Stillman House is as a contributing structure to the Galena 

Historic District, itself documented as significant at the statewide level. Understanding the historic 

and cultural value of the Nelson Stillman House requires a reflection on the history of the Galena 

Historic District, the process of a property’s inclusion within a historic district, and the components 

evaluated to determine a property’s period and level of significance. 

The Galena Historic District (“the District) was originally listed in the National Register of 

Historic Places in 1969; at that time the district boundary included the original plat of the town and 

all additions to the plat that had been incorporated prior to December 31, 1859. The Nelson 

Stillman House was not included in the platting completed by December 31, 1859, and thus was 

excluded from the District. In 2013 The National Register of Historic Places nomination, including 

the district boundary, was revised.  The boundary revision was intended to “better reflect 

contributing and non-contributing resources in the context of Galena’s historical development,” 

rather than the abstract concept of a town plat.1 The boundary was increased to encompass an 

additional 10 properties on Galena’s East Side – including the Nelson Stillman House, and was 

significantly reduced in size in areas on the northeast and northern portions of Galena where 

neighborhoods had been developed after the end of the District’s period of significance or lacked 

sufficient integrity to continue contributing to the District. Additionally, the revision clarified which 

properties contributed or did not contribute to the District, revised and expanded the statement of 

significance, and adjusted the District’s period of significance from 1820-1900 to 1820-1930. The 

Nelson Stillman House merited inclusion in the revised District as it meets the Secretary of the 

Interior’s Standards for Evaluating Significance within Registered Historic Districts description of a 

contributing structure as “…one which by location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling 

and association adds to the district’s sense of time and place, and historical development.”2 

As is typical for large district nominations, no specific discussion of the significance or 

character defining features of the Nelson Stillman House is included in the National Register of 

Historic Places nomination. The Nelson Stillman House was designed in the Italianate style, one of 

the popular “revival” residential architectural styles of the mid-19th Century. The home retains 

sufficient integrity to be easily identified as an Italianate style home today, and thus continues to 

support the significance of the Galena Historic District under Criterion C. As a single family home, 

the Nelson Stillman House is not and never has been representative of the Galena Historic District’s 

significance under Criterion A in the areas of Commerce, Industry, and Transportation.   

Period of Significance 

The period of significance for the District is 1820-1930.  Galena is considered “a microcosm 

of the American experience between the years 1820-1930.”3  

                                                             

1 National Register #13000854 Section 7, page 6. 
2 National Park Service, “Manual for State Historic Preservation Review Boards,” 
https://www.nps.gov/nr/publications/bulletins/strevman/strevman10.htm 
3 National Register #13000854 Section 8, page 49. 

3.0 EVALUATION OF SIGNIFICANCE                
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The period of significance for the Nelson Stillman House is 1858-1930. The Nelson Stillman 

House was constructed for the Nelson Stillman family in 1858-1859. The Stillman family lived in the 

home until 1871. During the period of significance for the Galena Historic District, the Nelson 

Stillman House functioned as a single family residence for three Galenan families. Subsequent 

property owners during the period of significance include the Richard Martin family (1873-1914) 

and the William and Mary Ehrler family (1915-c. 1933).1  The period of significance for the Nelson 

Stillman House aligns with that of the Galena Historic District, however since the Nelson Stillman 

House was not constructed until 1858, its period of significance is 1858-1930.  This period of 

significance encompasses all major property development executed during its use as a private 

residence, and all but three years of the building’s overall use as a private residence, as the final 

family owner sold the building in 1933.  

Level of Significance 

The Galena Historic District, inclusive of all contributing properties including the Nelson 

Stillman House, are documented as significant at the statewide level.2 The Nelson Stillman House is 

a notable contributor to the character and ambiance of the District, given its dramatic location on a 

hill visible driving to and from downtown Galena along Highway 20, and is an example of 19th 

century residential architecture.   

 Architecture: There are eighteen Italianate style buildings within the East Galena 

portion of the Galena Historic District: ten of these brick construction, and seven of 

these residential.3 The Nelson Stillman House is an intact example of the style, and 

among the more stately and formal, though still modest, of the private homes, with a 

tower that is unique in regard to other Italianate style homes within the Galena Historic 

District. While some integrity has been compromised through the conversion to later 

uses, the property is still readily identifiable as an Italianate style home. 

 Visibility within the Historic District: The Nelson Stillman House sits on a section of 

cleared hill overlooking the rest of the Galena Historic District, the U.S. Grant Home, and 

the Galena River.  The Nelson Stillman property lies at the far southeastern boundary of 

the Galena Historic District and serves as a visual marker of the extents of East Galena 

residential development within the period of significance.  

 Nelson Stillman: The Nelson Stillman House remains representative of the financial 

and social successes of its original owner, one of Galena’s original “movers and shakers” 

– a man whose story is thoroughly intertwined with the commercial, political, social, 

and cultural history of Galena.  

 Contributing Value: The Nelson Stillman House and property are documented as 

constructed and occupied during the period of significance for the Galena Historic 

                                                             

1 It should be noted that while the Ehrler’s retained ownership of the home through 1933, documentation is unclear as to 
whether or not the home was inhabited between 1930 – the end of the District’s period of significance – and the property’s 
sale and change of use to a nursing home.  
2 As of August 2018, the City of Galena is in the preliminary stages of investigating whether the Galena Historic District is eligible 
for National Historic Landmark status. The City has taken initial step of meeting with representatives of the National Park 
Service. No substantive outcome of this investigation is expected within the next 3-5 years. 
3 “Galena National Register Historic District,” https://www.ruskinarc.com/galena/all/map#style_primary_map 
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District.  Though heavily modified over time at both the exterior and interior, the house 

possesses sufficient integrity relevant to the significance of the District overall. 

Integrity 

The Nelson Stillman House retains historic integrity from its period of significance:  

 The building has not been moved, and retains integrity of location 

 The building retains sufficient integrity to convey its use as a single family home 

during its period of significance even though uses have changed over time 

 The property retains integrity of setting on a broad scale through the continued 

presence of the wide variety of property types and eras represented within the 

district. The property also retains integrity of setting in its immediate surroundings 

as its original position “set off” from other properties has been retained. The 

property is currently bounded on two sites by roads, by Illinois State park land with 

historic structures to the north (downhill), such that the Nelson Stillman Home is 

still visually prominent.  

 Through the retention of a majority of exterior design and materials the Nelson 

Stillman House retains integrity of association and feeling for its period of 

significance 

Though the property suffers loss of integrity of design, materials, and workmanship at both 

the exterior and interior due to changes over time, the Nelson Stillman House retains sufficient 

levels of these elements at the exterior to support its status as a contributing structure to an 

historic district. With rehabilitation following the recommendations of this report, the property will 

regain additional historic integrity, particularly at the House’s exterior.  

The Nelson Stillman property also includes a second building that is colloquially known as 

the “Wedding Chapel.” The Wedding Chapel was largely constructed c. 1975, outside the Galena 

Historic District and the Nelson Stillman House’s period of significance, though it does incorporate 

portions of a brick and limestone outbuilding that can be identified in photographs from 1910 

(within the period of significance).1  While the extant portions of the brick and limestone 

outbuilding do date to the period of significance, their condition does not comply with the 

requirements necessary to give them status as a contributing structure – they do not retain 

integrity of design, materials, association, or feeling. Moreover, no documentation related to the 

outbuilding’s construction or use as been located, meaning that any attempt at rehabilitation or 

reconstruction would be purely conjectural.   

Overall, the Nelson Stillman House and property retains sufficient integrity to support its 

significance and maintain its status as contributing to the Galena Historic District.   

 

                                                             

1 Photographic documentation from within the period of significance indicates that over time, the Nelson Stillman property had 
a series of outbuildings of differing sizes and constructions. There is no written or filed documentation about the construction 
or use of these buildings. Photographs from 1930 appear to indicate that the outbuildings later incorporated into the Wedding 
Chapel was at that time both freestanding and intact; documentation has not been found that to explain why only portions of 
the outbuilding remain within the 1970s Wedding Chapel.  
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4.0 PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION AND CONDITION ASSESSMENT    

 

In this section, the Nelson Stillman House, Wedding Chapel building and site are described.  Current 

conditions of each element are described. Please see “Work Recommendations and Alternatives” for 

further discussion regarding recommendations for future treatment. Representative photographs 

are included here for reference, additional in-text references (e.g. “C.1”) refer to photographs that 

can be found in Appendix C.  

Site 

General Site Layout and Building 

Access 

The property is located to the south 

of Bouthillier Street, in an area with 

a residential feel (the U.S. Grant 

House museum and a cemetery are 

located across Bouthillier Street 

from the Nelson Stillman House and 

there are residential properties to 

the south of the site).   

Curb cuts off Bouthillier Street 

provides access to the site via a 

paved parking lot and drive located 

to the west and north and northeast 

of the Main House (C.1 and C.3). No 

access is available from U.S. 

Highway 20 to the south.  

Mature trees and grass lawn are 

located at the perimeter of the site, 

with some identified as invasive 

species by the museum’s landscape 

architect (C.1, C.8. C.10). The Main 

House, and Wedding Chapel are 

located toward the south end of the 

Stillman property close to the 

property line with the adjacent 

residential property. The adjacent 

property is located outside of the 

historic district and also owned by 

the historical society.  

 

 

C.1. View of the site, parking lot, and primary (northwest) façade of the Main 
House, looking southeast. C.20. View of 1980s limestone retaining walls and site 
grading to the north and west of the Main House, looking northeast. 

 

 

C.20. View of 1980s limestone retaining walls and site grading to the north and 
west of the Main House, looking northeast. 
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Site Grading and Drainage 

The site grade slopes steeply (more 

than fifty feet) downward from 

Bouthillier Street to U.S. Highway 

20 (C.8, C.9. C.10).  

General surface drainage around 

the building appears to be adequate, 

with positive surface water flow 

away from the building on all sides. 

Some evidence of water infiltration 

(biological growth) is present on 

walls that directly abut the brick 

patio. The water infiltration is likely 

due to splash back. 

Limestone Retaining Walls 

A series of large, rough-cut 

limestone retaining walls were 

constructed on the property c. 

1975-1981. Overall, the walls are in 

fair condition, with the stones intact 

but deteriorated or missing mortar 

throughout (C.5, C.10, C.20-C.23). 

There is anecdotal evidence of 

failure and reconstruction of 

portions of the walls, but this has 

not been documented. 

The wall directly northeast of the 

Wedding Chapel is in poor 

condition; the wall is displaced and 

overturning.  

The limestone retaining walls do 

not date to the period of 

significance for the property. 

Brick Patio 

A mortared brick patio was installed to the west of the main house, and between the main house 

and Wedding Chapel c. 1975-1981 (C.11, C.12, C.17). The patio is in fair condition. Areas of the patio 

have settled (or were installed unevenly) resulting in an irregular surface. The patio does not meet 

current code requirements for accessibility or life safety (uneven surface, sloped and stepped areas, 

lack of railings). The brick patio does not date to the period of significance for the property. 

C.17. View of brick patio looking southeast toward the Wedding Chapel  

C.11. View of the northwest façade of the Wedding Chapel, including current ramp. 
Looking southeast. 
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“Wedding Chapel”/Outbuilding  

The Wedding Chapel is in fair condition overall (C.13-C.17, C.19, C.21).  Exterior steps and ramps do 

not meet current code requirements for accessibility. With the exception of two brick walls with 

limestone rubble foundations at the southwest corner of the building, and a portion of a third wall 

that returns to the interior on the northwest side, which can be connected to visual and 

photographic documentation within the period of significance, the Wedding Chapel post-dates the 

period of significance for the property (C.15, C.145, C.146) . The three historic brick walls with 

limestone rubble foundations were originally part of a freestanding brick outbuilding and are in fair 

condition as currently configured. However, their structural condition was not assessed at this time, 

and their condition independent from the larger Wedding Chapel structure is unknown. At the 

exterior, significant portions of the historic walls are obscured by vegetation; at the interior, the 

northwest wall appears to be significantly bowing inwards. Mortar is in varying conditions at both 

exterior and interior, with evidence 

of re-building over time (distinct 

mortar colors and multiple joint 

types and depths) at both the brick 

walls and rough limestone 

foundations.  

At the interior, wood and plexiglass 

windows have been installed in the 

original openings. The first level, 

visible from the underside within the 

stone basement is contemporary 

plywood sub-floor/decking over 

dimensional lumber, with a later 

steel beam not original to the 

structure. The current ceiling and 

roof structure have been visually 

assessed from within the “hay loft” 

and appear to be constructed from 

contemporary dimensional lumber; 

the current roof material is asphalt 

shingles.  

Above: C.145. View of interior face of historic brick 
outbuilding wall at interior of Wedding Chapel. 
Looking southwest. At left, metal stud framing and 
insulation conceal an historic brick wall visible 
from the opposite side, within a 1970s portion of 
the Wedding Chapel 

Left: C.146. View of exterior of Wedding Chapel, 
with extant portion of historic brick outbuilding at 
right (with later additions of wood paneling, trim, 
and new roof). Southwest façade. 
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Building Structural Systems 

Foundation 

At the exterior of the Main House, the tooled stone foundation walls are in good to fair condition. 

Signs of weathering on the individual stone pieces typical of the building’s age and material type 

were observed.  

At the interior, where visible, the limestone foundation walls are generally in good condition. 

However, signs of water infiltration are present at the northwest foundation wall, where mortar 

loss and spalling stone are visible; this specific wall is in fair condition (C.25).   

The majority of the foundation was not assessed at the interior, as most of the lower level walls are 

finished with gypsum board and other non-historic materials.   

Upper Levels and Roof Framing 

The condition of the structural elements of the first, second, and attic levels, including roof framing 

were not assessed, as they are covered by finish materials.  

C.24. View of limestone foundation walls in cistern room.  
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Exterior  

Walls 

Exterior walls of the original structure and the pre-

1866 addition are composed of red brick laid in 

common bond (C.1-C.7, C.26, C.28, C.29). The brick 

appears to be of the hand-molded sandcast variety, 

with visible folds in some bricks. The northwest 

wall has landscaping (mulch and low plantings) up 

to the wall. The northeast southeast and southwest 

walls are directly adjacent to the parking lot and 

brick patio, with hardscape installed up to the walls 

(C.3, C.4, C.7). The walls generally appear to be in 

fair condition.  Areas of efflorescence are visible 

throughout the structure. Areas of missing mortar, 

and vertical cracks (particularly on the stair tower, 

and below window sills) are also present 

throughout. Individual bricks exhibit signs of wear 

including pitting and spalled or broken faces 

(particularly below window sills or near entries 

and the parking lot). Empty and unfilled anchor 

holes are also present throughout. Localized 

repointing has been completed in multiple 

locations. Generally the replacement mortar is 

incompatible with the historic mortar in terms of 

color and texture, as well as joint depth and type 

(C.28). The various mortars present on the building 

were not tested for strength compatibility at this 

time.  At the southeast façade, 13 courses of brick at 

the base of the building appear to have been rebuilt 

above the cistern roof, with the size, color, finish, 

and pattern (running bond) of the bricks and the 

color, texture, and joint width of the mortar 

differing from the rest of the wall (C.50). At the first 

level of the southwest façade, at the porch, evidence 

of paint removal is present (C.38). At each wall, the 

top courses of brick that align with the roof 

brackets are painted (C.29). 

Windows throughout the building have tooled stone 

sills. They are currently painted but do not appear 

to have been painted during the period of 

C.26. View of red brick walls at northwest façade of Main 
House, looking southeast. Typical condition. 

C.28. Detail view of northeast wall at original section of Main 
House. Note various mortars, open anchor holes, and 
efflorescence.  
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significance. The sills are in good to fair condition. Some are chipped. Cracking was not observed. 

  

C.38. Bricks showing evidence of previous paint application 
and removal (right of image) at first level porch of 
southwest façade.  

C.64. Typical painted stone sill.  

C.145. Detail of painted stone sill and aluminum exterior 
storm window. Typical at all windows.     
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Roof 

The roof was not inspected at close 

range due to access issues and 

weather conditions (rain). The roof 

was viewed from street level and 

from within the cupola (C.41,  

C.44). No signs of significant 

damage or disrepair were 

observed. The asphalt shingles 

appear to be in good condition and 

none were missing. The life 

expectancy of an asphalt shingle 

roof is approximately 25 years 

under standard conditions. 

At the northeast side of the 

building, a flat, at-grade membrane 

roof, located above the lower level cistern room, is present (C.3, C.50, C.148). It is necessary to walk 

on the roof to access the door at the northeast façade. A non-historic balustrade is present at the 

edge of the roof and is loose-set, with no direct fastening or connection to the roof or exterior walls.  

Access 

Roof access is provided via the tower and cupola, and through a third level window on the 

southeast façade (C.42).  

Flashing 

Where present, sheet metal flashing appears to be in good condition.  

Roof Drainage System, Gutters and Downspouts 

The current gutters and downspouts, replacements from the drainage system of the original 

structure, are generally in good condition and appear to be functioning properly (C.33, C.34, C.37, 

C.41. View of the Main House roof, looking north. 

C.37. View of downspout at the junction of the original 
building and pre-1866 addition. Looking north/northeast. 

C.148. View of at-grade membrane roof with balustrade. 
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C.47). At the southwest façade, the downspout at the junction of the original building and the pre-

1866 addition is missing an extension (C.37).  

Roof Eaves and Fascia  

The painted wood soffits, fascia 

and brackets appear to be in fair 

condition, with some areas of 

chipping paint (C.29, C.46, C.47). 

Some deterioration, is present at 

the corners of the roof, where 

short ends of the fascia boards 

exhibit chipped paint and some 

bowing and rot. Water 

accumulation and infiltration at the 

fascia boards is likely due to the 

lack of a drip edge at the asphalt 

shingles.  

  

 

Chimneys 

The masonry, flues, and membrane 

caps of the chimneys appear to be 

in good condition (C.39, C.40, C.41).  

  

C.47. Typical view of eaves, fascia, brackets, and gutters. 

Above: C.39. Re-built chimneys located at the 
southeast portion of the pre-1866 addition.   

Left: C.40. Re-built chimneys at the southwest 
façade. Also visible 1980’s dormer window.  
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Exterior Appendages - Cupola 

The current cupola was 

reconstructed in 1975-1976 based 

on historic images of the property; 

with less apparent detailing and 

construction quality than in earlier 

images of the original cupola. The 

cupola is in good to fair condition.  

The wood railings are currently 

unfinished. (C.1-C.3, C.31, C.32). 

Exterior Appendages - Porches 

The porches are in fair condition. 

(C.2, C.7, C.33 – C.37) The currently 

extant porches at the northwest and 

southwest façades were 

significantly modified in 1975-

1976, when the nursing home era 

enclosure was removed. Some 

elements appear to fairly accurately 

reproduce conditions based on 

historic images of the property, 

while some elements create new 

conditions.  

Alterations at the northwest porch 

include non-historic column bases 

and capitals, brackets, horizontal 

banding above the arches, and 

second level railings and newel 

posts. Additionally, a railing has 

been added at the first level. The 

historic porch appears to have had a 

wood lattice type base rather than 

the current stone base. The columns 

are missing capitals at the side (northeast) elevation of the porch.  

The southwest porch has a few atypical elements: at the lower level reproduction stone columns 

and rough-hewn first-level columns and “beam,” which are conjectural and incompatible. 

Additionally, the railings, fascia, and roof have been reconstructed and do not replicated historic 

conditions. An extension of the porch floor outward past the structural elements of the first level 

floor appears to be a later addition. The current brackets were likely added with the roof was 

extended.  

Paint deterioration (limited chipping and flaking), typical of age and exposure to the elements is 

typical at both porches.  

C.31. View of the northwest side of the cupola.  

C.7. View of the southwest porch, and c. 1980s dormer looking north/northwest. 
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Exterior Appendages – 1980s 

Dormer 

c. 1980s, an attic level dormer was 

added at the southwest façade of the 

original part of the building (C.40).  

The dormer has painted wood siding 

and an asphalt shingle roof. Two 

sets of paired casement windows 

are present. The dormer is in good 

condition.  

Exterior Doorways, Doors, and 

Door Hardware 

A combination of modern doors and 

historic wood doors are present at 

the building.  

The historic wood doors, including the double doors at the primary entrance (C.48, C.49), single 

door at the northeast façade (C.50, C.51), and french doors at the lower level walkout of the 

southwest façade (C.60, C.61) are in fair condition. Paint shows signs of wear at all three. The 

primary entry doors are out of plumb. Glazing is dry, brittle, and chipped and cracked at the french 

doors.  

C.36. View of the stone columns and overhanging “addition” at 
the southwest porch. 

C.33. View of the northwest porch, looking southeast. 

C.40 View of the c. 1980s dormer. 
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Two pairs of metal French doors with screens are also present at the lower level walkout of the 

southwest façade (C.58, C.59). These doors are in good condition. A modern wood door with screen 

and transom are located at the first level of the southwest façade porch (C.56, C.57). The door is not 

the correct size for the historic opening. The door is in fair condition. A second modern door with 

screen is located at the short northwest façade; this door also accesses the first level of the 

southwest porch. This door is also in fair condition.  

  

 Clockwise from top 
left:  

C.60, southwest 
basement level door. 

C.48, primary 
entrance door 

C.50, northwest 
façade door 

C.56. southwest 

second level non-

historic door with 

transom and screen 

door 
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Exterior Windows and Hardware 

Historic wood windows are typical 

(C.62, C.66). Windows are generally 

in fair condition, with chipped paint 

and glazing and broken sash cords. 

Windows have painted wood lintels, 

some flat and some arched. Lintels 

are in fair condition with chipping 

paint and some missing pieces of 

applied trim (see photos of arched 

windows next page). While original 

wood-framed window units appear 

to date from the construction of the 

house, units appear to have been re-

glazed over time as the glazing does 

not exhibit the distinct rippling of 

early plate glass. Modern aluminum combination screen/storm windows are present in some 

locations. First and second level windows at the primary (northwest) façade have metal hoods. The 

hoods are in good to fair condition. The hoods are currently painted, but do not appear to have been 

painted during the period of significance. At the attic level, three non-historic openings (two at the 

southwest façade, one at the southeast façade) have been cut to accommodate window air 

conditioning units. Currently these openings are infilled with plywood. Three attic level openings 

have been infilled with AC units.  

 

  

C.149. Non-historic AC opening at southwest façade.   
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Clockwise from top left: C.61, C.62, C.64, C.63. Examples of the variety of window 
types present at the Nelson Stillman House.  
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Additions – 1937 Dining Addition 

The exterior walls of the 1946-1947 dining addition 

are composed of manufactured red brick laid in a 

running bond pattern (C.3, C.4, C.12). There is a 

mortared vertical construction joint at the 

connection point between the dining addition and 

the pre-1866 addition. The walls of the dining 

addition step back slightly from the walls of the pre-

1866 addition (C.151).  

The addition has a flat membrane roof that is in 

good to fair condition.  

At the southeast façade, a pair of modern metal 

double doors are located at the lower level walkout 

(C.54, C.55) and a single modern wood panel door is 

located at the first level (C.4). The doors are in good 

condition.  

Additions – c.1981 Single Level Additions at 

Southwest Façade Lower Level Walkout 

The 1981 additions are in overall fair condition 

(C.6, C.17, C.30). The exterior walls are in fair 

condition. Mortar is flush with or partially covering 

the brick faces. Individual bricks have been painted. 

Discoloration and biological growth are present at 

the lowest courses, likely caused by water 

infiltration from wicking or splashing off the brick 

patio.  

The additions have mansard roofs. The roof of the 

western addition is clad in asphalt shingles and is 

in good condition. Two skylights are present in the 

roof and are in good condition (C.82, C.83). The 

roof of the eastern addition is clad in slate tiles and 

is in fair condition. A number of tiles are broken 

and some areas have been patched with asphalt 

shingles. Some biological growth is present at the 

northwest face of the roof. Both roofs have 

aluminum flashing at the ridgeline and painted 

wood soffits with painted wood brackets under 

overhanging eaves. Multiple openings are present 

in the fascia of the eastern addition.  C.30. View of eastern of the two 1981 additions. Evidence of 
water infiltration visible at lower portion of southwest façade.  

VC.151. View of vertical joint and step at the connection 
between the 1946-1947 dining addition (left of image) and 
pre-1866 addition (right of image). Northeast façade. 
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A contemporary multi-light door is present at the southwest façade of the western addition (C.83).  

The door is in good condition.  A door-sized opening on the southwest façade of the eastern 

addition is currently infilled with plywood. 

Interior 

Lower Level – Spatial Organization 

The spatial organization of the lower level has 

been altered over time.  Currently, the space is 

heavily subdivided by modern partition walls. The 

historic organization of this level is unknown.  

Upper Levels – Spatial Organization 

The first and second levels generally retain their 

historic spatial organization with a central hall 

and rooms to either side though some doors have 

been blocked in or fixed shut. At the first level, the 

footprint, organization, and access to the kitchen 

has been altered over time. At the third/attic level, 

the spatial organization has likely been altered 

over time, though the level of subdivision during 

the period of significance is unknown.  

Finish Materials - Flooring  

Flooring throughout the house is generally in fair 

condition with signs of wear typical of age and use.  

Historic wood plank flooring is 

extant and exposed in some rooms 

at the second and third/attic levels 

(C.128, C.130, C.132). The wood has 

a stained finish and shows signs of 

wear typical of its age and use 

including some gouging and cracks 

in the planks.   

Non-historic flooring materials 

include carpet (throughout, C.118), 

laminate wood (first level central 

hall, C.88), vinyl parquet (second 

level laundry room, bathrooms, 

C.126), porcelain tile (bathrooms 

and below sinks in bedrooms, C.94) 

and quarry tile (lower level laundry 

room). It is unknown if historic 

C.89. View of the central hall at the first level.   

C.130.Wood plank floor at second level.    
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flooring materials are present underneath these modern materials. The vinyl parquet at the second 

level laundry room is water damaged and in poor condition. 

Finish Materials - Walls 

Wall finishes include painted plaster, wallpaper, 

and conjectural applied ornament. At the first 

level, the finish materials are generally in fair 

condition, with some chipped paint and chipped 

plaster (particularly at corners), and visible 

seams in the wallpaper at the first level. At the 

second level, finish materials are in fair to poor 

condition, with some areas of lightly chipped 

paint and plaster (again, particularly at corners) 

and some walls where layers of wallpaper and 

paint have been partially removed, leaving 

multiple finishes on a single wall. At the third 

level, walls are painted plaster and generally in 

good to fair condition. At the lower level, walls 

are generally in good to fair condition. Most 

lower level walls have non-historic finishes, 

including gypsum board and paint. Limited walls, 

including those at the northwest side of the 

building retain a plaster finish.  

Finish Materials - Ceilings 

Ceilings in the first and second level living spaces 

are painted plaster, often with 

conjectural applied ornament at 

light fixtures and the perimeter of 

rooms. Plaster ceilings are in good 

condition.  

Non-historic acoustical tile is 

present at the second level laundry 

room, and some bathrooms. 

Acoustical tile is in good to fair 

condition with some staining. 

Lower level and third/attic level 

ceilings are a combination of 

painted plaster and painted gypsum 

board. Lower level and third/attic 

level ceilings are in good condition. 

 

  

C.93. Wallpaper and conjectural applied ornament at the first 
level.     

C.152. Plaster ceiling with conjectural applied ornament at the first level.     
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Decorative Features and Trim 

Historic painted wood base is extant 

throughout the first and second 

levels (C.87, C.93, C.118). The base 

is in fair condition, with some 

gouging and paint chipping. Some 

areas have been replaced. Some 

base shoes are missing.   

Interior window trim, including 

interior shutters at the first level are 

in fair condition (C.96). Paint is 

chipped in some areas. Some sash 

cords are broken or missing. Some 

shutters are fixed open by layers of 

paint and/or inoperable hardware.  

Non-historic crown moulding is 

found throughout all levels of the 

house (C.90, C.102, C.121). The 

crown moulding is in good to fair 

condition. Vertical seams between 

pieces of moulding are visible, as 

moulding was not installed to meet 

perfectly at joints. Crown moulding 

profiles vary from room to room.   

Fireplace surrounds are in good to 

fair condition (C.92, C.97, C.103, 

C121). Some stone pieces are 

cracked. Multiple surrounds are 

missing a vertical stone piece at the 

side.  

Non-historic faux brick arches in the 

lower level and first level kitchen are 

in good condition (C.104, C.107).  

A non-historic casework mirror has been “built-in” in the main level hall (C.85). It is possible that 

the location of the mirror was a fireplace during the period of significance. The mirror is in good 

condition.    

C.146. Typical base profile and condition.  

C.107. Faux brick arches at first level kitchen.  
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Top Left: C.150. Crown moulding in lower level.  

Top right: C.123. Missing stone at fireplace surround, 
second level. . 

Bottom left: C.97. Fireplace surround, first level, 
southwest room including original stone bracket 
below mantel, missing in other fireplaces throughout.  
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Interior Doorways, Doors & Door Hardware 

The doors are in generally good condition and can 

be reused (C.86, C.99, C.124). Some doors are 

currently fixed shut. Multiple applications of paint 

have caused uneven surfaces; some paint chipping is 

visible. Most doors have had additional protruding 

panels attached to the face of the door. These panels 

are generally papered or covered in fabric. Doors to 

former guest rooms have peep holes. Interior trim is 

generally intact and in good to fair condition with 

minimal wear to the paint. Some hardware has been 

replaced. The weight and proportions of the 

hardware with “S” insignia is believed to be non-

historic. Disassembly of one of the sets should yield 

information (serial number, manufacturer) 

regarding its provenance.  

Vertical Circulation  

The stair at the main entry is in good condition 

(C.84, C.88-C89, C.117- C.119). The stair is not code-

compliant for commercial use; the railing is too low 

and lacks the proper extensions. 

The lower level access stair in the pre-1866 addition is in good condition (C.105). The stair is not 

code-compliant for commercial use. The bannister does not extend the full length of the staircase.  

 

Faux brick arches at first level kitchen.  

C.86. Typical interior door with protruding applied panels.
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1945-1946 Dining Addition  

The interior of the Dining Addition is 

in good condition (C.113-C.116). The 

Dining Addition does not date to the 

period of significance. Some areas of 

non-historic base have been patched 

with non-matching base. Some tile is 

missing near the door to the kitchen 

and has been patched with plywood 

and tongue and groove wood flooring.  

Mechanical Systems  

Heating and Air Conditioning 

Systems 

Radiators and baseboard heating are 

assumed to be in fine condition.  

C.119. View of Main Stair at second level         C.105. View of Rear Stair at first level  

 

C.116. Plywood patching near kitchen.  
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All fireplaces have been converted to 

electric. Fireplaces were not tested, 

but are assumed to be operational. It 

is unknown if the wiring complies 

with current code requirements. 

Window AC units have been installed 

in most rooms. Water infiltration and 

rot are assumed conditions at the 

window sills where window AC units 

are located.  

A furnace and expansion tank are 

located in the southwest third 

level/attic room, these are assumed to 

serve only the attic.  

A furnace serving the lower, first, and 

second levels is located in the lower level in a closet off the laundry room.  

Wall-mounted electric baseboard heaters are located in most former guest rooms.  

Two condensers are located at the lower level walkout under the southwest porch, these are 

assumed to service the lower level apartment.  

Ventilation 

At the second level laundry room, the former dryers are vented through the window (C.126).  

All former guest room bathrooms have ceiling exhaust fans.  

Plumbing Systems   

Domestic Water and Waste 

The water heater and full building 

humidifier are located within the 

eastern portion of the two single story 

c. 1981 additions. They appear to be 

in good condition.  

An exterior hose bibb is located at the 

lower level walkout under the 

southwest porch. 

Natural Gas 

A gas range is located in the kitchen 

(C.109).  

C.147. Radiator and baseboard heat both visible in second level former guest 
room. 

 

C.135. Jetted tub in second level former guest room. 
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Gas connections are extant in the second level 

laundry room for dryers.  

Fire Suppression 

The building does not have a fire suppression system.  

Plumbing Fixtures 

Each former guest room has either a cabinet or 

pedestal sink and at the first level a jetted tub, or at 

the second level, a walk-in shower (C.95, C.130, 

C.135).  

The kitchen has two sinks, a dishwasher, and water in 

the fridge (C.109-C.111).  

The bathroom off the kitchen does not have its own 

sink (C.108).  

A laundry sink is present in the second level laundry 

room (C.125).  

Exposed plumbing is visible throughout, including in 

the first level entry hall, and in the former guest 

rooms (C.90).  

 

Electrical  

Utility 

Electrical service for the property is 600 amps, 

120/240 volt main service.  

Power Distribution  

Panel boxes were observed in lower level at north end 

of building; the first level bathroom off the kitchen 

(C.108); the second level laundry room (C.125); and at 

the northwest wall of the 1946-47 dining addition 

(C.115).   

Exposed conduit is present throughout the house 

(C.90, C.99).   

Backup Power Systems 

The property does not have a backup power system. 

 

C.77 Water heater. 

 

C.148. Commercial exit lighting and fire extinguisher at 
the second level. 
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Interior Lighting System 

In general, interior lighting is in good condition and non-historic (C.75, C.89, C.95, C.114, C.129, 

C.137). Interior lighting includes: ceiling mounted fixtures, wall sconces at the sinks in former guest 

rooms, ceiling fans in former guest rooms and dining addition, and commercial exit and emergency 

lights in the first and second level 

halls.  

Exterior Lighting System 

The exterior lighting system includes: 

a hanging lantern style fixture at the 

main entry porch (C.48), a wall 

mounted lantern next to the rear 

entry at the northeast façade (C.50), 

ground-mounted lighting located 

throughout the landscaping 

surrounding the main house, and a 

single pole mounted fixture to the 

southeast of the house (C.9). The 

condition of this lighting is good, but 

is not period appropriate.  

Security System 

The property does not have a security system.  

Fire Detection System 

Hardwired fire alarms are located on the main level (C.90). Conduit to the alarms is typically 

exposed.  

Battery fire alarms and wall-mounted fire extinguishers are located in upper level hallways (C.120). 

Lightning Protection  

Lightning protection is present at the northwest corner of the house, where it extends from the 

cupola weathervane to the ground (C.31). The lightning protection system appears to be in good 

condition.  

 

Commercial exit lights and fire extinguisher at second 
level hall 

 

C.149. Commercial exit lighting and hardwired fire detection system at first 
level hall. 
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5.0 HISTORIC PRESERVATION OBJECTIVES 

The preservation objectives of the Galena-Jo Daviess County Historical Society for the 

Nelson Stillman House include the long-term stewardship of the overall site and the contributing 

structure.  

Treatment Approach 

The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties (“the 

Standards”) have established four possible approaches to the treatment of historic buildings and 

structures. The Standards explain that, “The choice of treatment depends on a variety of factors, 

including the property’s historic significance, physical condition, proposed use, and intended 

interpretation.” The four treatment approaches are as follows:  

Preservation focuses on the maintenance and repair of existing historic materials and 

retention of a historic property’s form as it has evolved over time. Preservation is defined as the act 

or process of applying measures necessary to sustain the existing form, integrity and materials of a 

historic property. Work, including preliminary measures to protect and stabilize the property, 

generally focuses upon the ongoing maintenance and repair of historic materials and features 

rather than extensive replacement and new construction. New exterior additions are not within the 

scope of this treatment; however, the limited and sensitive upgrading of mechanical, electrical, and 

plumbing systems and other code-required work to make properties functional is appropriate 

within a preservation project. Preservation is appropriate as a treatment when the property’s 

distinctive materials, features, and spaces are essentially intact and thus convey the historic 

significance without extensive repair or replacement; when depiction at a particular period of time 

is not appropriate; and when a continuing or new use does not require additions or extensive 

alterations.1 

 Preservation is not an appropriate treatment for the Nelson Stillman House as it has been 

altered over time, including changes to the interior division of space, interior finish materials, the 

construction of non-historic additions and the conjectural reconstruction of exterior character 

defining features.  

Restoration depicts a property at a particular period of time in its history, while removing 

evidence of other periods. Restoration is defined as the act or process of accurately depicting the 

form, features, and character of a property as it appeared at a particular period of time by means of 

the removal of features from other periods in its history and reconstruction of missing features 

from the restoration period. The limited and sensitive upgrading of mechanical, electrical, and 

plumbing systems and other code-required work to make properties functional is appropriate 

within a restoration project.2  

Restoration is not an appropriate treatment for the Nelson Stillman House as there is 

insufficient documentation of the interior of the home during the period of significance to support 

an accurate restoration project. 

                                                           
1 National Park Service, Technical Preservation Services. “The Standards – Four Approaches to the Treatment of Historic 
Properties,” https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/four-treatments.htm. 
2 Ibid. 
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Reconstruction re-creates vanished or non-surviving portions of a property for 

interpretive purposes.3  

Reconstruction is not an appropriate treatment for the Nelson Stillman House, as there is 

insufficient documentation of non-surviving portions of the property – out buildings, landscaping, 

and interior conditions of the Main House - during the period of significance to support an accurate 

reconstruction project. 

Rehabilitation acknowledges the need to alter or add to a historic property to meet 

continuing or changing uses while retaining the property’s historic character. Rehabilitation is 

defined as the act or process of making possible a compatible use for a property through repair, 

alterations, and additions while preserving those portions or features which convey its historical, 

cultural, or architectural values. Rehabilitation is appropriate as a treatment when repair and 

replacement of deteriorated features are necessary; when alterations or additions to the property 

are planned for a new or continued use; and when its depiction at a particular period of time is not 

appropriate.4  

During the period of significance for the Galena Historic District (1820-1930), the Nelson 

Stillman House functioned as a single family residence, per its original design. The house received 

one two-story addition at the south façade during the period of significance. Following the period of 

significance, the Nelson Stillman House functioned as a nursing home and later a bed and breakfast.  

The home received a second addition at the southeast façade – one-story flat-roofed, two smaller 

footprint additions at the southwest lower level, significant alterations to the landscape and 

outbuildings, and construction of a new structure – the “Wedding Chapel” - outside the period of 

significance. It should be noted that the “Wedding Chapel” structure was built around remaining 

portions of an outbuilding that can be visually identified as existing within the period of 

significance, though its specific provenance was not able to be documented. 

In 2017, the Galena-Jo Daviess County Historical Society acquired the Nelson Stillman House 

property, and an adjacent residential property located outside boundary of the historic district, and 

began design efforts that will consider opportunities for the Historical Society to best utilize the 

combined properties; uses under consideration for reuse of the Stillman House include office and 

meeting space, a catering kitchen, storage, with some small amount of interpretive museum space.  

Over time, efforts to occupy and modify the property to suit changes of use have produced 

physical impacts and loss of historic elements and character at both exterior and interior.  An effort 

to balance specific redevelopment goals for this property with larger programmatic and 

interpretive goals of the Galena-Jo Daviess County Historical Society indicates that Rehabilitation 

is the most appropriate treatment approach for the Nelson Stillman House. 

The overall rehabilitation philosophy for the property can be divided into three macro-level 

goals designed to address rehabilitation of the property. These goals are presented in a prioritized 

fashion to encourage a rehabilitation with the broadest impacts to the property’s historic integrity. 

                                                           
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid. 
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These goals can be achieved through completion of the individual work recommendations 

presented in the next section of this report. The goals and philosophy driving them are as follows:  

 Rehabilitate the exterior of the Main House based on existing historic 

documentation. As a contributing structure to the Galena Historic District, the 

exterior of the property is doubly important – both as a contributing structure to the 

Galena Historic District and also as a historic artifact for the Galena Historical 

Society. The historic integrity of the building’s exterior contributes to the public’s 

ability to understand and interpret the authenticity and value of the larger Historic 

District, and as a new element in the Historical Society’s collections, the building’s 

exterior character and historic integrity directly impact the owner’s ability to utilize 

and interpret the property as a historic artifact. Contributing structures within 

districts provide visual continuity for the area and provide examples of design and 

detailing typical of the period of significance. Removal of non-historic portions of 

the Stillman House, and replacement of non-historic details with elements that align 

with historic documentation will increase the value of this structure within the 

District. Additionally, removal of the non-historic portions of the Wedding Chapel 

structure and changes to the current non-historic landscaping will further help 

return integrity to the property.  

 Retain the extant historic spatial organization and finish materials found in 

the public spaces of the first level of the Main House; remove non-historic 

materials and non-historic spatial subdivisions to avoid conveying a false 

sense of history. The historically public spaces at the first level of the Main House 

(corridor, stair, front rooms) retain significant character defining features including 

their overall spatial organization, and many finishes. Rehabilitation at this level 

should facilitate space that is usable by the Historical Society staff, and restores 

where possible additional elements of the original spatial volumes through removal 

of non-historic subdivisions (restrooms, etc).  The space should not convey a false 

sense of history to visitors, either through detailing or finishes, and compliance with 

accessibility requirements should respect historic integrity as much as possible.  

 Provide functional space at the Lower Level, Upper Levels, and First Level 

back of house. In general the lower levels, upper levels, and first level back of house 

spaces have been significantly altered over time: little documentation exists about 

original layouts, and current interior partitions, uses. Current finishes do not align 

with the period of significance. The lower and upper levels will be difficult to bring 

into compliance with modern code requirements while also meeting the Standards. 

The rehabilitation will seek to rehabilitate these spaces to align with the new 

proposed uses while minimizing any further loss or impact to the building’s original 

elements and features.   
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5.0 REQUIREMENTS FOR WORK             

 

Introduction 

The requirements for work outlined below provide a summary of various laws, regulations, 

and functional requirements that are applicable to projects within the Galena Historic District. 

Building Codes 

Any work to a building (new, addition, remodel) in the City of Galena (the City) requires 

compliance with the following adopted building codes:  

 2015 International Building Code 

 2015 International Mechanical Code 

 Illinois State Plumbing Code 

 2014 National Electric Code 

 2015 International Fire Code 

 2015 International Energy Conservation Code 

 2015 International Fuel Gas Code 

In addition, existing buildings may utilize the following adopted codes:  

 2015 International Existing Buildings Code  

 2015 International Property Maintenance Code 

 2015 National Fire Protection Association Life Safety Code  

The 2015 International Existing Buildings Code is intended to address “repair, alteration, 

addition or change of occupancy in existing buildings.” It is recommended to meet with the local 

building official prior to beginning a project to review whether the official is amenable to using the 

2015 International Existing Buildings Code. Items that may be applicable include:  

 Exit and egress requirements (including door hardware, stairs, and handrails) 

 Alterations to meet Americans with Disabilities Act requirements 

Galena Code of Ordinances 

The Galena Code of Ordinances includes provisions for garbage collection, water and sewer 

systems, parking requirements, general regulations (e.g. trees, shrubs, streets, sidewalks, etc.), 

business regulations and licensing, and land usage (e.g. historic preservation, maintenance and 

repair, stormwater detention, zoning, etc.), among others. Any building project within the City 

should consult the Galena Code of Ordinances when planning and carrying out any work.  

The City Building Department and the Galena Code of Ordinances may be referenced for 

determining if a project requires a building permit. All permits require payment of a fee which is 

based on the valuation of the project.  

Americans with Disabilities Act and Illinois Accessibility Code 

The State of Illinois has adopted the Illinois Accessibility Code (IAC) where some of the prescribed 

requirements are based on the Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG) 

and implementation of the Environmental Barriers Act (EBA) to ensure that the built environment 

is designed to assure the safety and welfare of all citizens, including accessibility and usability by 
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environmentally limited persons. All public facilities per the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) 

are required to comply with the IAC and EBA, including historic structures; however, there are 

alternative requirements and exemptions for historic properties under the Illinois Accessibility 

Code. The IAC identifies requirements for space allowances, reach ranges, exiting and egress, 

circulation, signage, specific design requirements for different uses among other technical 

requirements. The use of the building will determine applicable accessibility requirements.  

Preservation Regulations 

Galena Historic Preservation Ordinance 

The Nelson Stillman House is located in the Galena Historic District and as such both the 

exterior of the building and the grounds are subject to review by the Galena Historic Preservation 

Commission under Galena Code of Ordinances Chapter 151: Historic Preservation.  

Extensive exterior alterations are reviewed by the Historic Preservation Commission through a 

Certificate of Appropriateness submission. Certificate of Appropriateness must be reviewed and 

approved prior to issuance of a building permit. Minor exterior work is typically reviewed at the 

time of the building permit application. All exterior work – minor or extensive – must meet the 

historic preservation standards developed for the Galena Historic District.  

Though exterior painting is considered a minor modification, typically reviewed and approved 

by the Building Official, the Galena Historic Preservation Commission has designated Sherwin 

Williams Historic Exterior colors as appropriate for exterior painting within the historic district. 

This color chart can be obtained at City Hall in the Building Department.  

Interior work is not subject to Heritage Preservation Commission review.  

In May of 2017, with a sale pending of the Nelson Stillman property to the Galena-Jo Daviess 

County Historical Society, the project team submitted to the City of Galena both an Application for 

Demolition of a Structure as well as a Certificate of Appropriateness, to establish approval to 

demolish structures on the Stillman site erected after the period of significance of the Galena 

Historic District. These structures include:  

 The dining addition (at that time anecdotally dated to 1936, through the research of this 

HSR now dated circa 1946-1947) 

 The one-story mansard roof additions (at that time anecdotally dated to the 1970s, 

through the research of this HSR now dated within the period of 1975-1985) 

 The Wedding Chapel (listed in the Application for a Certificate of Appropriateness as the 

Stillman Inn outbuilding, with more recent portions anecdotally dated at the time to the 

1950s and 1970s, through the research of this HSR now dated within the period of 

1975-1979) 

Following a May 4th hearing with verbal approval with conditions, the Historical Society received 

written notice on May 5th confirming City of Galena approval to demolish all structures listed in the 
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application with the condition that “what remains of the 1850’s carriage house may not be 

demolished due to its historic significance.”1   

Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation 

The design and construction of the proposed work and treatment recommendations at the 

interior and exterior should meet the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation (“the 

Standards”), which address the character-defining features, materials, and spatial relationships of 

the structure and site. The process of rehabilitation allows for changes that will make the building 

usable while also preserving elements that are of significance to the building’s history and 

character. Because each building is unique, evaluation of proposed changes must be made within 

that context and in relation to other proposed changes. The ten Standards are neither technical nor 

prescriptive, however, they provide the philosophical framework that informs the determination of 

appropriate treatments and design reviews conducted by the SHPO and the National Park Service 

and provide guidance for the rehabilitated use, changes, treatment of existing materials and 

features, exterior alterations, and new construction. Local historic preservation standards, 

including those used by the Galena Historic Preservation Commission, are typically based on the 

Standards.  

Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act 

Any work within the Galena Historic District that requires federal funds, permits, or licenses 

is subject to review under Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act.  Any work that 

does not require federal funds, permits, or licenses does not require review under Section 106 of 

the National Historic Preservation Act.  

 Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (NHPA) requires Federal 

agencies to take into account the effects of their “undertakings” on historic properties. 
 “Undertakings” are defined as “a project, activity, or program funded in whole or in part 

under the direct or indirect jurisdiction of a Federal agency, including those carried out by 

or on behalf of a Federal agency; those carried out with Federal financial assistance, and 

those requiring a Federal permit, license or approval.” (36 CFR 800.16)  
 If federal funds, permits, or licenses are required for work at the Nelson Stillman House, 

Property owner should work with the National Park Service to ensure compliance with 

Section 106 of the NHPA. 

Illinois State Agency Historic Resources Protection Act 

The Galena Historic District, and its contributing structures, have not been designated as an 

Illinois State Historic Site, and thus are not subject to the Illinois State Agency Historic Resources 

Protection Act.  

                                                           
1 The Certificate of Appropriateness Application, Demolition of a Structure Application, and approval letter are 
provided as Appendix F of this report.  
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5.0 WORK RECOMMENDATIONS AND ALTERNATIVES                                       

 

In this section, work recommendations and alterations for the Nelson Stillman House 

property will be described. Please see the “Physical Building Description and Condition 

Assessment” section for general descriptions and the existing condition for each element or feature. 

Phases 

Treatment recommendations included in this report are grouped into three phases for the 

Main House, where each phase is intended to build upon the previous phase(s). A fourth set of 

recommendations addresses landscape and site work and may be incorporated into any of the 

other phases at the discretion of the owner.  Within each phase, each recommendation is given a 

severity classification (critical, serious, minor, or routine) to help further prioritize the work plan. 

If, for example, work from Phase 2 needed to be spread across multiple years, due to scheduling or 

budget constraints, critical items could be addressed earliest, with serious or minor items could be 

completed later.  A more detailed description of each of the phases, and definitions of the severity 

classifications are provided below: 

Main House Phase 1 

Phase 1 includes work required to stabilize the building envelope and prevent future 

damage caused by water infiltration including masonry work and repointing, maintenance at 

exterior windows and doors, correction of issues related to gutters and downspouts, and 

addressing the water infiltration at the lower level northwest wall. Completing this work is integral 

to the long-term preservation of the Nelson Stillman property, regardless of use and further pursuit 

of full rehabilitation.  

Phase 1 also includes the removal of non-historic trim, finishes, and built-in fixtures 

and furniture from the first level of the Main House, to return a greater sense of historic 

integrity to these spaces. If it is decided to open the first level of the Main House to the public, Phase 

1 will also include code-required upgrades for compliance with building, life safety, and 

accessibility codes. Completion of this work will improve the integrity of the property by removing 

non-compatible non-historic interior features thereby eliminating the opportunity for those 

features to communicate a false sense of history and will allow the Galena-Jo Daviess County 

Historical Society to more comfortably utilize the first level of the Main House. Interior work at this 

time could include renovations to the existing catering kitchen at the first level in the circa 1860s 

addition. As there is no documentation as to the original use or arrangement of this addition, at any 

level, renovations supporting new uses should align with functional needs, with sensitivity to what 

is visible from the public hallway. 

Main House Phase 2 

Phase 2 includes correcting non-compatible alterations to the exterior of the Main 

House, including removal of the horizontal-siding dormer at the southwest façade, reconstruction 

of the cupola in full, replacement of non-historic elements and ornamentation of the porches, and 

removal of the 1985 single-story additions at the southwest façade.  Reconstruction of the chimneys 

may occur during this phase or may be shifted to Phase 3 as this work will enhance the historic 
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character of the building, but does not substantively affect the overall structure’s historic integrity.  

Correcting these non-compatible alterations will improve the integrity of the Nelson Stillman 

House, as well as the integrity of the greater Galena Historic District. Historic districts are most 

often understood at the neighborhood level (or city level, in the case of the Galena Historic District) 

and interpreted based on the exteriors of contributing properties. The work in Phase 2 is 

appropriate for the long-term preservation of the Nelson Stillman property, regardless of use. 

Main House Phase 3 

Phase 3 includes replacement of period appropriate interior trim and finishes in the 

primary spaces of the first level of the Main House, removal of non-historic trim and finishes at the 

upper levels and basement of the Main House, and addressing various minor deficiencies identified 

by the conditions assessment. This phase would also be the appropriate time to provide period 

appropriate trim and finishes OR contemporary and compatible trim and finishes at the upper 

levels and lower level, as appropriate for the chosen use of the building.  

During the period of significance for the property and today, the first level functions as a 

“public” space while the upper levels and lower level function as “private” space.  During the period 

of significance, a higher level of finish was typical of public spaces in private residences, and 

recreating this condition is an appropriate rehabilitation treatment today. 

Landscape and Site Alterations 

Landscape and Site Alterations should be completed in compliance with the Secretary 

of the Interior’s Standards and may be incorporated into any of the other phases at the discretion 

of the owner. It should be noted that demolition of portions of the Wedding Chapel, including 

removal of all elements and assemblies dating after the period of significance, will be executed as 

part of the Galena-Jo Daviess County Historical Society’s new construction project, and will follow 

the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards. This work will also align with the Galena Historic 

Commission’s recommendation of May 5, 2017 (Appendix F). Landscaping will help develop an 

appropriate visual relationship between the Nelson Stillman House and the anticipated new 

museum building on the neighboring property.   

Severity Classifications 

Critical Deficiencies (Immediate Action Required) 

This category includes deficiencies that should be corrected as soon as possible, preferably 

within 1 to 2 years maximum. Waiting longer than 2 years often leads to the necessity to re-

evaluate the building conditions. Serious additional damage to the structure can occur if repairs are 

not made immediately.  Critical deficiencies could include deteriorated masonry which allows 

water infiltration or the threat of falling pieces potentially causing injury to building’s occupants or 

passersby, serious active roof leaks that could quickly damage the building or its contents, 

hazardous electrical conditions, hazardous building egress conditions, and the like. Building code 

and related life safety deficiencies are typically included in this category.  
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Serious Deficiencies (Action Required 2 – 5 Years) 

This category includes deficiencies that should be addressed following the correction of all 

critical deficiencies.  This category includes work in areas where continued damage to the structure 

is likely unless the problems are addressed.  Serious deficiencies have the potential to become 

critical deficiencies if not corrected in 2 to 4 years.  Work which would be classified as serious 

deficiencies includes repair of minor roof leaks and conditions likely to result in roof leaks, repair 

work which will prevent significant and rapid additional deterioration of building components and 

systems, etc.  

Minor Deficiencies (Action Required 5 – 10 Years) 

This category includes deficiencies that should be corrected, but not before all deficiencies 

in the critical and serious categories have been completed.  Minor deficiencies have the potential of 

becoming serious if not corrected and resolved within the next 5 to 10 years, subject to specific 

issue and location.  

Routine Repair and Maintenance Work   

This category includes repair and maintenance work that should be performed on a routine 

and continuous basis.  If routine repair and maintenance are deferred, building components and 

systems can deteriorate into critical or serious deficiencies.  This category includes repair and 

maintenance work including landscaping, painting, hardware maintenance, roofing and flashing 

inspections, etc. Routine maintenance work such as lamp replacements, cleaning procedures, etc. is 

not included in this category. The routine repair needs of this building will generally include: 

interior plaster and trim repairs, repainting exterior wood windows and trim, removing vegetation 

growing alongside the building, sealing around the perimeter of exterior openings, minor 

repointing of masonry, hardware and drainage inspections, etc.  

Recommendations and Alternatives by Phase 

Main House Phase 1 

Critical Monitor the northwest wall of the basement to determine whether 

there is active water infiltration. If water infiltration is currently active, 

it is recommended that exploratory work is performed to determine 

the water source – check for open mortar joints, check for appropriate 

drainage at exterior of building, check gutters and downspouts at 

northwest façade to ensure no leakage, check construction and soil 

under wing wall of porch to see if it is holding moisture, check the 

condition of the soil and construction under porch floor (is water being 

trapped in this location). Depending on the source of water, 

appropriate treatment recommendations will be proposed when 

available.  

Critical Provide splash blocks or landscaping at all downspout discharge 

locations to prevent erosion of grade and splash back. 
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Critical Address water infiltration/splash back at areas where the brick 

patio directly abuts the Main House building walls. Remove a 

minimum of 18 inches of brick and replace with rock mulch. 

Critical Provide missing extension for downspout located at southwest 

façade at the junction of the original building, pre-1866 addition, and 

non-historic c. 1981 addition. 

Critical Porches. Ensure all railing components are secured to withstand code-

required forces. Replace the steps to the southwest porch with a more 

secure, permanent set of code-compliant and historically compatible 

wood steps and handrails. 

Critical As rehabilitation plans are finalized, a detailed code analysis should 

be performed to ensure that the building meets the current code 

requirements associated with the new use and occupancy. Preliminary 

code assessment indicates that the building is non-compliant with 

accessibility code for accessible route to building entries, for 

accessibility of door hardware, and for access to upper and lower levels 

of the building. 

 

Critical/Serious Modern Systems Integration. Installation of additional systems, or 

updates to existing systems may be required based on owner 

preference or code analysis. Any new systems should be sensitively 

placed within the building. Systems should be concealed within floors, 

walls, and ceilings to the greatest extent possible. Systems should be 

located within service spaces (back of house, bathrooms, Dining 

Addition) to the greatest extent possible. Exposed systems, including 

pipes, wiring, gas lines, sprinkler heads, etc. do not meet the Standards. 

Soffits in the public spaces, including the first level living spaces and 

corridor, and upper level corridors do not meet the Standards. Soffits in 

back of house spaces should be avoided. If soffits are necessary in back 

of house spaces, they should be above window heads or pulled back 

from windows by five feet.   

Critical/Serious Energy Assessment. Hire a qualified energy consultant to perform a 

complete energy assessment of the building to better understand the 

existing system and options for upgrading equipment dependent on the 

intended use. Installation of a ducted forced air system does not meet 

the Standards. 

Critical Basement Access Stair. The non-historic hand rail at the basement 

access stair should be replaced with a code compliant rail.  

Critical First Level Spatial Organization. In original building and pre-1866 

addition, retain extant historic spatial organization of public spaces. 

This includes the central hall and stair with rooms to the north and 
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south. First level service spaces including the kitchen, bathrooms, and 

connection to the Dining Addition have been altered over time. 

Changes to current non-historic configuration of these spaces for new 

uses are appropriate.  

Serious At the exterior walls, repair any open cracks in mortar joints, 

replace missing masonry units as required. Replacement mortar should 

match the original in color, texture, hardness, and joint striking; 

deteriorated mortar should be removed with hand tools, see 

Preservation Brief #2: Repointing Mortar Joints in Historic Masonry 

Buildings for more detailed information. Replacement masonry units 

should match the existing in size, color, texture, and profile. 

Serious Provide close range visual inspection of the roof to confirm 

condition. 

Serious Exterior Doors and Windows. Provide maintenance at Exterior 

Windows and Doors to ensure weather tightness. Detailed 

recommendations are provided on Page 5.19, following this table. 

Serious Foundation Walls. Review foundation walls to determine if structural 

capacity is sufficient for intended use and to ensure no water 

infiltration, displacement, or deterioration of mortar and stone.  

Perform selective removal of existing non-historic finish materials 

(minimum 3’ x 3’ areas of each wall at the joist bearing location) to 

review bearing conditions and evaluate foundation conditions. 

Any cracks in masonry walls that are determined to be stationary 

should be repaired. Cracks should be grooved out to approximately ¼ 

inch width by ½ inch depth, and then patched with matching repair 

mortar. (serious) 

Do not apply a waterproof coating to the interior of historic masonry 

foundation systems, as the coating will trap moisture and damage 

historic material. Waterproofing methods are most appropriate at the 

exterior and may include Bentonite injection grouting, which requires 

minimal site disturbance (no excavation is required).  

Serious Framing. Perform selective removal of existing finish materials 

(minimum 3’ x 3’ areas at walls, and floor/ceiling) to determine 

condition and capacity of wood framing.  

 If possible, select locations for removal that 1) have non-

historic finish materials or 2) are not within main living spaces 

(consider closets, bathrooms).  
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Perform structural analysis to determine if structural capacity is 

sufficient for intended use. 

Serious Removal of Non-Historic Interior Finishes and Fixtures at First 

Level Public Spaces. Non-historic finishes and fixtures at the first level 

public spaces (main stair, corridor, living spaces) are recommended for 

removal so that they do not convey a false sense of history. 

Detailed recommendations are provided on Pages 5.21-5.22. 

Serious Interior Finishes at First Level Service Spaces. The first level service 

spaces (kitchen, bathrooms, connection to Dining Addition) have been 

significantly altered over time and current finishes are non-historic. 

Further alteration of these spaces may be required for the new use. 

Because no documentation of historic conditions in these spaces exists, 

it is recommended that any replacement finishes be contemporary and 

compatible in nature and do not seek to conjecturally recreate historic 

conditions.  

Extant conditions that risk creating a false sense of history, including 

the faux brick archways and the bannister at the basement access are 

recommended for removal. 

Detailed recommendations are provided on Pages 5.21-5.22. 

Main House Phase 2 

Serious Critical 1945-1946 Dining Addition. Recommended to retain the Dining 

Addition, as its height and footprint are subservient to the original 

house, and removal of the addition will require substantial 

rehabilitation if not full reconstruction of the southeast wall of the pre-

1866 portion of the Main House. However, because the Dining Addition 

does not date to the period of significance, both retaining the addition 

and removing the addition meet the Standards.  

If retained, the footprint of the Dining Addition should not be 

expanded.  

If the Dining Addition is removed, the new exterior wall (southeast wall 

of pre-1866 addition) should be evaluated – windows, doors, and 

masonry will need to be repaired and replaced; interior finishes will 

need to be removed. A full reconstruction of the wall may be necessary. 

Leaving an historic feature of a building in a ruined state does not meet 

the Standards.  

Serious Cupola Reconstruction. The existing cupola was reconstructed 

outside the period of significance based on historic images of the 

property, however the specific details and proportions are inaccurate. 
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Replacement of the existing cupola with a cupola that matches the 

historic cupola to the greatest extent possible is recommended and will 

most be most in keeping with the other recommendations for the 

property. However, while not recommended, it should be noted that 

keeping the existing cupola (the “current condition”) is also an option 

that meets the Standards.  Removal of the existing cupola without 

replacement is not appropriate. 

Removal of the existing cupola should be done carefully to avoid 

damage to existing historic materials or features.  

If the existing cupola is retained, paint unfinished railings with a high-

quality oil-based wood primer and painted with two coats of acrylic 

latex or oil-alkyd paint.  

Serious Porch Reconstruction. Elements of the existing porches were 

reconstructed outside the period of significance, partially based on 

historic images of the property. The historic elements of the existing 

porches should be retained. 

Conjectural elements may be retained or replaced to match the historic 

porches to the greatest extent possible. Replacement is recommended.  

A list of historic and conjectural elements is located on Page 5.18. 

Removal of the existing porches without replacement will not meet the 

Standards. 

At areas of deteriorated paint, prep, prime, and re-paint. All wood 

surfaces should be primed with a high-quality oil-based wood primer 

and painted with two coats of acrylic latex or oil-alkyd paint.   

Serious c. 1985 Dormer. The c. 1985 dormer was constructed outside the 

period of significance. Removal of the dormer and reconstruction of the 

original roofline are recommended and are the path most in keeping 

with the rest of the recommendations for the property. However, while 

not recommended, it should be noted that keeping dormer (the 

“current condition”) is also an option that meets the Standards.  

Enlarging the dormer is not appropriate. Altering the dormer to adopt 

conjectural “historic” details is not appropriate.  

If removed, alterations to non-historic interior partition walls can 

provide usable space if necessary (adjusting for lost interior square 

footage due to dormer removal). 

Serious Roof Eaves and Fascia. At areas of deteriorated or missing paint, prep, 

prime, and paint wood roof trim and brackets. All wood surfaces should 

be primed with a high-quality oil-based wood primer and painted with 
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two coats of acrylic latex or oil-alkyd paint. Bowed, checked, rotted, or 

cracked soffit and fascia boards should be replaced in kind. Brackets 

that are missing or damaged beyond repair should be replaced in kind.  

Serious c. 1981 Single Level Additions. Removal of these non-historic 

additions is recommended and doing so is the path most in keeping 

with the rest of the recommendations for the property. However, while 

not recommended, it should be noted that keeping the additions (the 

“current condition”) is also an option that meets the Standards.     

If retained, the footprint of these additions should not be expanded.   

If removed, the exterior walls should be evaluated for condition and to 

address any openings in the walls. The masonry of the original façade is 

extant and unaltered inside these additions, and in the additions 

appear to have minimal physical attachment to the brick of the original 

house. If the additions are removed, masonry located at the point of 

attachment should be repaired and replaced.   

Serious Chimneys. The existing chimneys were altered to their current 

configuration outside the period of significance. Reconstruction of the 

chimneys to match the historic condition is recommended; however, 

retaining the current condition will also meet the Standards.  

Serious Lower Level, Second Level, Third/Attic Level Spatial Organization.  

At the second level, the historic spatial organization of the original 

house is extant. This includes a central hall and stair with rooms to the 

north and south. This organization should be retained. The spatial 

organization of the pre-1866 addition has been altered, and changes 

are appropriate.  

Lower level spatial organization has been altered over time. Changes to 

current room configuration are appropriate.  

Spatial organization of the third/attic level has been altered over time. 

Changes to current non-historic room configuration are appropriate.  

Minor Masonry. Spot clean biological growth on masonry using the gentlest 

means possible. Method of cleaning to be tested in an inconspicuous 

area and approved prior to proceeding with cleaning work. 

Sandblasting and acidic cleaners are not approved. 

At painted areas of masonry, the paint may be removed based on 

successful test panels. Sandblasting or other abrasive methods are not 

allowed.  
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Minor Stone Sills. Paint should be removed from stone sills based on 

successful test patches. Remove paint with the gentlest means possible. 

Sandblasting and acidic cleaners are not approved.  

Minor Gutters and Downspouts. Replace existing non-compatible gutters 

and downspouts with a more period appropriate style such as half-

round gutters with round downspouts. Non-visible leaf guards may be 

used to prevent the build-up of debris. If possible, downspouts could be 

routed to a sub-surface drain to minimize the use of long downspout 

extensions.  

Minor Chimneys. The existing chimneys were altered to their current 

configuration outside the period of significance. Reconstruction of the 

chimneys to match the historic condition is recommended; however, 

retaining the current condition will also meet the Standards.  

Minor The at-grade roof’s membrane should be replaced at the end of its 

useful life. Alternative roofing materials may be appropriate. At the 

time of replacement, evaluate roof decking and structure for damage or 

water staining. Ensure positive drainage does not allow water ponding 

on the roof of near the building walls. The existing balustrades may be 

retained or replaced. If retained, the current building code may require 

a more secure attachment. Any attachment should not damage the roof 

by allowing water penetration at fasteners. If replaced, either a 

historically compatible balustrade or contemporary and compatible 

design and material are appropriate.   

Minor Remove unnecessary ventilation at second level laundry room and 

patch openings. Patches should match the existing adjacent historic 

material, where applicable.  

Main House Phase 3 

Serious Replacement of Interior Finishes at First Level Public Spaces. Non-

historic finishes at the first level public spaces (main stair, corridor, 

living spaces) are recommended for removal during Phase 1. 

Replacement with finishes that are appropriate to the property’s 

period of significance is recommended during Phase 3. It should be 

noted that retention of non-historic finishes (the “current condition”) 

also meets the Standards.  

Historic finishes at the first level public spaces should be retained and 

repaired.  

Detailed recommendations are provided on Pages 5.21-5.22. 
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Serious Removal of Unnecessary Upper and Lower Level Fixtures and 

Associated Lighting.  

Remove unnecessary fixtures and associated piping, including the 

freestanding vanity/storage cabinets in upper level guest rooms. 

Remove associated vanity lighting where present. Patch openings to 

match the existing adjacent historic material, where applicable.  

Minor Replacement of Upper and Lower Level Interior Finishes.  

Non-historic finishes at the lower level, second level, and third/attic 

level are recommended for removal and replacement with finishes that 

are contemporary and compatible. Because the spatial organization of 

these areas has been altered over time, any replacement finishes 

should not seek to recreate conjectural historic conditions thereby 

conveying a false sense of history.  It should be noted that retention of 

extant finishes also meets the Standards.    

Historic finishes at the second level corridor, and rooms in the original 

portion of the building should be retained and repaired.  

Detailed recommendations are provided on Pages 5.21-5.22. 

Minor Replacement of First Level Ceiling Fixtures. Replacement of first 

level ceiling fixtures with period appropriate fixtures is recommended.  

Minor Replacement of exterior light fixtures with period appropriate fixtures 

is recommended. Additional exterior lighting may be installed in 

sensitive locations. New lighting should be subdued and downlighting 

is preferred over uplighting to reduce light pollution. 

Landscape and Site Alterations 

Critical Grading. When landscape and site alterations are undertaken, 

maintain a minimum ground slope of 5.0% away from the Main House 

in the first 10 feet to encourage positive flow of surface runoff away 

from the foundation. Current grade generally appears to meet this 

recommendation. 

Serious Wedding Chapel. The presence of the non-historic Wedding Chapel 

structure drastically alters the site and landscape of the Nelson 

Stillman House from the condition during the period of significance. 

While accessory structures were present during the period of 

significance, they were smaller in scale than the Main House. Removal 

of the Wedding Chapel is recommended.  

The Wedding Chapel structure integrates portions of three historic 

brick walls from an out building that dates to the period of significance. 
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If the Wedding Chapel is removed, retaining these three walls is 

recommended, if possible. This recommendation aligns with the Galena 

Historic Commission’s recommendation of May 5, 2017 (Appendix F).  

 Prior to demolition of Wedding Chapel, complete a structural 

assessment of the historic walls and provide reinforcement and 

shoring as necessary.  
 Re-point the historic walls as needed with mortar to match the 

historic mortar. Replace deteriorated, cracked, or missing bricks 

with bricks to match the historic.   

Serious Limestone Retaining Walls. The limestone retaining walls, and 

terraced levels, do not date to the period of significance and may be 

removed or retained.  

 

If removed, replacement landscaping solutions must meet the 

Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and be compatible with the 

historic character of the building and site.  

 

If retained, any alterations must meet the Secretary of the Interior’s 

Standards. If retained, the following work is recommended: 

 In areas where movement is localized, remove displaced stones, re-

grade if necessary, and re-set the stones with matching mortar. 

Consider introducing stainless steel anchors and epoxy to secure 

the stones.   

 In areas of missing, cracked, or deteriorated mortar, remove loose 

material and repoint open joints with mortar to match existing.  

Serious/Minor As the Brick Patio does not date to the period of significance. 

Retention, and removal will both meet the Standards. 

If removed, replacement landscaping solutions must meet the 

Secretary of the Interior’s Standards.  

 During the period of significance, no patio was present in this 

location. The patio was introduced along with significant regrading 

beginning in the 1970s. Appropriate replacement materials should 

be contemporary and compatible and could include gravel, stone 

pavers, or manicured lawn.  

If retained, any alterations must meet the Secretary of the Interior’s 

Standards. If retained, the following work is recommended: 

 If the existing patio materials are retained, the brick should be 

temporarily removed and replaced on a structurally compacted 

base to ensure a level surface that meets current code 

requirements.  
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 Install code-compliant railings at the southern edge of the patio. 

New railings must meet the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards 

and be compatible to the historic building and site.  

Routine Maintenance 

Yearly Provide annual maintenance and visual inspection of roof to prevent 

water intrusion. Include access hatches and doors in the inspection. 

Include flashing in the inspection.  

 Replacement flashing should be installed through reglets in 

mortar joints. Flashing at chimneys and roofs should be 

stepped. 

Yearly Review building masonry for movement and deterioration. 

Yearly/As Required Perform annual maintenance and inspection of gutters and 

downspouts. Clear all debris and biological growth to prevent build-up 

and subsequent water damage and intrusion.  

Replace bent, pinched, or otherwise damaged gutters or downspouts to 

match the existing as soon as damage is observed. 

Yearly Perform annual inspections of foundations walls. Inspections should 

look for signs of cracking, differential movement and water intrusion.  

Biannually Perform routine maintenance on operable components of door, 

window, and shutter hardware throughout the building. Lubricate 

internal lockset components and hinges. Always remove excess 

lubricants from the exposed surfaces of hardware. Keep hardware 

components free from paint. Remove excessive buildups of dirt and 

debris. 

As Required Remove debris and biological growth from roof.  

 

Additional Treatment Recommendations by Feature 

Porches  

Extant Historic Elements of the porches include: 

 Front Porch, Main Level: As this porch was enclosed and reopened over time, it is not 

possible to identify with certainty many extant elements.  

 Second Level: None remaining 

 Side Porch, Main Level: As this porch was enclosed, reopened, and expanded over time, it is 

not possible to identify with certainty many extant original elements. Known conjectural 

Elements of the porches include:  

 All locations: railings, stairs and associated railings, lighting, finishes, fascia brackets. 
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Exterior Doorways, Doors, and Door Hardware 

 Historic wood doors (primary entry, northeast entry, and French doors at southwest 

basement walkout) should be preserved and repaired rather than replaced. Prep, prime, 

and paint. All wood surfaces should be primed with a high-quality oil-based wood primer 

and painted with two coats of acrylic latex or oil-alkyd paint.  

 Non-historic doors may be retained or replaced with a compatible wood panel door and 

code-compliant hardware as necessary.  

 Remove and replace wood door and infilled transom window at first level of southwest 

porch with a compatible wood panel door. 

 Seal joints around the exterior perimeter of door openings with a high-quality elastomeric 

or non-staining silicone sealant. Do not use standard silicone sealant against masonry, as it 

will cause staining of the masonry.  

 Where missing or damaged provide weather-stripping to reduce air infiltration.  

 Replace non-operational or code-deficient hardware with code-compliant, historically 

compatible hardware.  

Exterior Windows and Hardware 

 A window survey is recommended prior to any work on the exterior openings, the survey 

should determine existing condition of each window and recommend specific methods for 

repair.   

 Historic wood windows should be retained and repaired rather than replaced. Work could 

include: Scrape and prepare sound pieces of the wood frames and sash to remove loose and 

flaking paint. Epoxy consolidate deteriorated, checked, and cracked wood components. If 

components are damaged or deteriorated beyond repair (or missing), replace with wood 

components to match the historic. Utilize Dutchman repairs where possible to minimize the 

visual disturbance in the material and retain as much historic fabric as possible. Replace 

cracked or broken panes with matching glass panes. Remove and replace all glazing 

compound.  

 If replacement of historic wood windows is desired, a detailed window survey should be 

completed to document individual conditions and glazing types.  

 Remove historic wood windows that are deteriorated beyond repair and replace with 

matching wood or aluminum-clad wood windows.   

 Provide weather-stripping to reduce air infiltration.  

 Seal joints around the exterior perimeter of window openings with a high-quality 

elastomeric or non-staining silicone sealant on the exterior. Do not use standard silicone 

sealant against masonry, as it will cause staining of the masonry.  

 If desired, provide exterior wood storm windows to prolong window life and improve 

energy efficiency.  

 Exterior wood trim at windows should remain. Missing or damaged components should be 

repaired where possible or replaced in kind if deteriorated beyond repair. Prep, prime, and 

re-paint all existing wood trim.  
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 Wood lintels at windows should remain. Missing or damaged components should be 

repaired where possible or replaced in kind if deteriorated beyond repair. Prep, prime, and 

re-paint all existing wood trim.  

 Once repairs are complete, prep, prime, and paint wood components of windows. Prime 

with a high-quality oil-based wood primer, and paint with two coats of acrylic latex or oil-

alkyd paint.  

 Window hoods may remain painted or may be stripped to return them to their historic 

condition. If remaining painted, the hoods should be prepped, primed, and re-painted as 

necessary. If stripped, use the gentlest means possible and provide a clear coat. Ensure that 

exterior joints between hoods and masonry is sealed with a high-quality elastomeric or 

non-staining silicone sealant. Do not use standard silicone sealant against masonry, as it will 

cause staining of the masonry. 

 The three non-historic openings at the attic level that are currently infilled with plywood 

may be retained or permanently infilled. If retained, provide appropriate sash and frame for 

openings to ensure weathertight while air conditioning units are removed for the winter. 

Sash could be a solid panel or glass. Seal around the exterior perimeter of the opening with 

elastomeric sealant or non-staining silicone sealant. If permanently infilled, provide brick 

and mortar to match the historic materials. Tooth in new brick to match bonding pattern. 

Paint brick with breathable paint to match adjacent painted brick.  

Interior Doorways, Doors and Door Hardware 

 Existing historic wood doors shall be repaired and reused. Repairs could include: Scrape 

and prepare sound pieces of the wood frames and doors to remove loose and flaking paint. 

Epoxy consolidate deteriorated, checked, and cracked wood components. If components are 

damaged or deteriorated beyond repair (or missing), replace with wood components to 

match the historic. Utilize Dutchman repairs where possible to minimize the visual 

disturbance in the material and retain as much historic fabric as possible. (serious)  

 Fill any holes made by attachments or previous installations of hardware prior to repainting 

doors. 

 Painted doors may be repainted. First level doors in historically public spaces may be 

stripped and stained if desired.  

 Remove applied panels at historic doors using the gentlest means possible to avoid damage 

to the historic door. Repair door if necessary.  

Finish Materials – Non-Historic Flooring  

 Non-historic flooring (carpet, laminate, etc.) may be retained (and repaired as needed) or 

removed. If non-historic flooring is removed, any newly exposed remaining historic flooring 

should be repaired. Replacement with a new finish may be appropriate if no historic 

flooring exists, or if minimally required by use.   

 At the first level kitchen, contemporary, code-compliant finishes are appropriate. 
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Finish Materials – Wood Plank Flooring  

 Retain and repair remaining historic wood plank floor. Repairs may include removal of 

previous inappropriate patches, patching to match the existing as close as possible, 

replacement of damaged, deteriorated, or missing boards, and refinishing once all repairs 

are complete. If patching is impossible, evaluate area on a case by case basis to determine 

appropriate alternative finish. Consider use and visibility of area as part of evaluation. 

Finish Materials – Plaster 

 Retain and repair intact historic plaster.  

 Deteriorated, delaminated, cracked or otherwise damaged plaster surfaces should be 

repaired. Repair of the deteriorated plaster can take several approaches. For severely 

damaged areas, the most appropriate method involves the removal of all loose plaster down 

to the solid basecoats or lath, and then replastering. Minor cracks in the existing plaster 

should be raked out and patched with patching material. Holes, dimples and other uneven 

surfaces can be filled with patching material. The patched areas can then be textured, re‐

primed and the entire area repainted. All plaster repairs should replicate the original 

surface finish of adjacent surfaces. For large areas of plaster deterioration, remove the 

plaster to a sound substrate and replace with a gypsum wallboard finish and veneer plaster 

system to match the thickness of the adjacent wall system or ceiling area. Paint all repaired 

walls and ceilings.  

Finish Materials – Non-Historic Ceiling and Wall Finishes 

 Non-historic ceiling and wall finish materials (wallpaper, gypsum board, dropped ceilings, 

conjectural ornament) may be retained or removed. If non-historic wall finishes are 

removed, newly exposed historic plaster should be retained and repaired as noted above. 

Replacement with a new non-historic finish may be appropriate if no historic plaster exists, 

or if required by use.   

 At the first level kitchen, contemporary, code-compliant finishes are appropriate.  

Finish Materials - Decorative Trim 

 Extant historic wood base should be retained and repaired.  

o Base at all levels may be repainted if desired. Base at the first level public spaces 

may remain painted or may be stripped and stained if desired.  

o Missing base shoes should be replaced in kind. 

 Existing crown moulding is non-historic and non-compatible.  

o Existing crown moulding may be retained or removed. If removed, patch and repair 

plaster at ceiling and walls. As no documentation of the historic condition exists, 

replacement crown moulding should be compatible with typical Italianate Revival 

homes. Generally, Italianate Revival interiors draw from typical Greek Revival 

interiors for decorative details. Alternatively, it is also appropriate to remove and 

not replace the crown moulding. 
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Finish Materials – Fireplace Surrounds 

 Existing fireplace surrounds are a combination of historic and replacement.  

o Further investigation is recommended to attempt to determine which surrounds are 

original.  

o Missing or damaged stone elements should be replaced in kind. 

o Fireplaces may be returned to wood burning if desired and permitted by current 

building code.  

o Evaluation of electrical connections and wiring is recommended to ensure code- 

compliance and safety. 

o Patch cracks in stone fireplace surrounds.  

Finish Materials – Interior Built-In Elements 

 Extant historic interior shutters should be retained and repaired.  

o Maintenance is recommended to return the shutters to operable condition. 

o Strip and repaint as necessary. 

 Non-historic “built-in” mirror at the first level hall may be retained or removed. If removed, 

infill wall to match surrounding condition. If evidence of a historic fireplace is present 

behind the mirror, replacement of the fireplace to match the extant historic fireplaces is also 

appropriate.  

Accessibility 

 New stoops, stairways, ramps, and guard/handrails will need to meet current ADA code if 

required by the building’s use.  

 Accessibility options will need to be reviewed with the local Authority Having Jurisdiction 

to ensure work meets current code requirements.  

 The Main House does not currently meet accessibility requirements. Alterations for 

accessibility purposes should be evaluated once a use for the building is finalized. 

Accessibility upgrades will need to comply with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for 

Rehabilitation. 

 An appropriately designed accessible entry sequence at the northeast entry to the rear of 

the main stair hall is most likely to meet the Standards, as it would not substantially alter 

the historic character of the front porch and entry. 

 Due to size, and the character-defining nature of the exterior of the building, the 

introduction of an exterior elevator addition is likely inappropriate for this building. An 

interior elevator would need to be located in a secondary space, with minimal or no roof 

penetration. 

 Non-historic landscaping elements, including the patio and southern lawn (including 

retaining walls) are not accessible. Accessibility alterations to these existing non-historic 

landscaping elements are appropriate.  

 The existing ramps at the northwest entry to the Wedding Chapel are not accessible. If these 

elements are retained, they should be reconfigured to meet code requirements. 
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5.0 COST ESTIMATES 

 

The following Cost Management Report was developed by Cost Planning and Management 
International, Inc. (CPMI) to align with the Phasing Plan laid out in the Work Recommendations 
section of this report (pages 5.7-5.8).  
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CONSTRUCTION  COST  SUMMARY – RECAP

TOTAL $
DESCRIPTION GSF $/GSF AMOUNT

MAIN HOUSE PHASE 1 7,410 $25.87 $191,700

MAIN HOUSE PHASE 2 7,410 $46.21 $342,400

MAIN HOUSE PHASE 3 7,410 $64.06 $474,700

LANDSCAPE AND SITE ALTERATIONS 7,410 $33.67 $249,500

TOTAL ALL PHASES 7,410 $169.81 $1,258,300

Assumptions:

– All non-building costs are excluded. 

– Project is assumed to be design-bid-build.

– Hazardous materials remediation costs are excluded.

CPMI
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NELSON  STILLMAN  HOUSE

GALENA  HISTORICAL  SOCIETY

GALENA,  ILLINOIS

01  AUGUST  2018  (REVISED  09/07/18)

CONSTRUCTION  COST  SUMMARY  –  PHASE  1

REMODEL  CONSTRUCTION – 7,410  GSF

TOTAL $ % OF

DESCRIPTION $/GSF AMOUNT TOTAL

BUILDING

General Construction 13.04 96,631 90.31%

Mechanical Construction 0.00 0 0.00%

Electrical Construction 1.40 10,350 9.67%

Sitework Construction 0.00 0 0.00%

 

Subtotal Direct Costs 14.44 107,000 100.00%
 

General Conditions, Overhead & Profit 5.71 42,300

 

Subtotal 20.15 149,300

 

Design Contingency - 20.0% 4.04 29,900

 

Subtotal 24.19 179,200

 
Labor & Material Escalation (01/20) - 7.0% 1.69 12,500

 

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST $25.88 $191,700

EXCLUDES UPDATES TO KITCHEN

(See Page 8 For Separate Line Items)

CPMI
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SCHEMATIC  DESIGN

COST  MANAGEMENT  REPORT

NELSON  STILLMAN  HOUSE

GALENA  HISTORICAL  SOCIETY

GALENA,  ILLINOIS

01  AUGUST  2018  (REVISED  09/07/18)

CONSTRUCTION  COST  SUMMARY  –  PHASE  2

REMODEL  CONSTRUCTION – 7,410  GSF

TOTAL $ % OF

DESCRIPTION $/GSF AMOUNT TOTAL

BUILDING

General Construction 24.19 179,240 93.74%

Mechanical Construction 0.00 0 0.00%

Electrical Construction 1.62 12,000 6.28%

Sitework Construction 0.00 0 0.00%

 

Subtotal Direct Costs 25.81 191,200 100.00%

 

General Conditions, Overhead & Profit 10.19 75,500

 

Subtotal 36.00 266,700

 

Design Contingency - 20.0% 7.19 53,300

 

Subtotal 43.19 320,000

 
Labor & Material Escalation (01/20) - 7.0% 3.02 22,400

 

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST $46.21 $342,400

CPMI
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SCHEMATIC  DESIGN

COST  MANAGEMENT  REPORT

NELSON  STILLMAN  HOUSE

GALENA  HISTORICAL  SOCIETY

GALENA,  ILLINOIS

01  AUGUST  2018  (REVISED  09/07/18)

CONSTRUCTION  COST  SUMMARY  –  PHASE  3

REMODEL  CONSTRUCTION – 7,410  GSF

TOTAL $ % OF

DESCRIPTION $/GSF AMOUNT TOTAL

BUILDING

General Construction 32.79 242,943 91.68%

Mechanical Construction 2.27 16,800 6.34%

Electrical Construction 0.72 5,300 2.00%

Sitework Construction 0.00 0 0.00%

 

Subtotal Direct Costs 35.78 265,000 100.00%

 

General Conditions, Overhead & Profit 14.13 104,700

 

Subtotal 49.91 369,700

 

Design Contingency - 20.0% 9.97 73,900

 

Subtotal 59.88 443,600

 
Labor & Material Escalation (01/20) - 7.0% 4.20 31,100

 

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST $64.08 $474,700

CPMI
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SCHEMATIC  DESIGN

COST  MANAGEMENT  REPORT

NELSON  STILLMAN  HOUSE

GALENA  HISTORICAL  SOCIETY

GALENA,  ILLINOIS

01  AUGUST  2018  (REVISED  09/07/18)

CONSTRUCTION  COST  SUMMARY  –  LANDSCAPING & SITEWORK

REMODEL  CONSTRUCTION – 7,410  GSF

TOTAL $ % OF

DESCRIPTION $/GSF AMOUNT TOTAL

BUILDING

General Construction 0.00 0 0.00%

Mechanical Construction 0.00 0 0.00%

Electrical Construction 0.00 0 0.00%

Sitework Construction 18.80 139,325 100.02%

 

Subtotal Direct Costs 18.80 139,300 100.00%

 

General Conditions, Overhead & Profit 7.42 55,000

 

Subtotal 26.22 194,300

 

Design Contingency - 20.0% 5.25 38,900

 

Subtotal 31.47 233,200

 
Labor & Material Escalation (01/20) - 7.0% 2.20 16,300

 

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST $33.67 $249,500

CPMI
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SCHEMATIC  DESIGN

COST  MANAGEMENT  REPORT

NELSON  STILLMAN  HOUSE

GALENA  HISTORICAL  SOCIETY

GALENA,  ILLINOIS

01  AUGUST  2018  (REVISED  09/07/18)

UNIT  COSTS  –  PHASE  1: MAIN HOUSE

UNIT TOTAL $
DESCRIPTION QUANTITY COST AMOUNT

GENERAL  CONSTRUCTION

Scope of Critical Deficiencies

Gutters & Downspouts

Clean & Repair Gutters/Downspouts 6 EA 100.00 600

Add Splash Blocks 6 EA 50.00 300

Add 15' Downspout Extensions 3 EA 150.00 450

Northwest Basement Wall

Repoint Rough Limestone 240 SF 6.00 1,440

Monitor for Water Infiltration

Porches

Secure Railing Comonentes to Meet Code-Required Forces 70 LF 15.00 1,050

Replace Southwest Porch Stairs w/ Historically Compatible,

Code-Compliant Stairs 30 LF 75.00 2,250

Code-Compliant Railings 16 LF 100.00 1,600

Basement Access Stair

Replace Handrail with Code Compliant Rail 32 LF 40.00 1,280

Scope of Serious Deficiencies

Repointing Exterior Brick 1,000 SF 6.00 6,000

Replace Spalled/Missing Units - 10% Allowance

Match Historic Units - Cast Brick 100 SF 32.00 3,200

Repaint Exterior Woodwork, Scrape Existing Paint, Patch &

Replace As Needed, Oil-Based Primer & (2) Coats Paint

Windows & Trim 1,035 SF 3.00 3,105

Replace Broken Panes as Needed - 5% Allowance 52 SF 50.00 2,588

Exterior Doors & Trim

Single, Typ. 4 EA 175.00 700

Pair, Typ. 5 PR 300.00 1,500

Replace Sealant 182 LF 10.00 1,820

Porches

Railings & Columns 1,400 SF 4.00 5,600

Roof Trim 140 SF 3.00 420

Refinish Interior Doors, 1st Floor 6 EA 175.00 1,050

Exterior Door Hardware

Weatherstrip (Per Opening) 182 LF 6.00 1,092

Operating Hardware, ADA, Period-Appropriate (Per Leaf) 14 EA 1,200.00 16,800

Remove Faux Brick Archways 2 EA 200.00 400
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SCHEMATIC  DESIGN

COST  MANAGEMENT  REPORT

NELSON  STILLMAN  HOUSE

GALENA  HISTORICAL  SOCIETY

GALENA,  ILLINOIS

01  AUGUST  2018  (REVISED  09/07/18)

UNIT  COSTS  –  PHASE  1: MAIN HOUSE

UNIT TOTAL $
DESCRIPTION QUANTITY COST AMOUNT

GENERAL  CONSTRUCTION

Remove Non-Historic Trim, Interior

Crown Moulding 400 LF 1.50 600

Ceiling Ornaments 1,990 SF 0.50 995

Wallpaper & Plaster Wall Ornaments 700 SF 0.85 595

Interior Doors - Surface-Applied Mouldings 4 EA 125.00 500

Remove Non-Historic Finishes, Exterior

Repaint Brick Below Soffit 330 SF 5.00 1,650

Remove Non-Historic Finishes, Interior

Remove Carpeting In Rooms A, B, C 855 SF 1.00 855

Refinish Original Wide-Plank Wood Flooring 855 SF 2.50 2,138

Remove Vinyl Plank Flooring @ Stair Halls 210 SF 1.25 263

Patch & Repair Original Wood Floor - 50% Allowance 105 SF 16.00 1,680

Refinish Wood Flooring 210 SF 2.50 525

Strip & Refinish Existing Casing & Base Trim 400 LF 3.00 1,200

Patch/Replace As Needed - 10% Allowance 40 LF 11.00 440

Remove & Replace Guardrail @ Kitchen Stair w/Period-

Appropriate Newels & 42" Guardrail 10 LF 200.00 2,000

Remove (2) Non-Historic Single-Story Garage Level Additions

Demo Roof, Exterior Walls, Structural Slab 240 SF 12.00 2,880

Clean/Repair Existing Masonry Wall @ Addition 800 SF 3.00 2,400

Infill Existing Openings w/Brick 50 SF 40.00 2,000

Infill Existing Openings w/Double Hung Window & Brick 1 EA 5,000.00 5,000

Remove & Replace Exterior Door @ Dining Room, Swing Out

3-0x7-0 Wood w/Divided Lite, Panic Hardware 1 EA 6,500.00 6,500

Convert Room C Bathroom to ADA Compliant

Demo Shower 1 EA 1,000.00 1,000

Demo Wing Wall 35 SF 5.00 175

Add Grab Bars @ Toilet 2 EA 575.00 1,150

Demo & Replace Vanity w/ADA Compliant 1 EA 4,000.00 4,000

Demo Tile Floor 70 SF 2.00 140

New Tile Floor 70 SF 20.00 1,400

Precast Concrete Pavers On Curved Basement Flat Roof 220 SF 15.00 3,300

TOTAL GENERAL  CONSTRUCTION 96,631
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SCHEMATIC  DESIGN

COST  MANAGEMENT  REPORT

NELSON  STILLMAN  HOUSE

GALENA  HISTORICAL  SOCIETY

GALENA,  ILLINOIS

01  AUGUST  2018  (REVISED  09/07/18)

UNIT  COSTS  –  PHASE  1: MAIN HOUSE

UNIT TOTAL $
DESCRIPTION QUANTITY COST AMOUNT

ELECTRICAL  CONSTRUCTION

Electrical

New Wall-Pack Emergency Lighting, Whole Building 10 EA 675.00 6,750

New Exit Signage 6 EA 600.00 3,600

TOTAL ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION 10,350

SEPARATE LINE ITEM ALLOWANCES

Includes applicable mark-up.

Kitchen Updates

Reface & Refinish Kitchen Cabinets 25 LF 447.90 11,198

Demo Plam Counters & Replace w/Solid Surfaces 25 LF 895.80 22,395

Provide Doors @ Stair Hall/Dining Room 2 EA 4,500.00 9,000

New Range/Oven 1 EA 3,600.00 3,600

New Refrigerator 1 EA 6,300.00 6,300

New Lighting 230 SF 26.90 6,187

Remove Existing Vinyl Plank Floor 230 SF 2.20 506

Refinish Original Wood Floor 230 SF 4.50 1,035

TOTAL KITCHEN UPDATES $60,200
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SCHEMATIC  DESIGN

COST  MANAGEMENT  REPORT

NELSON  STILLMAN  HOUSE

GALENA  HISTORICAL  SOCIETY

GALENA,  ILLINOIS

01  AUGUST  2018  (REVISED  09/07/18)

UNIT  COSTS  –  PHASE  2:  MAIN HOUSE

UNIT TOTAL $
DESCRIPTION QUANTITY COST AMOUNT

GENERAL  CONSTRUCTION

Scope of Serious Deficiencies

Reconstruct Tower Cupola to Match Historic Images 1 LS 25,000.00 25,000

Reconstruction of Porch Elements 1 LS 1,500.00 1,500

Removal of Dormer

Remove Existing Dormer 1 LS 1,650.00 1,650

Infill Structure & Roof to Match Existing 75 SF 35.00 2,625

Refinish Historic Roof Trim

Soffit Brackets 110 EA 35.00 3,850

Mouldings, Trim, Fascia 400 LF 8.50 3,400

Scope of Minor Deficiencies

Spot Clean Masonry for Biological Growth (allowance) 1 LS 1,000.00 1,000

Scrape Paint from Existing Sills 154 LF 7.00 1,078

Replace Non-Compatible Gutters & Downspouts 100 LF 12.00 1,200

Rebuild Chimneys 150 SF 32.00 4,800

Replace At-Grade Membrane Roof 220 SF 18.00 3,960

Remove 2nd Level Laundry Ventilation 1 LS 500.00 500

Patch Exterior Wall to Match Existing 1 LS 1,000.00 1,000

Plaster Repair

Rake Out Minor Cracks & Patch

Walls 19,570 SF 1.50 29,355

Ceilings 7,450 SF 1.75 13,038

Fill Holes & Dimples

Walls 19,570 SF 0.20 3,914

Ceilings 7,450 SF 0.30 2,235

Demo All Raised Hot Tubs & Tile Walls 4 EA 1,500.00 6,000

Patch Walls & Prep for Refinishing 110 SF 8.00 880

Refinish Existing Wood Floors 3,000 SF 2.50 7,500

Remove Carpet @ 2nd Floor Hall 100 SF 1.00 100

Refinish Existing Wood Floor Below 100 SF 2.50 250

Demo Vinyl Floor @ Laundry 80 SF 1.25 100

Allowance for New Wood Floor 80 SF 16.00 1,280
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SCHEMATIC  DESIGN

COST  MANAGEMENT  REPORT

NELSON  STILLMAN  HOUSE

GALENA  HISTORICAL  SOCIETY

GALENA,  ILLINOIS

01  AUGUST  2018  (REVISED  09/07/18)

UNIT  COSTS  –  PHASE  2:  MAIN HOUSE

UNIT TOTAL $
DESCRIPTION QUANTITY COST AMOUNT

GENERAL  CONSTRUCTION

Demo Built-in Millwork @ Room D, E, Laundry 25 LF 45.00 1,125

Remove & Replace Non-Historic Exterior Elements

Remove Porch Scrollwork Brackets 6 EA 100.00 600

Remove & Replace Railings @ 1st & 2nd, Front & Side 160 LF 200.00 32,000

Strip & Repaint Tin Roofs @ Front Façade 110 SF 30.00 3,300

Remove & Replace Decorations 40 LF 25.00 1,000

TOTAL GENERAL  CONSTRUCTION 179,240

ELECTRICAL  CONSTRUCTION

Remove & Replace Exterior Lighting Fixtures w/

Period Appropriate (Porches) 8 EA 1,500.00 12,000

TOTAL ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION 12,000
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SCHEMATIC  DESIGN

COST  MANAGEMENT  REPORT

NELSON  STILLMAN  HOUSE

GALENA  HISTORICAL  SOCIETY

GALENA,  ILLINOIS

01  AUGUST  2018  (REVISED  09/07/18)

UNIT  COSTS  –  PHASE  3: MAIN HOUSE

UNIT TOTAL $
DESCRIPTION QUANTITY COST AMOUNT

GENERAL  CONSTRUCTION

Scope of Serious Deficiencies

New Period-Appropriate Trim & Finishes (1st Floor)

Baseboard, w/Cap, Shoe, 10" Height 400 LF 12.00 4,800

Crown Moulding, 3 Piece, 10" 400 LF 16.00 6,400

Chair Rail 400 LF 9.50 3,800

Plaster Wall Mouldings/Paneling 2,950 SF 15.00 44,250

Custom Marble Bracket @ Mantlepiece, Match Existing 3 EA 2,500.00 7,500

Scope of Minor Deficiencies

Replacement of Upper and Lower Level Interior Finishes

Baseboard, w/Cap, Shoe, 10" Height 1,200 LF 12.00 14,400

Crown Moulding, 3 Piece, 10" 1,200 LF 16.00 19,200

Chair Rail 1,200 LF 9.50 11,400

Plaster Wall Mouldings/Paneling 5,600 SF 15.00 84,000

Repaint All Rooms

Walls 19,570 SF 1.50 29,355

Ceiling 7,450 SF 1.75 13,038

Trim 4,800 LF 1.00 4,800

TOTAL GENERAL  CONSTRUCTION 242,943
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SCHEMATIC  DESIGN

COST  MANAGEMENT  REPORT

NELSON  STILLMAN  HOUSE

GALENA  HISTORICAL  SOCIETY

GALENA,  ILLINOIS

01  AUGUST  2018  (REVISED  09/07/18)

UNIT  COSTS  –  PHASE  3: MAIN HOUSE

UNIT TOTAL $
DESCRIPTION QUANTITY COST AMOUNT

MECHANICAL  CONSTRUCTION

Demo Showers @ Rooms D, E, G, H 4 EA 1,250.00 5,000

Install New Sink In Place 4 EA 2,500.00 10,000

Demo Sinks & Vanities 2 EA 900.00 1,800

TOTAL MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION 16,800

ELECTRICAL  CONSTRUCTION

Remove Light Fixtures @ Removed Vanities 2 EA 150.00 300

Remove & Replace First Level Ceiling Fixtures 10 EA 500.00 5,000

TOTAL ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION 5,300
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SCHEMATIC  DESIGN

COST  MANAGEMENT  REPORT

NELSON  STILLMAN  HOUSE

GALENA  HISTORICAL  SOCIETY

GALENA,  ILLINOIS

01  AUGUST  2018  (REVISED  09/07/18)

UNIT  COSTS  –  LANDSCAPING  &  SITEWORK

UNIT TOTAL $
DESCRIPTION QUANTITY COST AMOUNT

SITEWORK

Scope of Critical Deficiencies

Grading for Water Management & Accessability - Allowance 1 LS 10,000.00 10,000

Scope of Serious Deficiencies

Removal of Wedding Chapel 1 LS 7,500.00 7,500

Re-Point Retained Historical Walls 1 LS 3,000.00 3,000

Brick Patio

Remove 18" Against Exterior Walls 150 SF 8.50 1,275

Replace w/Decomposed Granite 150 SF 15.00 2,250

Remove Mortared Brick Paved Patio 4,100 SF 5.00 20,500

Re-Pave w/Dry Laid & Sand Joints 4,100 SF 18.00 73,800

Add 42" Decorative Cast Iron Railing, Painted 120 LF 175.00 21,000

TOTAL SITEWORK 139,325
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      APPENDIX A: HISTORIC IMAGES 

 

Image A1: 1854. Plat of Galena, Illinois. ”Upper Bouthillier” area is unplatted/undeveloped.  
    Courtesy Galena-Jo Daviess County Historical Society.   
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Image A2: 1866. Drawing of Nelson Stillman House, northwest and southwest façades.  
    “Galena and its Lead Mines,” Harpers New Monthly Magazine, 32, no. 192 (May 1866),   
    689.  
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Image A3: 1871. Announcement of the Stillman Auction.  Galena Daily Gazette, 7 August 1871.  
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Image A4: Images of Stillman Family Plot in Greenwood Cemetery, Galena, Illinois.   
    Courtesy Daryl Watson, 2018. 
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Image A5: 1871. Invoice from Martin and Habich with letterhead detailing the scope of Martin’s  
     business. Courtesy R.S. Norris Collection. 
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Image A6: 1893. Detail view of plat map of Galena, Illinois. Richard Martin identified as owner of Nelson     
                 Stillman property. Courtesy of Galena-Jo Daviess County Historical Society 
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Image A7: 1910. East Galena as seen from Prospect Street, Nelson Stillman House and outbuilding is 
visible in the upper left corner of the image. The outbuilding has been incorporated into the 
Wedding Chapel structure.  
Courtesy of the Alfred W. Mueller Collection, Illinois State Historic Sites Office.   
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Image A8:  c. 1900. Postcard image of Bouthillier St. looking up hill toward U.S. Grant Home. 
                         Courtesy Galena Public Library. 
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Image A9: Date unknown. Wedding photo of William and Mary Ehrler.  
                Courtesy Galena Gazette. 
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Image A10:  c. 1915. William and Mary Ehrler family outside the Nelson Stillman House.  
                    Courtesy Galena Gazette. 
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Image A11: 1926. View of Route 5 (Rt. 20) looking east, shortly after the completion of construction. 
The Stillman House is visible at the top of hill on the left side of the image.  
Courtesy Galena Public Library.  
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Image A12: 1930. East Side of Galena, with Stillman House and outbuilding visible at top right of image. 
Courtesy of the Alfred W. Mueller Collection, Illinois State Historic Sites 
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Image A13: 1930. View of southwest façade of Nelson Stillman House and outbuidlings from Rt. 20 
road cut. Courtesy Paul and Tim Doser Photo Collection.  
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Image A14: 1930. View of southwest façade of Nelson Stillman House and outbuidlings from Rt. 20 
road cut. Courtesy Paul and Tim Doser Photo Collection. 
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Image A15: c. 1945. View of the northwest façade of the Nelson Stillman House.  
Courtesy Paul and Tim Doser Photo Collection.  
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Image A16: 1946. Detail from an aerial photograph of Galena.  

Courtesy Galena Zoning Office.  
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Image A17: 1964. View of the Nelson Stillman House while functioning as the Sunny Hill Nursing Home.   
Northwest façade.  
Courtesy Illinois State Historic Sites Office.  
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Image A18: 1964. View of the Nelson Stillman House while functioning as the Sunny Hill Nursing Home.   
Northeast façade.  
Courtesy Illinois State Historic Sites Office. 
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Image A19: 1964. View of the Nelson Stillman House while functioning as the Sunny Hill Nursing Home.   
Southeast façade.  
Courtesy Illinois State Historic Sites Office. 
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Image A20: 1964. View of the Nelson Stillman House while functioning as the Sunny Hill Nursing Home.   
Southeast façade.  
Courtesy Illinois State Historic Sites Office. 
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Image A21: 1965. Aerial photograph of Galena.  
Courtesy Galena Zoning Office.   
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Image A22: 1967. Announcement for the closing of the Sunny Hill Nursing Home.  
Courtesy Galena Gazette.   
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Image A23: 1974. Map of Galena, IL showing property ownership, drafted by local citizen Robert La 
Rue. The Nelson Stillman Property is identified as “Stevens Manor and Restaurant.” 
Courtesy Galena City Hall Zoning Office.  
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Image A24: 1976. Photo of Marilyn Jensen inside the Nelson Stillman House. The image was published 
along with a July 1, 1976 article about the Jensen’s plans for the property. 
Courtesy Galena Gazette.  
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Image A25: 1979. Plat map of the Nelson Stillman House property completed for Erik and Marilyn 
Jensen. The 20’ x 28’ “brick building” called out on the map is the portion of the Wedding 
Chapel that likely dates to the period of significance for the property. 
Courtesy City of Galena.  
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Image A26: 1981. Building Permit for stone retaining walls.  
Courtesy City of Galena.  
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Image A27: 1981. View of un-permitted footings and primary façade of Nelson Stillman House.  
                     Courtesy City of Galena. 
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Image A28: 1981. View of un-permitted footings.  
Courtesy City of Galena.  
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Image A29: 1981. View of un-permitted footings.  
Courtesy City of Galena. 
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Image A30: 1981. View of architectural salvage stored on the Nelson Stillman property. 
Courtesy City of Galena. 
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Image A31: 1981. View of architectural salvage stored on the Nelson Stillman property.  
Courtesy City of Galena. 
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Image A32: 1981. View of Nelson Stillman property from Highway 20 looking northeast toward Main 
House. 
Courtesy City of Galena. 
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Image A33: 1981. View of Nelson Stillman property from Highway 20 looking southeast toward Main 
House (at left), and Wedding Chapel (at right). 
Courtesy City of Galena.  
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Image A34: 1985. Image of second floor room from a real estate ad for the property.  
Courtesy Galena Gazette.  
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Image A35: 1985. Image of dining room from a real estate ad for the property.  
Courtesy Galena Gazette. 
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Image A36: 1985. Image of first floor rooms from a real estate ad for the property.  
Courtesy Galena Gazette. 
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Image A37: 1985. Plat map of the Nelson Stillman property completed for William and Pamela Lozeau. 
(Detail view next page). 
Courtesy City of Galena Building Files.  
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Image A38: 1987. View of Nelson Stillman House primary façade.  
Courtesy City of Galena Building Files.  
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Image A39: 1987. View of third level/attic guest room.  
Courtesy City of Galena Building Files.  
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Image A40: 1987. View of third level/attic guest room.  
Courtesy City of Galena Building Files.  
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Image A41: View of the patio and southwest façade of the Nelson Stillman House. 
Courtesy City of Galena Building Files. 
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Image A42: c. 1988. View of the Nelson Stillman House primary façade. Image via a local calendar. 
Courtesy Illinois State Historic Sites Office. 
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Image A43: c. 1990. Brochure for Stillman’s Mansion Restaurant and Guest Rooms. 
Courtesy Illinois State Historic Sites Office. 
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Image A44: 1993. View of signage for Stillman’s Mansion and Saloon at northwest corner of property, 
with Highway 20 at left of image.  
Courtesy City of Galena Building Files. 
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Image A45: 1993. View of Bouthiller Street signage for Stillman’s Mansion and Saloon at south entry 
drive.  
Courtesy City of Galena Building Files. 
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Image A46: 1993. View of Highway 20 signage for Stillman’s Mansion and Saloon. Wedding Chapel 
building in background. 
Courtesy City of Galena Building Files. 
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Image A47: 1993. View of Highway 20 signage for Stillman’s Mansion and Saloon. Wedding Chapel 
building in background. 
Courtesy City of Galena Building Files. 
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Image A48: 1993. View of Bouthiller Street signage for Stillman’s Mansion and Saloon at north entry 
drive. Non-extant Quonset hut in background. 
Courtesy City of Galena Building Files. 
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Image A49: 1994.  View of the Nelson Stillman House primary façade. Image via a local calendar. 
Courtesy Illinois State Historic Sites Office. 
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Image A50:   Feature article on the Stillman Inn published in conjunction with the 2001 Galena Tour of 
Historic Homes.  
Courtesy Galena Gazette. 
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Image A51:    Feature article on the Stillman Inn published in conjunction with the 2001 Galena Tour of 
Historic Homes.  
Courtesy Galena Gazette. 
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Image A52:    Feature article on the Stillman Inn published in conjunction with the 2001 Galena Tour of 
Historic Homes.  
Courtesy Galena Gazette. 
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Image A53: 2001. Building Permit Drawing for renovations to the Wedding Chapel building for use as 
the Stillman Tea Room. Courtesy City of Galena Building Files. 
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Image A54: 2010. View of the Nelson Stillman House north and west façades. Image taken as 
part of a city-wide historic resources survey. 
Courtesy Illinois State Historic Sites Office.  
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Image A55: 2010. View of the Orin Smith Mansion west and south façades. Image taken as 

part of a city-wide historic resources survey. Courtesy Illinois State Historic Sites Office.  

Image A56: 2010. View of the Belvedere Mansion west and south façades. Image taken as 
part of a city-wide historic resources survey. Courtesy Illinois State Historic Sites Office.  
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Image A57: 2010. View of the U.S. Grant Home west and south façades. Image taken as 
part of a city-wide historic resources survey. Courtesy Illinois State Historic Sites Office.  
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           APPENDIX C: CURRENT CONDITIONS PHOTOGRAPHS  

 

**All photos PVN and MSR, 2018. 

  

 

Image C1: View of site, parking lot, northwest and northeast façades of the Main House, looking south.  
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Image C2: Primary (northwest) façade of the Main House, looking southeast.  

 

Image C3: View of the northeast façade of the Main House, looking southwest. From left to right – 1946-47 Dining Addition, pre-1866 
addition, original construction. 
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Image C4: View of the southeast façade of the Main House and dining addition, looking northwest. Brick patio visible in foreground. 

 

Image C5: View of the southwest façade of the Main House (left of image) and southwest and southeast façades of the Wedding 
Chapel (right of image). Limestone retaining walls also visible.   
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Image C6: View of the southwest façade of the Main House including c. 1981 single story additions in foreground, looking northeast. 

 

Image C7: View of the southwest façade of the Main House, looking northeast.  
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Image C8: View of the Nelson Stillman property from the neighboring parcel, looking southeast. 
 

 

Image C9: View of the parking lot and landscaping and dead-end drive, looking south. 
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Image C10: View of the landscaping and dead-end drive, looking north. 

 

Image C11: View of northwest façade of the Wedding Chapel, looking southeast. 
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Image C12: View of the brick patio, looking north. 

 

Image C13: View of the east façade of the Wedding Chapel, looking north/northwest. 
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Image C14: View of the east façade of the Wedding Chapel, looking west. 

 

Image C15: View of the southwest façade of the Wedding Chapel, historic walls of the brick outbuilding at right of image. 
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Image C16: View of the southwest façade of the Wedding Chapel, looking northeast. 

 

Image C17: View of the brick patio and northwest façade of the Wedding Chapel, looking southeast.   
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Image C18: View of the brick patio, looking southwest. 

 

Image C19: View of a fountain on the brick patio, looking northeast.  
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Image C20: View of the limestone retaining walls to the north of the Main House, looking north.  

 

Image C21: View of the site grading, limestone retaining walls, and Wedding Chapel, looking northeast.  
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Image C22: Detail of the limestone retaining wall. Typical.   

 

Image C23: Detail of typical landscaping elements – limestone retaining wall, brick patio, wood mulch.  
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Image C24: View of northeast foundation wall in Main House cistern room. Looking southwest. 

 

Image C25: View of foundation northwest foundation wall in Main House, looking northwest. Note signs of water infiltration (right of 
image). 
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Image C26: View of northwest façade, looking southeast.   

 

Image C27: Detail of northwest foundation wall and northwest porch wing wall.   
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Image C28: View of masonry at Main House northeast façade. Typical. Note multiple mortars, efflorescence and unfilled anchor holes.   

 

Image C29: View of painted brick under overhanging eaves at Main House. Typical 
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Image C30: View of c. 1981 single story addition to Main House. Note evidence of water infiltration at bottom of façade.    

 

Image C31: View of cupola at Main House. Looking southeast.   
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Image C32: View of unfinished railings at cupola. 

Image C33: View of northwest porch at Main House, looking southeast. 
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Image C34: View northwest porch at Main House, looking south/southeast. Also note gutter placement.     
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Image C35: View along northwest porch at Main House, looking northeast. 
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Image C36: View along Main House southwest porch, looking  

 

Image C37: View of southwest porch at Main House, looking east. Note gutter placement.  
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Image C38: View of previously painted masonry at second level of Main House southwest porch.   

  

Image C39:   View of chimneys at Main House pre-1866 addition.  
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Image C40: View of chimneys and c. 1980s dormer at Main House original construction.  

 

 

Image C41: View of Main House roof, looking south.  
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Image C42: View of Main House roof access, located within cupola.  
Image C43:  

 

Image C44: View of access from cupola to the rest of the Main House roof. 
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Image C45: Gutter and drainage at Main House northwest façade below access stair to southwest porch.  

 

Image C46: Detail of Main House fascia and brackets at central stair tower. 
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Image C47: Detail of Main House fascia, brackets, and gutters at attic level. Typical. 

  

Image C48: Wood primary entrance doors with transom window, northwest façade.  
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Image C49: Interior of primary entry door. 
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Image C50: Wood door with transom window at northeast façade.  

 

Image C51: Interior of northeast façade door.   
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Image C52: Modern wood door with screen door at 1946-1947 dining addition to Main House.  
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Image C53: Interior of modern wood door at 1946-1947 dining addition to Main House. 
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Image C54: Modern metal doors at lower level walkout of 1946-47 dining addition. 
 

 

Image C55: Interior view of modern metal doors at lower level of 1946-47 dining addition. 
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Image C56: View wood door with exterior wood screen and transom window at first level of southwest façade (opening onto porch).  

   

Image C57:   View wood door at first level of southwest façade (opening onto porch). Wood plank floor also visible. 
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Image C58: View of non-historic metal French doors with screen at lower level walkout of southwest façade.  

   

Image C59: View of non-historic metal French doors with screen at lower level walkout of southwest façade. 
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Image C60: View of historic wood French doors at lower level walkout of southwest façade.  
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Image C61: View of historic wood French doors at lower level walkout of southwest façade. 
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Image C62: View of attic level window, typical.  
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Image C63: First level multi-light window with painted metal hood.  
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Image C64: View of typical first and second level window, at secondary façades.  
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Image C65: View of round window at central stair tower.  

 

Image C66: Interior view of round window at central stair tower.  
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Image C67: View of southeast façade of dining addition, looking north/northwest.  

 

Image C68: View of western of the two c. 1981 single story additions. Northwest façade looking southeast. 
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Image C69: View of lower level – walkout at right of image.  

 

Image C70: Typical bathroom condition, lower level. 
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Image C71: Kitchen area, lower level.  

 

Image C72: View of lower level.  
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Image C73: Foundation wall, entry to cistern room, lower level.  

 

Image C74: Cistern room, lower level.  
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Image C75: Cistern room, lower level.  

 

Image C76: Panel box, lower level.  
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Image C77: Water heater, lower level. 
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Image C78:  
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Image C79: Typical bathroom, lower level. 

 

Image C80: :Lower level, looking southwest toward interior of c.1981 addition.  
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Image C81: Lower level, looking southeast.  

 

Image C82: Lower level, interior of western c. 1981 addition.  
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Image C83: Lower level, interior of western c. 1981 addition. 
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Image C84: First level, entry hall, looking southeast. 

 

Image C85: First level main hall, looking east/southeast. 
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Image C86: First level, main hall, typical interior door with applied panels. 

 

Image C87: First level, main hall, detail of typical base condition. 
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Image C88: Ornament at primary stair. 

 

Image C89: View of main hall and primary stair, looking northwest.  
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Image C90: Interior door trim and non-historic crown moulding at first level.  

 

Image C91: First level, window with interior shutters, looking northwest.  
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Image C92: First level fireplace surround.  

 

Image C93: First level, note non-historic wall ornament.  
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Image C94: Non-historic bathroom at first level. Typical of non-historic bathrooms in former guest room spaces.  
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Image C95: Jetted tub at first level non-historic bathroom. 

 

Image C96: First level bay window with interior screens.  
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Image C97: First level fireplace and surround.  

 

Image C98: Window air condition unit installed in first level window.  
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Image C99: First level, view of interior door trim and raised applied panels at interior doors. Typical. 

 

Image C100: Trim at pocket door . 
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Image C101: Extant wood plank flooring at main level.  

 

Image C102: Pocket doors at main level, looking northwest. 
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Image C103: Fireplace with wood and brick surround. Main Level. 

Image C104: View of first level hall connecting to 1946-47 dining addition. Looking southeast toward dining addition. 
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Image C105: View of rear stair.  

 

Image C106: View of first level hall connecting to 1946-47 dining addition. Looking northwest toward front door. 
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Image C107: View of first level hall connecting to 1946-47 dining addition. Looking southwest toward kitchen. 

Image C108: View of bathroom off kitchen.  Note panel box. 
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Image C109: First level kitchen.  

 

Image C110: First level kitchen looking southwest toward door that opens onto southwest porch.  
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Image C111: View of first level kitchen, looking southeast toward dining addition. 

 

Image C112: Fireplace in kitchen. 
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Image C113: 1946-47 dining addition, looking west/northwest toward kitchen.  

 

Image C114: 1946-47 dining addition, looking northeast. 
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Image C115: Panel box at northwest wall of dining addition. 

 

Image C116: Floor patching at threshold between dining addition and kitchen.  
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Image C117: View of main stair at second level, looking northwest.  

 

Image C118: View of main stair at second level. Note round base. 
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Image C119: View of main stair at second level. Looking southeast.  

 

Image C120: View of hall at second level. Looking east/southeast. 
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Image C121: Fireplace in second level room to northeast of hall.  

 

Image C122: Baseboard heater and wood plank floor at second level.  
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Image C123: Fireplace with missing marble panel at side of surround. Second level.  

 

Image C124: Door with raised applied panels. Second level. 
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Image C125: Panel boxes, dropped ceiling at econd level laundry room.  

.  

Image C126: Parquet flooring and dryer vents at second level laundry room.  
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Image C127: 75kVA generator. 

 

Image C128: Pedestal sink in second level room.   
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Image C129: 75kVA generator. 

 

Image C130: Second level, room to northeast of hall, looking southwest toward hall.  
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Image C131: Second level, room at southwest side of hall. Looking northeast toward hall.  

 

Image C132: Second level, room at southwest of hall, looking southeast.  
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Image C133: Second level, steps down to room in pre-1866 addition from original building hall.  

 

Image C134: Second level, room in pre-1866 addition, looking southwest.  
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Image C135: Second level, room in pre-1866 addition, looking northeast. 

 

Image C136: Jetted tub at second level room in pre-1866 addition.  
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Image C137: Third level, hall looking northwest.  

 

Image C138: Third level landing, stair to cupola.  
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Image C139: Stair to cupola.  

 

Image C140: Third level northeast room looking east/northeast. 
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Image C141: Fireplace at third level northeast room. 

 

Image C142: Non-historic opening at third level southwest room.  
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Image C143: Third level, southwest room, looking northwest.  

 

Image C144: Third level, bathroom in southwest room.  
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Image C145: Detail of painted stone sill and aluminum exterior storm window. Typical at all windows.  

 

Image C146: Typical base profile condition.  
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Image C147: Radiator and baseboard heat both visible in second level former guest room. 

 

Image C148: Commercial exit lighting and fire extinguisher at the second level. 
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Image C149: Commercial exit lighting and hardwired fire detection system at first level hall. 
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       APPENDIX D: GALENA CODE OF ORDNANCES CHPT 151: HISTORIC PRESERVATION 
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APPENDIX E: SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR’S STANDARDS FOR REHABILITATION 

The ten Standards address the character-defining features, materials, and spatial 

relationships of the building, and provide guidance for the rehabilitated use, changes, treatment of 

existing materials and features, exterior alterations and new construction. The ten Standards are as 

follows: 

1) A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use that requires minimal 

change to its distinctive materials, features, spaces, and spatial relationships.  

2) The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The removal of 

distinctive materials or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that 

characterize a property will be avoided.  

3) Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes 

that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or 

elements from other historic properties, will not be undertaken.  

4) Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right will be 

retained and preserved.  

5) Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of 

craftsmanship that characterize a property will be preserved.  

6) Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of 

deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match the 

old in design, color, texture, and, where possible, materials. Replacement of missing features 

will be substantiated by documentary and physical evidence.  

7) Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest 

means possible. Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not be used.  

8) Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources must be 

disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken.  

9) New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not destroy historic 

materials, features, and spatial relationships that characterize the property. The new work 

shall be differentiated from the old and will be compatible with the historic materials, 

features, size, scale and proportion, and massing to protect the integrity of the property and 

its environment.  

10) New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken in such a 

manner that, if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic 

property and its environment would be unimpaired.  
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The National Park Service website provides some further interpretation of the Standards, noting 

that,  

 “The amount of change to features and spaces that can be accommodated within the 

Standards will vary according to the roles they play in establishing the character of the 

property. …The more important a feature or space is to the historic character of a 

property, the less it can be changed without damaging the character as a whole. On 

the other hand, aspects less critical to the historic character may be altered more 

substantially with less effect on the character of the building as a whole. However, 

even when the features being changed are minor, changes that are too numerous or 

radical can in some instances alter the overall character of the building.  

Similarly, features and spaces that have been so substantially changed outside the 

period of significance or are so severely deteriorated as no longer to convey historic 

character can be more readily altered than those aspects of a property that retain a 

high degree of integrity. Historic character, however, is not readily lost through 

deterioration, and most deteriorated historic features must be replaced to match when 

they are beyond repair.”1  

Along with the Standards, the National Park Service has developed the Secretary of the 

Interior’s Guidelines for the Rehabilitation of Historic Buildings (“the Guidelines”). The Guidelines 

provide general design and technical recommendations for applying the Standards. Taken together, 

the Standards and Guidelines outline a model framework that can help to avoid incompatible 

alterations. Additionally, several other document series, including: Interpreting the Standards 

bulletins (ITS), Preservation Briefs, and Preservation Tech Notes provide best practice examples. 

 

                                                           

1 Further information on the Standards and Guidelines can be found at: http://www.nps.gov/tps/standards.htm   
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APPENDIX F: CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS, GALENA HPC, MAY 2017 
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CITY OF GALENA, ILLINOIS 
                                        101 Green Street, Galena, Illinois 61036 

Telephone: 815-777-1050          Facsimile: 815-777-3083          www.cityofgalena.org 

 
May 5, 2017 
 
Galena‐Jo Daviess County Historical Society 
211 S. Bench St. 
Galena, IL 61036 
 
Re: 513 Bouthillier St., Galena, IL 61036 
 
At the May 4, 2017 meeting of the Galena Historic Preservation Commission (HPC), your application to demolish 
the Stillman Inn outbuildings, 1936 dining addition to the Stillman Inn, and the two 1970’s one story additions with 
mansard roofs was approved with conditions.   
 
The conditions are as follows: 

1. What remains of the 1850’s carriage house may not be demolished due to its historic significance.   
   

The Certificate of Appropriateness will be in the building file for 513 Bouthillier St., which is located at City 
Hall.  If you decide to proceed as approved, you will need to obtain the proper permits for the project.  
Your contractor, or yourself, can come to City Hall for the permit. 
 
Thank you for cooperation. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
Jonathan Miller 
Building Official 
101 Green Street 
Galena, IL 61036 
jmiller@cityofgalena.org | Email 
www.cityofgalena.org | Website 

Phone | 815‐777‐1050 Fax | 815‐777‐3083 



CITY OF GALENA, ILLINOIS  
 

101 Green Street          P.O. Box 310          Galena, Illinois 61036 
Telephone: 815‐777‐1050          Facsimile: 815‐777‐3083          www.cityofgalena.org 

 

 

Application for Demolition of a Structure 

Name of Applicant: _________________________________________________________________________ 

Name of Property Owner (if different than applicant): ____________________________________________________ 

Address: __________________________________________________________________________________ 
City                           State                           Zip            | 

Present Use of Property: _____________________________________________________________________ 

Site Information 

1.  A sketch that includes the following information: 
 

 The boundaries of the property. 

 The location of the house or principal structure and all accessory structures on the lot. 

 The location of all public streets adjoining the property. 

 The distance of the house or principal structure and all accessory structures on the lot from the boundaries 
of the property. 
 
2. Photographs of exterior and interior views showing the general condition of the property  
 

Architecture 
 Vernacular     Italianate     French Colonial     Second Empire     Federal     Queen Anne 

 Greek Revival     Contemporary     Gothic Revival 

If other, please specify: ______________________________________________________________________ 

Approximate Age of Structure: ________________________________________________________________ 

Method Used to Determine Approximate Age: ___________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Describe any Unique Exterior Features or Materials: ______________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Galena-Jo Daviess County Historical Society

513 Bouthillier Street Galena IL 61036

Outbuilding in use as Wedding Chapel/Event Space; existing house to remain

Outbuilding has multiple additions including architectural salvage. No overall style.

Date of construction unknown for oldest portion; additions in 1950s and 1970s.

Illinois limestone rubble foundation; brick masonry bearing

walls. Arch-topped openings for windows and cellar door at west side. Rectangular openings at north and south.

Documents on file with the City from the 1970s

 Elements proposed to be demolished: outbuilding in its entirety, one-story 1936 dining addition to Stillman Inn, and

walk-out basement level.
 two 1970s mansard-roof one-story additions at 
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Condition of Structure 

Describe the current condition of the structure in as much detail as possible.  Be sure to describe the condition 
of the following features: 
 

 Foundation 

 Roof 

 Windows 

 Doors and door jambs 

 Exterior walls 

 Interior walls and floors 

 Electrical wiring 

 Plumbing 
 

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

The existing structure includes original foundations and walls, with subsequent additions which expanded foundations,

walls, and roofing. Some portions of the exposed limestone rubble foundation have broken pieces of stone, though the 

mortar beyond remains. Within the footprint of the oldest portion of the foundation, there is a later cast-in-place concrete

with some surface spalling and wear. Additions use contemporary brick with a range of hues and wider mortar joints. 

Condition of windows and ornamentation varies with age of construction: some of the painted wood frames and trim are

more uniform block  sizes and thicker mortar joints. Brick bearing walls are in varying conditions, depending upon age of  

foundation wall which divides the interior of the space. Later limestone foundation walls are differentiated by larger, 

construction, and have been repointed in sections both interior and exterior; repointing does not in all cases match earlier 

peeling overall. In the oldest portion, there appear to be two original windows with divided lites (one facing north, one south);  

Where used, exterior painted vertical wood siding and decorative fascia is deteriorating, with board warping,splitting, 

mortar color, texture, or joint sizing. The oldest portion appears to be entirely out of Galena brick, largely uniform in color, 

and cupping. Elements of architectural salvage have been repurposed as part of the additions, including a painted 

wood cupola with copper roof, and a doorway framed with a limestone pediment and pilasters backed by a brick parapet.

The interior of the building includes more architectural salvage, including a large wood millwork bar and various

trim and ornaments. Within the footprint of the oldest construction, the floor construction has been entirely replaced:

it is currently wood oriented-strand-board over joists; adjacent additions appear to have been built directly on top of an

existing exterior brick patio. At the oldest portion of the building, two thirds of the north wall are now interior, and the entire 

shed addition. The supporting structure of the roof over the oldest portion of the building has been replaced over time.

arch-topped openings do not have original glazing, and are currently infilled with rough carpentry framing and acrylic panels.

the limestone foundation below. The majority of the finished roof is asphalt shingles, with asphalt roll goods used on the 

south wall is interior. There is only a three-foot section remaining of the original north wall inside, with the remainder 

removed for an opening. This wing wall is significantly bowed. The original south wall is concealed inside by full-height 
millwork booths, and on the former exterior side it has now inside a shed addition and has been covered in plastic with 

floor to ceiling shelving in front. The fourth wall of the original structure is wood framed and sided; it is not fully aligned with 
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Names of Surrounding Properties 

Following are the names and addresses of surrounding property owners from the property in question for a 
distance of two‐hundred‐fifty (250) feet in all directions, and the number of feet occupied by all public roads, 
streets, alleys, and public ways have been excluded in computing the 250 feet requirement.  Said names are as 
recorded in the office of the County Recorder (or the Registrar of Titles of the County) and as appear from the 
authentic tax records of the County.  If additional space is needed, please attach an extra page. 
 

Name                           Address 

_________________________________                             _________________________________ 

_________________________________                             _________________________________ 

_________________________________                             _________________________________ 

_________________________________                             _________________________________ 

_________________________________                             _________________________________ 

_________________________________                             _________________________________ 

_________________________________                             _________________________________ 

_________________________________                             _________________________________ 

_________________________________                             _________________________________ 

_________________________________                             _________________________________ 

_________________________________                             _________________________________ 

_________________________________                             _________________________________ 

_________________________________                             _________________________________ 

_________________________________                             _________________________________ 

_________________________________                             _________________________________ 

_________________________________                             _________________________________ 

_________________________________                             _________________________________ 

_________________________________                             _________________________________ 

_________________________________                             _________________________________ 

I (we) certify that all of the above statements and the statements contained in any papers or plans submitted 
here within are true to the best of my (our) knowledge and belief. 
 

____________________________________                                        ____________________________________ 

Applicant’s Signature                                Date                                        Owner’s Signature (if different than applicant)   Date 

 

____________________________________                                        ____________________________________ 

Public Notary                                             Date                                        My Commission Expires 
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Criteria for Review of Application 

In reviewing your application for a certificate of appropriateness to demolish a building or structure, the 
Zoning Administrator and Galena Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) must consider the following criteria 
from Chapter 151.26 (B) of Historic Preservation Ordinance. Please study the criteria and be prepared to 
answer questions relating to them at the public hearing. 
 
Is the building of such architectural or historical interest that its removal would be a detriment to the public 

interest? _________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Is the building of such old and unusual or uncommon design, texture, and material that it could not be 

reproduced or reproduced only with great difficulty? ______________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Would retention of the building help preserve and protect a historical place or the Historic District of the City? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Would retention of the building promote the general welfare by maintaining and increasing real estate values, 

generating business, creating new positions, attracting tourists, attracting new residents, encouraging study 

and interest in American history, stimulating interest and study in architecture and design, educating citizens 

in American culture and heritage, and making the City a more attractive and desirable place in which to live? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Would demolition of the building or structure adversely affect the cohesiveness and historical significance of 

the Historic District as a whole? ________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Other HPC Notes: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

The historic portion of the building represents typical

construction of the period and does not include any unique construction features or details. 

The structure is not itemized in the 2013 National Register of Historic Places in which the adjacent Stillman Inn was 

specifically referenced as a contributing feature to the District and to the adjacent notable historic properties.

While the existing wedding chapel is used by the public and by visitors, demolition of the structure would allow for

construction of an Historical Society Museum with a net increase in visitors to the area and adjacent historic properties;

it will contribute to the local economy, civic engagement, and to the preservation and sharing of local history and culture.

As the outbuilding is located to the rear of the Stillman Inn, at a lower elevation

and at the end of the Historic District boundary, demolition of the structure would not have an adverse affect on the 

cohesiveness of the District. The historic portion of the building is not visible from the public line of sight from the US Grant

This structure is not individually listed, and has had significant modifications and additions since its construction 

which are not historic, such that the remaining portions include only (2) full exterior walls and foundations, and (1) partially 

extant exterior wall. The interior, including floor and roof structure, and the remaining exterior walls and roof are not original.

House, which is the most prominent structure within this area of the District. The outbuilding is neither

There is no existing documentation of the original design or detailing of the original structure overall.

singular in its execution nor exemplary of period construction, and as such is not a notable contribution to the quality of

the Historic District.
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Certificate of Appropriateness: Application Requirements 
New Construction, Additions, and Alterations 

• Site plan, drawn to scale, including landscaping, parking, utilities and other elements. 
• Floor plans, drawn to scale and dimensioned, showing existing conditions and proposed work. 
• Elevations (all exterior views), drawn to scale, showing proposed work. 
• Photographs showing all sides and existing conditions. 
• Historic photographs, is available, showing area where changes are to be made. 
• A list of materials to be used, including product sources and color descriptions. 

Alteration of a Structure’s Architectural Style or Roofline 
• Elevations (all exterior views), drawn to scale, showing proposed work. 
• Photographs showing all sides and existing conditions. 
• Historic photographs, if available, showing the area where changes are to be made. 
• A list of materials to be used, including product sources and color descriptions. 

Demolition of a Structure 
• A “Certificate of Appropriateness” for the demolition of a structure must be completed. 
• Photographs of the entire exterior and interior showing the general condition of the property. 
• The current dollar value of the property. 
• The current dollar value of the property improvements. 
• The cost of demolition, removal of debris, and grading of the property after demolition. 

Partial Demolition 
• Floor plans, drawn to scale and dimensioned, showing existing conditions and proposed 

demolition. 
• Photographs of the entire building exterior and interior views of the section to be demolished 

showing the general condition of the property. 
• Historic photographs, if available, showing the section to be demolished. 

Site Alterations 
• Site plan, drawn to scale, showing existing conditions (including landscaping, parking, utilities and 

other elements) and proposed work. 
• Photographs of the site showing existing conditions. 
• A list of materials to be used in proposed work, including product sources and color descriptions. 

 
To be placed on the Galena Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) agenda, an application for a Certificate of 
Appropriateness must be received by the Building Department no later than 12:00 PM of the Tuesday one 
week (9 calendar days) prior to the next scheduled meeting of the HPC.  The Building Official or Historical 
Preservation Secretary shall review the application to make sure all necessary information has been submitted 
in accordance with the application requirements and shall notify the applicant of any missing or additional 
information needed.  The HPC may request additional information of an applicant or may table an application 
until the next meeting for lack of information.  The applicant or his agent must attend the HPC meeting to 

101 Green Street     •     P.O. Box 310     •     Galena, Illinois 61036 
Telephone: 815-777-1050     •     Facsimile: 815-777-3083     •     www.cityofgalena.org 

 

http://www.cityofgalena.org/
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answer any questions the Commission may have.  Applications not received by the Building Department prior 
to the deadline shall be scheduled for the following meeting.  The Building Official may at his/her discretion 
place an item on the agenda if he believes the delay may be critical to a contractor or property owner. 
 

Application for a Certificate of Appropriateness 

This Certificate of Appropriateness shall be valid only when signed by the Building Official and the Historic 
Preservation Secretary. The Historic Preservation Committee may be consulted prior to issuance of a 
Certificate. Construction work shall not be permitted within the Historic District of the City of Galena without a 
signed Certificate of Appropriateness. 

Applicant: _________________________________________________ Phone #: ________________________ 

Applicant Mailing Address: ___________________________________________________________________ 
City                           State                           Zip            | 

Property Owner: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

Property Building Address: ___________________________________________________________________ 

The construction work for which this Certificate of Appropriateness is sought is described below. Further 
supplementing the application are the following attached photos, drawings, plans, colors, material list or other 
reliable information as described in the Certificate of Appropriateness application requirements. 

Applicant shall provide all checked off items before application can be heard by the Galena Historic 
Preservation Commission: 

 Site Plan    Elevations    Floor Plans    Materials    Photos 

Description of work to be performed: __________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

City of Galena Use Only 

 Approved    Approved w/ Condition/Restrictions    Denied 

Conditions: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________                                        ____________________________________ 
Building Official                                         Date                                        GHCP Secretary                                         Date 

 
I understand and agree to the above listed conditions:  

____________________________________________ 
                                                                                                     Applicant’s Signature                                                Date 

Last Updated: 2/2/2015 

Galena-Jo Daviess County Historical Society (815) 777-9129

211 S Bench St                          Galena                       IL                            61036

513 Bouthillier St (within Historic District) 

Sale pending to Galena Historical Society from Dave & Bernadine Anderson

XX

Refer to separate Application for Demolition submitted for this same property. 

Proposed demolition of Stillman Inn outbuilding, 1936 dining addition to Stillman Inn, and two 1970s one-story additions
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